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The New Ideal Darwin Tulips

*Adoration.* $11.00 per 100; $105.00 per 1000. A splendid improvement on the old favorite Princess Elizabeth. Strong, large flower of exceptional substance. The color is a clear brilliant pink with lighter edges and white base. Height 29 in.

Al Jolson. $7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000. Beautiful American Beauty red with broad, lighter edge on outside of petals; inside a glittering scarlet, with blue center; a well shaped flower borne on erect stem. A great improvement over Darwin Tulip Pride of Haarlem. Height 26 inches.

*America.* $6.60 per 100; $61.00 per 1000. A magnificent bold flower of richest mahogany or chestnut. No one objecting to red need omit this from the garden. Unquestionably the best and largest flower of this shade. Very handsome planted with White Giant. Height 28 inches.

Annie Speelman. $11.00 per 100; $105.00 per 1000. A tremendous white Tulip with white base and anthers. The flower is oval-shaped and of remarkable texture. A beautiful garden Tulip of great substance. Will last from 2 to 3 weeks, when cut the flower does not open too wide when placed in a warm room. Straight, stiff stem. Height 30 inches.

Avalon. $6.00 per 100; $55.00 per 1000. A pure white Tulip with black anthers. Our trials during 1929-34 in New York, Chicago, Montreal and Cleveland gardens have proved this to be a very large flower of good substance with tall and strong stem. Highly recommended. Height 29 inches.

*Bella Donna.* $6.80 per 100; $63.00 per 1000. Lovely crimson-red with greenish blue center. Of ideal form, very large and very substantial flower, which is carried on a strong stem. Height 28 inches.

*Benjamin Franklin.* $6.00 per 100; $55.00 per 1000. A lovely pure lavender Tulip of perfect form; we recommend this variety for bedding. The flowers are carried on a stiff and strong stem and have great lasting qualities. Height 27 inches.

*Blue Danube.* $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. Fine dark purple with grayish flush, inside purplish blue with blue and white center. Large flower of great substance. Height 29 in.

Bourgogne. $13.00 per 100; $125.00 per 1000. A lovely burgundy red flower of great beauty, dark blue center. A wonderful variety with large, graceful flower on strong, erect stem. Does extremely well in hot weather. Height 30 inches.

*Camellia.* $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. A lovely satiny rose-pink flower of great beauty; large, white base, oval-shaped, on strong stem. Highly recommended. It is far superior to Princess Elizabeth. Height 27 inches.

Caroline Testout. $18.00 per 100; $175.00 per 1000. We named this variety after the well known rose Caroline Testout, the color of this Tulip is even more beautiful; of perfect shape, it has exceptional lasting qualities; a soft, glistening pure pink with a large, white base. Should be used for the show garden. A Tulip with a great future and to date the loveliest pink Tulip in existence. Height 30 inches.

*Cherry Pink.* $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. Bright cherry-pink, flowers are shaped like a rosebud, delicately edged white, center blue and white. Height 28 inches.

*Colleen Moore.* $8.00 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. Vermilion-red, inside glowing orange with yellow center. The effect is a magnificent brilliant fiery orange when the flower is fully open. The blossom is large and strong, carried on a strong, stiff, wiry stem. Height 26 inches.

Cote d’Azur. $65c each. An exquisite novelty of a glorious lavendar-blue with large white base. The finest Tulip in this color. The flowers turn heavenly-blue with age and become constantly larger. When starting to flower the blooms are not large but very dainty. We fully recommend it to every amateur. Height 26 inches.

Covallin. $7.80 per 100; $73.00 per 1000. A glorious flower, rich pink outside petals; inside the color takes on brilliant tones of salmon. The clear, sharply defined white base helps greatly to make this one of the loveliest Tulips. Height 27 inches.

Crimson Glow. $8.00 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. A fine orange-crimson variety with delicate border of salmon-orange, which becomes more distinct as the flower ages. A unique, distinct, and beautiful new color not yet found among Darwins. Height 27 inches.

*Duke of Wellington.* $7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000. A delightful pure white flower of great beauty and substance, white anthers and pure white base, is carried on a stiff stem. Highly recommended. Height 25 inches.

*Foam.* $6.00 per 100; $55.00 per 1000. Large; of purest white and perfect form; white base and black anthers. This Tulip has tremendous lasting qualities, very thick flower petals and not too heavy stem. Height 24 inches.

Glacier. $13.00 per 100; $125.00 per 1000. A giant among pure white Tulips, white base and white anthers. Tremendous oval-shaped flower of great substance, does not open as wide as most other Tulips do when placed in a warm room. Will last three weeks in the garden or when cut; we do not know of another Tulip its size. Some of the flower petals measure 6 inches in length. This Tulip is a gem in any collection. Sturdy, straight stem. Highly recommended. Height 30 inches.

*Gloria Swanson.* $9.00 per 100; $85.00 per 1000. An enormous crimson-red flower, with bluish base. We do not believe that a larger and stronger Tulip in this color has ever been raised. Very strong stem, flower has great lasting qualities. This really is a giant and an excellent variety. Height 32 inches.

*Grulleen’s Giant.* $11.00 per 100; $105.00 per 1000. Intensely brilliant salmon-orange, with broad, dark orange border and showing a great deal of orange inside the bloom. Giant cup-shaped flower with slightly reflexing outer petals of great substance. It is beautiful in the garden, reminding one of a much improved Afterglow. Erect, strong stem. Height 30 inches.

Helen Gahagan. $11.00 per 100; $105.00 per 1000. A delightful sulphur-yellow Tulip, inside dark lemon-yellow with yellow anthers; it will turn to creamy white when planted in the garden. Excellent for exhibition purposes. Large, oblong flower which is carried on a stiff, tall stem. Highly recommended. Height 30 inches.

*Helen Wills.* $8.00 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. Dainty rosy lilac, flushed blue, bluish white base. Large flower of perfect form, is far superior to all Tulips known in this shade. Highly recommended. Height 27 inches.

*Heliotrope.* $6.00 per 100; $55.00 per 1000. A delightful flower of clear heliotrope color. Height 26 inches.

Herone. $15.00 per 100; $145.00 per 1000. Very fine lemon-yellow, flushed darker yellow inside with still darker yellow base. Elegant, oblong-shaped flower on straight stem. Highly recommended. Height 24 inches.

Humming Bird. $18.00 per 100; $175.00 per 1000. A great improvement over The Bishop. Without doubt this is the loveliest of the violet Tulips. Nothing so far equals it. The color is pure and vibrates with life. The substance of the bloom is unusual. Height 30 inches.

Imperator. $15.00 per 100; $145.00 per 1000. A giant blood-red flower with dark blue center, which is carried on a tall, strong stem with extremely substantial flower petals. Highly recommended. Height 28 inches.

*Insurpassable.* $18.00 per 100; $175.00 per 1000. A mammoth lilac Tulip, flower is of great substance and carried on a tall and strong stem. This is a great improvement on the well known Darwin Tulip, Wm. Copland, as the flower is at least three times larger and of a far better color. Highly recommended. Height 28 inches.

Varieties not indicated by a star are TL-p).
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Karl Dane. $7.50 per 100; $70.00 per 1000. Orange-scarlet with greenish center, large flower. A much finer Tulip than Feu Brilliant. Height 28 inches.

*King White. $7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000. A perfect pure white flower, white base, anthers black. Finely formed and carried on sturdy stem. Height 25 inches.

*Kriemhilde. $7.80 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. A very delicate creamy white flower with white base and anthers and very thick flower petals. Graceful, oval-shaped flower on erect stem. Early blooming, with great lasting qualities. Height 28 inches.

*Lady Hillingdon. $15.00 per 100; $145.00 per 1000. This variety has been named after the rose it resembles in color. When flowering outside it is orange shaded buff, a color not found among the Darwins; when forced it is bright orange and a large and most beautiful Tulip. The flower is carried on a thin, wiry stem. Height 27 inches.

*La France. $7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000. A self-colored bright rose-pink Tulip of great beauty; white base, large and strong flower on stiff stem. Highly recommended. Height 28 inches.

*La Tusca. $9.50 per 100; $90.00 per 1000. Large, creamy yellow, egg-shaped flower with a darker yellow edge, turning sulphur-white when in full bloom; yellow base. Strong growing plant; flowers are carried on tall, stiff stems. A Tulip of delicate beauty. Height 27 inches.

*Lilac Wonder. $5.80 per 100; $53.00 per 1000. A color which up to now has not been shown in any Tulip, the flower is porcelain lilac with a white center and borne on a stiff stem. Recommended for late blooming. Plant it next to President Taft for a marvelous combination. A great Tulip. Height 29 inches.

*Marie Le Gray. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. A pure white Tulip of great beauty with dark anthers. Large and well formed flower of great substance. Recommended for late blooming. Plant it next to President Taft for a marvelous combination. A great Tulip. Height 29 inches.

Mary O'Day. $11.00 per 100; $105.00 per 1000. Lovely salmon-rose with distinct orange shading, edged salmon-orange, with delicate white line running through each petal. The flower is carried on a tall, stiff stem. The pink shade predominates as the flower ages. A sweet, lovely variety. Height 30 inches.

*Mascotte. $8.00 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. A delicate salmon-orange and pink combination with yellow center. Very refined variety with Cottage Tulip shaped flower which is carried on thin wiry stem. Height 25 inches.

*Masterpiece. $15.00 per 100; $145.00 per 1000. A giant flower of brilliant red, carried on a strong, stiff stem. One of the largest red Tulips in the collection, reminding one of the Oriental Poppy. Highly recommended. Height 31 inches.

*Mermaid. $5.80 per 100; $53.00 per 1000. Delicate rose-pink with lighter border, creamy white base; tremendous flower of oval shape, strong and tall stem. This novelty is among the first to bloom when planted outside and has great lasting qualities. Height 28 inches.

*Moment Evereste. $8.80 per 100; $83.00 per 1000. A very fine snow-white Darwin Tulip of great substance. Graceful flower of perfect form; one of the purest whites, the earliest to bloom and the last to fade. Height 28 inches.

*Mrs. Grullemans. $13.00 per 100; $125.00 per 1000. A lovely pure white Darwin Tulip; flowers are large and of great substance with pure white center, light sulphur-yellow anthers and stiff stem. A noble flower bearing a great name. The best all around white Darwin. Height 27 inches.

*Mrs. Mandel. $5.50 per 100; $50.00 per 1000. A much improved Wm. Copland, with larger and far more substantial flower. Violet-blue flushed lilac with large white base. Excellent keeper, strong stem. Height 27 inches.

*Muriel. $7.80 per 100; $73.00 per 1000. A very rare color among Tulips, clear reddish violet, large white base. Of quite distinct shape, outer petals slightly reflexing when in full bloom. Strong flower on straight stem. Height 29 inches.

*Niphotos. $1.00 each. A glorious lemon-yellow flower with lighter base and anthers, of perfect Ideal Darwin Tulip form; the petals are of a remarkable texture, and have, therefore, greater lasting qualities, the flower is carried on a strong, erect stem. It is far superior to any other Tulip in this color and one of the most beautiful in our collection. Highly recommended. Height 29 inches.

*Pol Negri. $11.50 per 100; $110.00 per 1000. Delicate salmon-rose flushed with dark pink. Petals show a decided rosy edge, base of flower is yellow. Long, well formed flower. When forced or in the garden it is superior to any variety ever shown in this color. Exceptionally long lasting. Height 25 inches.

*Queen of the Night. $23.00 per 100; $225.00 per 1000. One of the darkest Tulips ever introduced. It is superior to Darwin Tulip Mystery and La Tulipe Noire. At last a real black Tulip of rare beauty. Large flower on tall, stiff stem. Height 30 inches.

*Queen of Naples. $18.00 per 100; $175.00 per 1000. Vermilion-red, large, white center; bordered blue; strong, well shaped flower on stiff stem. A delicate color, in brilliant sunshine does not burn or fade. Height 30 inches.

*Rose Glory. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. A glorious deep rose-pink with lighter edge, center white. Large, well formed flower of great beauty. Highly recommended for early February forcing; it has the color of a dark Clara Butt when forced. Height 28 inches.

Varieties indicated by a star * are stocked in quantities.
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Scarlano. $6.80 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
A very pleasing bright red Tulip. The flower when fully open shows a very interesting blue and white center. One of the very best red garden varieties. Height 27 inches.

*Scotch Lassie. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000.
Purest deep lavender with darker shade inside and with dark blue base. This variety is far superior to the well known Melicette or any other kind in this color, larger and a far more substantial flower, slightly reflexing. Will last three to four weeks either in the garden or when cut. Among the best tulips in our collection. Height 26 inches.

Shot Silk. $7.50 per 100; $70.00 per 1000.
An outstanding variety, silky white with pure white base and anthers. The pure lovely oval-shaped flower is carried on a stiff, wiry stem. A flower of great substance and long lasting. Height 26 inches.

Sonia. $7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000.
Orange-vermilion with salmon flush, inside orange, with yellow and blue center. The color is quite distinct. Not large, but intensely alive and delicate. Height 28 inches.

Sunset Glow. $9.00 per 100; $85.00 per 1000.
A charming deep rose shaded orange on the outside. Inside bright salmon with orange cast, yellow center. Splendid improvement on Afterglow. This lovely Tulip is admired wherever grown. A good sized flower on wiry stem. Height 26 inches.

*The Peach. $13.00 per 100; $125.00 per 1000.
A glorious peach colored Tulip, with large, white center; the flower is large and is carried on a stiff stem. It is an early variety of great charm and beauty; long lasting. Highly recommended. Height 27 inches.

**Tilly Luss. $6.80 per 100; $63.00 per 1000.
A lovely rose-purple with grayish black center; large, pointed flower of great substance. Height 27 inches.

*Tokay. $5.80 per 100; $53.00 per 1000.
Resembles in color the wine of this name. Tremendous flower on a stiff and tall stem. Height 29 inches.

*White City. $5.80 per 100; $53.00 per 1000.
Pure white with black anthers. Large and strong flower, carried on a stiff, straight stem. Recommended for bedding purposes. Height 28 inches.

*White Emperor. $7.80 per 100; $75.00 per 1000.
Pure white, creamy white center with black anthers. Recommended for the garden because of its fine substance. Large and strong flower. Height 26 inches.

*White Giant. $8.50 per 100; $80.00 per 1000.
This is a perfect white Tulip; it has the correct Darwin form, straight, stiff and tall stem; flower petals are thick; it is without question one of the best white Tulips ever offered. Height 30 inches.

White Pigeon. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000.
Snow-white with white base and black anthers. Handsome flower of good substance; excellent for the garden. Height 28 inches.

Wilhelm Kordes. $8.50 per 100; $80.00 per 1000.
The outer petals are salmon with a lovely orange edge. Inside the color lives to a bright salmon-orange with blue center. A flower of perfect form carried on a wiry stem. Height 28 inches.

New Unnamed Ideal Darwins
Special Wayside Gardens Selection

Obtainable from Wayside Gardens Only

This mixture contains a very complete selection of new Ideal Darwins. It stands to reason that it is impossible to introduce all the new things that are being produced by the originator. Therefore, many magnificent seedlings must be destroyed in order not to bring out too great a selection of varieties, many of which are often much alike. It is those unnamed but truly choice seedlings, as well as many of the named varieties that compose the selections we are offering you. The price is surprisingly low.

*PRICE OF IDEAL DARWIN SELECTION
$5.50 per 100.
$50.00 per 1000.

Unnamed Tulips for Cutting
A Selection of Varieties With Long Stems.

So that you may be able to have plenty of Tulip flowers to cut from your own garden, we have arranged with our grower in Holland a selection of large-flowering Tulips with long stems suitable for cutting. Instead of going to the extra expense of keeping the varieties separate, we have instructed him not to do so. Great care will be taken to see to it that each package contains the greatest variety possible in harmonious colors. There will be Darwin Tulips, Cottage Tulips, Breeder Tulips, and Lily-Flowered Tulips in the mixture. All will be long-stemmed varieties excellently suited for cutting, anyone who simply wants a few Tulips for a bright spot in the garden could not possibly do as well anywhere at any price. Sold in quantities of not less than 50 bulbs in original package.

* 50 fine big bulbs of Unnamed Tulips for cutting, for $2.10
* 100 fine big bulbs of Unnamed Tulips for cutting, for 4.00
* 250 fine big bulbs of Unnamed Tulips for cutting, for 9.00
*1000 fine big bulbs of Unnamed Tulips for cutting, for 35.00

Varieties not indicated by a star are available in limited amounts only.
Darwin Tulips

The Best Standard Varieties

The colors include the brilliant scarlets and crimsons, and the more somber tones of red. The shades of rose and pink, of violet and purple, are unsurpassed for their delicacy or their richness of color. There are slate blue and blue-violets which might almost be called blue, while Dumas' "Black Tulip" is very nearly realized in some of the dark maroon varieties. Bronze and buff tones must be looked for among the Breeders. The varieties offered are the best standard kinds; inferior sorts have been omitted.

The figure following the name indicates the relative time of flowering.

Varieties indicated by a star

*Afterglow. 4. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000.
Deep rosy orange, with salmon shading at edges of petals; inside deep orange with yellowish base. Height 26 inches.

*Aanton Mauve. $3.50 per 100; $38.00 per 1000.
Enormous flower. Violet, bordered soft grayish white. It is extremely effective next to Iberis Sempervirens or Doronicum. Height 32 inches.

*Aphrodite. 3. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000.
Silvery rose-pink, white base. A beautifully shaped Tulip of great strength; flower lasting a long time. Height 34 inches.

*Aviator Hawks. $4.60 per 100; $41.00 per 1000.
Dark pink with pale margin, large flower on strong stem. Height 29 inches.

*Baronne de la Tonnaye. 4. $3.50 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
Bright rose, margined blush rose. Height 26 inches.

*Barritt. 1. $3.50 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
A very showy flower on strong stem; fiery crimson with pure white base, ringed deep blue. Height 28 inches.

*Bleu Amaible. 4. $3.80 per 100; $33.00 per 1000.
Pale lavender, with white base, starred blue; beautiful flower of distinct shape. Height 25 inches.

*Bleu Celeste. 2. $8.10 per 100; $76.00 per 1000.
Violet-blue flower of fine form. Handsome near Tulips of clear pink tones. Height 30 inches.

*City of Haarlem. 3. $4.40 per 100; $39.00 per 1000.
A handsome, fiery cardinal-red of great substance. The deep violet base of this Tulip, outlined in white, gives it a striking effect when open. Height 21 inches.

*Clara Butt. 4. $3.50 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
Clear pink, flushed salmon-rose; inside much deeper, with blue base. Height 21 inches.

*Dream. 2. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000.
Pale heliotrope, inside deep violet blue. One of the loveliest of Darwins. Height 27 inches.

*Dresden China. 2. $12.00 per 100; $115.00 per 1000.
One of the gems among the new Darwin Tulips. Beautiful pale lilac-rose. A variety that is much admired in our trial grounds. Height 25 inches.

*Duchess of Hohenberg. 2. $8.10 per 100; $76.00 per 1000.
Most lovely association of lilac and heliotrope. A magnificent flower, borne on a stiff stem. Height 29 inches.

*Eclipse. 2. $7.90 per 100; $74.00 per 1000.
Glowing blood-red, with steel-blue base. A huge flower, often having an extra number of petals. Height 25 inches.

*Eunice. $8.10 per 100; $76.00 per 1000.
Brilliant rose-pink with a bluish white center. Large, well formed flower which is carried on a strong stem. Height 29 inches.

*Farncombe Sanders. 2. $3.60 per 100; $31.00 per 1000.
Scarlet; inside vivid cerise-scarlet with white base; large. Flower of perfect shape. Height 25 inches.

*Faust. 3. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000.
A large, splendid flower of deep wine color. Magnificent for rich coloring among other Tulips in the border. Height 31 inches.

*Feu Brillant. 2. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000.
A glorious scarlet Tulip; large and beautifully shaped flower on strong stem; one of the first to bloom. Height 28 inches.

*Flamingo. 2. $4.20 per 100; $37.00 per 1000.
One of the most beautiful pink Tulips. Exquisite pure color and satin sheen. Height 28 inches.

*Giant. 2. $4.00 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
Deep reddish purple, shaded dark violet with white base. Handsome flower of enormous size on long stem. Height 29 inches.

*Golden Age. 3. $28.00 per 100; $275.00 per 1000.
This giant variety is one of the finest. It is a bright golden orange—and a fine, strong grower with exquisitely shaped flowers. Height 29 inches.

*Jubilee. 2. $4.90 per 100; $44.00 per 1000.
Of deepest violet, a Tulip of splendid carriage, good form and strong texture. Height 31 inches.

*Kathleen Parlow. 3. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000.
Bright silver rose, a very delicate flower on tall, strong stem. Highly recommended. Height 30 inches.

*King George V. 2. $4.60 per 100; $41.00 per 1000.
Glowing salmon-scarlet, shaded bright rose; inside brilliant orange-scarlet with blue base. Height 25 inches.

*King Harold. 3. $3.60 per 100; $31.00 per 1000.
Deep ox-blood-red, with purple-black base; large flower of fine form on a sturdy stem. Superb variety for the border. Height 24 inches.

*La Fiancée. 3. $3.80 per 100; $33.00 per 1000.
A most beautiful and distinct pink Tulip with a blue base. Plant near purple-leaved shrubs. Height 30 inches.

*La Tulipe Noire. 3. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000.
Dark maroon-black, the blackest of all the Tulips. Large flower. Height 25 inches.

*Major Sandberg. 4. $5.60 per 100; $51.00 per 1000.
Burgundy-red with black center. The flower is large with strong stem of medium height, about 28 inches. Of vigorous growth with compelling appearance.

*Melicette. 3. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000.
Soft lavender; inside dark lavender-violet with beautiful blue base. Height 25 inches.

Mr. Van Zijl. $15.50 per 100; $150.00 per 1000.
A glorious dark rosy pink with broad white edge; lovely bright interior, with large, white base. A fine dark pink when forced. Highly recommended. Height 27 inches.

*Mystery. 2. $5.70 per 100; $52.00 per 1000.
Very large and beautiful shiny black flower with circular blue base; most effective. Height 23 inches.

*Orange Perfection. 2. $8.60 per 100; $81.00 per 1000.
A very striking variety, a brilliant salmon-orange, with a bright blue base. The large, well proportioned flower is borne on a tall, stiff stem. Height 30 inches.

Paul Baudry. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000.
Bright violet-purple; a fine strong formed flower. One of the loveliest of its kind and regardless of adverse climatic conditions, always good. A popular variety for the American garden, does not burn in hot sun. Height 28 inches.

*President Harding. 2. $5.10 per 100; $46.00 per 1000.
The large, deep purple flower, shaded violet, is borne on a tall, strong stem. Goes well together with Breeder Tulip, Golden West. Height 32 inches.

*President Taft. 3. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000.
Large, deep crimson-red flower on a very sturdy stem, 20 inches high. A crimson so intense and yet so pleasing that it is one of the outstanding Darwin Tulips. For use in a solid bed it cannot be surpassed.

*Prince of Haarlem. 1. $3.50 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
Brilliant rosy carmine with blue base; very large flower on tall, strong stem; sweet scented. Height 25 inches.

[4]
New Giant Breeder Tulips

First Introduction of This Remarkable Strain Into America.

These new giants all have magnificently colored flowers of a quality and substance heretofore not found in Tulips. The size of flower cannot be compared with other Tulips. Stems are strong and erect, flower petals substantial, prolonging the period of flowering by often more than a week. Lack of space prohibits adequate description; let that, however, not deter you from planting a few of these remarkable new Tulips.

Augustus.  
$2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100.  
Deep greyish red and flushed purple flower of tremendous size, white base. Strong growing variety with a tall and stiff stem. Height 30 inches.

Blucher.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Purplish red with greenish yellow base. Large and strong flower on a straight stem. Height 28 inches.

Buddha.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Greyish bronze, with purple flush, dark greenish base. Large and strong; of great beauty. Height 29 inches.

Cordova.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
A beautiful lavender and flushed pink variety with sky-blue base. The flower is large and carried on a straight stem. Height 27 in.

Cornelia.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Reddish bronze, interior deep bronze with greenish base. Large and strong; erect stem. Height 29 inches.

Crusader.  
$3.15 per 12; $25.00 per 100.  
An extremely large blood-red flower, shaded plum outside, blue base, strong stem. Height 30 inches.

Cunera.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Tremendous purplish bronze Tulip with yellow base; tall and straight stem; a very lovely variety. Highly recommended. Height 34 inches.

Hercules.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
A glorious bronze and brownish flushed flower with lighter edges, interior is reddish brown, greenish yellow base. Large flower, strong stem. Height 33 inches.

Jessey.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Clear coffee-brown, rather deep; flushed bronzy red with yellow base. Very large and strong flower, tall, erect stem. Height 36 in.

Mercurius.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Dark brown flushed dark bronze, edged light bronze and with greenish base. The flower is extremely large and strong, the stem tall and stiff. Height 29 inches.

Stephanie.  
$5.50 each.  
Bright violet shaded pale lilac with clear bluish white base. Very large flower and strong stem. Height 32 inches.

Tantalus.  
$2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100.  
Light cadmium-yellow, shaded dull violet, cup-shaped flower. Height 30 inches.

Thomas Stephenson.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Beautiful lavender, delicately flushed red with darker shadings inside towards the base which is clear blue. Enormous flower of fine substance that is carried on a straight, strong stem. Height 33 inches.

Unique.  
$2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100.  
Bronzy red edged lighter bronze, interior also light bronze. Tremendous oval-shaped flower that is carried on a tall straight stem. Height 29 inches.
Breeder Tulips

Their somber and remarkable colors place them distinctly in a class by themselves. Every lover of rich pastel shades cannot fail to revel in the gorgeous and artistic blendings of purple and old gold, bronze and terra cotta, brown and violet, and buff and maroon found among the Breeders. The flowers are, many of them, sweet scented, and all splendid for cutting.

All indifferent and “muddy” colored varieties have been removed from this list.

*Garibaldi. 3. $5.10 per 100; $46.00 per 1000. Base and center of petals terra cotta with broad edge of golden bronze. Exquisite colorings; strong growth; one of the choicest. Height 31 inches.

*Godet Parfait. 2. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Its wondrous bloom and rich deep purple color touched with feathers of brownish black which are almost indistinguishable, make it exceedingly handsome. Height 29 inches.

*Golden Goblet. $6.50 per 100; $60.00 per 1000. A magnificently formed and beautifully toned old gold, cup-shaped flower. A truly handsome Breeder Tulip without dullness of color so often found in Breeders. The “old gold” blossoms are alive and sparkling, yet with a restraint that be-speaks fine breeding. The flowers last long, standing up well in great heat; unquestionably the best variety in this collection. We have for four years requested the production of a large quantity so that at time of introduction it could be offered at a moderate price. Can be had this year from Wayside Gardens only.

*Golden West. 2. $9.50 per 100; $90.00 per 1000. A tremendously large flower on a tall and stiff stem, dull golden buff, center greenish yellow. Height 32 inches.

*Heloise. 3. $4.70 per 100; $42.00 per 1000. A beautiful combination of deep brown and old rose. Inside deep brown edged golden bronze, base yellow. Large flowers with reflexing petals. Height 28 inches.

*Indian Chief. 3. $6.60 per 100; $61.00 per 1000. Perhaps the most artistic of all Breeder Tulips; a flower of enormous size carried on a very tall stiff stem. Of glorious coloring and in every way desirable for every purpose. The beautiful intriguing color is of an Indian-brown, flushed coppery brown; a very effective dark, wood-brown Tulip with a burnished metallic sheen and illusive rose-colored lights. One of the handsomest of the brown Breeders, standing on a stem 38 inches high.

*Jaune d’Oeuf or Sunrise. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Deep lemon-chrome, with a slight flush of pale purple on the outer segments, large, pale green base; filaments greenish. Height 29 inches.

*Louis XIV. 2. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Rich dark purple, shaded steel-blue, heavily flushed bronze, edged golden brown; enormous size and stately bearing. Height 30 in.

*Lucifer. 3. $4.70 per 100; $42.00 per 1000. Bright terra-cotta-orange; enormous flowers; a variety of great brilliance. An exquisite flower for the border as well as for cutting. Height 24 inches.

*Pink Pearl. 2. $4.70 per 100; $42.00 per 1000. A wonderfully effective flower of fine form, lilac-pink with rosy bloom; interior rose, shaded creamy white. Height 26 inches.

*Prince Albert. 2. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Glowing mahogany-brown, shaded dull bronze, green base. Splendid for the border. Height 30 inches.

*Prince of Orange. 3. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Large, very showy, well formed flower of great substance; terra cotta, edged orange-yellow, base yellow streaked with olive, filaments olive. Height 26 inches.

*Roi Soleil. 3. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. A wonderful combination of dark violet-blue and shades of bronze. Fine large, well formed flower. Plant with yellow Pansies. Height 28 inches.
Breeder Tulips—Continued.

William the Silent. $9.00 per 100; $87.00 per 1000. What a marvel is this among the purple Breeder Tulips! Its widely opened cup of warm, reddish purple, its generally superb appearance, the fine texture of its petals make it an outstanding purple Tulip, and one deserving its illustrious name. The flower is carried on a strong tall stem. With its striking creamy base outlined with blue, and its purple-violet anthers, it is a variety to adorn the stateliest garden. A beautiful combination may be had by planting Cottage Tulip Mayflower or a similar shade amongst, or in front of, William the Silent. Height 30 inches.

*Choice Mixed Breeder Tulips. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Mixed bulbs, as a rule, do not appeal to the planter because of the difficulty in the blending of colors. Breeder Tulips, however, are in a class by themselves, and their colors do permit easy blending. They are in shades of bronze, golden bronze, violet, buff, maroon and terra cotta. We suggest a liberal planting for cut flowers.

Chinese Lantern Tulips
(Fairy Tulips)

For the time being we will offer these gorgeous hybrids under separate heading. Should we have offered them for sale in the alphabetical list of Tulips they would be difficult to describe or might be overlooked.

Imagine a handful of Tulips having the delicate pure pastel shades of our finest Sweet Peas and you have but a fair description of their colors. The general effect, however, is that of lighted, delicately colored Chinese Lanterns. The perfectly formed globular blossoms glow with an iridescent light not heretofore seen in Tulips. The colors are too exquisite to accurately describe. They have been admired by visiting growers from all over Europe.

The introduction of these lovely hybrids has been given to Wayside Gardens. The colors are all in those elusive tints of salmon, orange, and salmon-pink of the most delicate pastel shades yet brilliant and vibrant with life. They are late flowering, blooming after most of the Darwins are out of bloom.

Darlington. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Glittering rose-pink, yellow center. Height 23 inches.

Fair Delight. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Iridescence, orange-vermilion, shaded orange and mauve, yellowish center. Height 22 inches.

Good Gracious. $2.50 per 12; $17.50 per 100. Brilliant orange outside, inside of cup is fiery orange of great beauty. Height 25 inches.

Independence. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Shimmering lilac shaded bronze, inside clear yellow, orange center. Height 22 inches.

Mrs. John Sherwin. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Brilliant sparkling tone of orange, shaded rose, inside light orange, yellow center. Height 22 inches.

Mrs. Walter Brewster. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Brilliant fiery orange, yellow center; rich sparkling tones, hard to describe. Height 24 inches.

Mrs. Windsor White. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Vivid, sparkling rose, shaded orange with yellowish center. Height 24 inches.

Mrs. William Bruner. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Iridescence, light rose, shaded delicate orange; a glorious combination of pastel shadings. Height 25 inches.

Mrs. Thomas Howell. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Sparkling rosy lilac, inside shaded bright orange, yellow center; the colors dance and vibrate in the sunlight. Height 22 inches.

Silver Moon. $2.50 per 12; $17.50 per 100. Outside of flowers is a shimmering lilac and rose. The inside of the bloom is pale orange, yellow center, a glorious Tulip. Height 24 inches.

Price difference of varieties is due to greater quantities available, not because of being inferior or less attractive.

Chinese Lantern Tulips
(Fairy Tulips)

For the time being we will offer these gorgeous hybrids under separate heading. Should we have offered them for sale in the alphabetical list of Tulips they would be difficult to describe or might be overlooked.

Imagine a handful of Tulips having the delicate pure pastel shades of our finest Sweet Peas and you have but a fair description of their colors. The general effect, however, is that of lighted, delicately colored Chinese Lanterns. The perfectly formed globular blossoms glow with an iridescent light not heretofore seen in Tulips. The colors are too exquisite to accurately describe. They have been admired by visiting growers from all over Europe.

The introduction of these lovely hybrids has been given to Wayside Gardens. The colors are all in those elusive tints of salmon, orange, and salmon-pink of the most delicate pastel shades yet brilliant and vibrant with life. They are late flowering, blooming after most of the Darwins are out of bloom.

Darlington. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Glittering rose-pink, yellow center. Height 23 inches.

Fair Delight. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Iridescence, orange-vermilion, shaded orange and mauve, yellowish center. Height 22 inches.

Good Gracious. $2.50 per 12; $17.50 per 100. Brilliant orange outside, inside of cup is fiery orange of great beauty. Height 25 inches.

Independence. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Shimmering lilac shaded bronze, inside clear yellow, orange center. Height 22 inches.

Mrs. John Sherwin. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Brilliant sparkling tone of orange, shaded rose, inside light orange, yellow center. Height 22 inches.

Mrs. Walter Brewster. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Brilliant fiery orange, yellow center; rich sparkling tones, hard to describe. Height 24 inches.

Mrs. Windsor White. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Vivid, sparkling rose, shaded orange with yellowish center. Height 24 inches.

Mrs. William Bruner. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Iridescence, light rose, shaded delicate orange; a glorious combination of pastel shadings. Height 25 inches.

Mrs. Thomas Howell. $2.75 per 12; $20.00 per 100. Sparkling rosy lilac, inside shaded bright orange, yellow center; the colors dance and vibrate in the sunlight. Height 22 inches.

Silver Moon. $2.50 per 12; $17.50 per 100. Outside of flowers is a shimmering lilac and rose. The inside of the bloom is pale orange, yellow center, a glorious Tulip. Height 24 inches.

Price difference of varieties is due to greater quantities available, not because of being inferior or less attractive.

Varieties not indicated by a star are available in limited amounts only. [7]
The Cottage Tulips come into bloom in early May. They are hardy and robust, with long, slender, but very stiff stems. The flowers are mostly long and oval, many of them with the petals gracefully reflexed. The Cottage Tulips as a class are rich in the more delicate and artistic shades of pink, yellow, orange, and fawn with salmon, old rose and amber. They are best of all Tulips for cutting and should be planted outdoors. They will last for many years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
<th>Price per 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>$4.30</td>
<td>$38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arethusa</td>
<td>$4.60</td>
<td>$41.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argo</td>
<td>$4.30</td>
<td>$38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avis Kennicott</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Pratt</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beranger</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buff Beauty</td>
<td>$4.90</td>
<td>$44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrara</td>
<td>$5.10</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dido</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclatant</td>
<td>$5.60</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Willmott</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flava</td>
<td>$5.70</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Harvest</td>
<td>$10.90</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Statue</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenadier</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeymoon</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inglescombe Pink</td>
<td>$31.50</td>
<td>$315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ruskin</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Desor</td>
<td>$5.60</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolde</td>
<td>$4.90</td>
<td>$44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Willmott</td>
<td>$5.60</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Desor</td>
<td>$5.60</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ruskin</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon Queen</td>
<td>$5.10</td>
<td>$46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobengrin</td>
<td>$6.90</td>
<td>$64.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madame Buysens</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Bown</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayflower (True)</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Varieties indicated by a star *Xg are stocked in quantities.
Mercurius. $8.00 per 100; $75.00 per 1000. A true Darwin type Tulip of a pleasing citron-yellow shade. The flowers are carried on tall, strong stems. This fine Tulip will find a deserving place, where a soft yellow among Darwin Tulips of even height is desired.

*Moonlight. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Pale yellow of a lovely color; the flower is very long and of fine oval shape. Beautiful in the border among Irises or Bleeding Heart. Height 25 inches.

Mongolia. $7.50 per 100. This we consider one of the best of the recent introductions; it is one of the largest deep yellow varieties in existence. The flowers are egg-shaped, of great substance and carried on tall, strong stems. While the yellow color of this beauty is rather deep, it has a tone of softness, making it extremely desirable. Height 32 inches.

Mrs. F. E. Dixon. $16.50 per 100; $160.00 per 1000. Of immense size, artistic and lovely in form, the softly colored, sulphury yellow bloom is carried upright on strong, stiff stem. The petals have a waxlike texture and are of a substance rarely met with. An excellent variety in every way, undoubtably the finest of the Cottage Hybrids. Height 28 inches.

Mrs. John T. Scheepers. $1.50 each. Elegantly formed, oval-shaped, large flowers of deep golden yellow, very clear of color, are carried on tall, thick, sturdy stems with clear green foliage. The entire plant is of the strongest development. The blooms are enormous with petals of unsurpassed substance and of fine lasting quality. A real giant among Tulips. This magnificent variety is recognized by experts as one that especially suits the American climate. Awarded highest honors wherever exhibited.

Mrs. Kerrell. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Tall yellow, vase-shaped flower, on sturdy stems. One of the loveliest yellow Cottage Tulips. Height 25 inches.

Mrs. John T. Scheepers. $1.50 each. Elegantly formed, oval-shaped, large flowers of deep golden yellow, very clear of color, are carried on tall, thick, sturdy stems with clear green foliage. The entire plant is of the strongest development. The blooms are enormous with petals of unsurpassed substance and of fine lasting quality. A real giant among Tulips. This magnificent variety is recognized by experts as one that especially suits the American climate. Awarded highest honors wherever exhibited.

Nectarine. $9.00 per 100; $85.00 per 1000. Another fine yellow among the new Tulips—a delightful primrose shade, flushed with apricot at the edges. A very attractive variety, splendid when planted in combination with mauve color Darwins. Height 26 inches.

*Mrs. R. O. Backhouse. $2.00 each. Salmon-rose, flaked creamy white. The most beautiful Tulip in existence. Height 22 inches.

Davey. $3.50 per 100; $30.00 per 1000. This mixture contains many lovely varieties and will give you an abundance of cut blooms at very low cost. Only the best kinds, properly blended, are used in this mixture.

Orange King. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Glowing deep orange, shaded rose, inside deep orange-scarlet with yellow base; sweet scented flower of great size and brilliant coloring. Height 23 inches.

Perseus. $17.50 per 100; $170.00 per 1000. A very fine Tulip of a most attractive light orange. A large flower of Darwin shape and carried on a strong stem. Height 27 inches.

*Picotee or Maiden’s Blush. $3.80 per 100; $33.00 per 1000. Long, clear white. The petals, which are pointed and elegantly reflexed, are beautifully margined and penciled on edges with bright pink. Height 26 inches.

*Scarlet Emperor. $6.10 per 100; $56.00 per 1000. Brilliant glowing dark scarlet, center clear yellow and black anthers; a long, large flower that does well in shady places. Height 24 inches.

Queen of Spain. $15.50 per 100; $150.00 per 1000. A lovely cream colored flower flushed with pink. It is of excellent substance and carried on a stiff, wiry stem. Height 25 inches.

Refulgence. $25.00 per 100. A Hybrid Cottage of compelling appearance. The 30-inch wiry stem is topped by a very large substantial flower of fine lasting qualities. The color is pleasing and unusual, a subdued orange with rich reddish tone.

Sandage. $10.50 per 100; $100.00 per 1000. General effect is a delightful citron yellow. The inside of the cup is tinted orange while the outside shows a soft yellow. A very fine Tulip for the garden.

*Viridiflora. $7.50 per 100; $70.00 per 1000. Large, well-formed, wide-open flower with pointed petals of a soft pale green edged with creamy yellow. A charming variety of extraordinary coloring. Very nice to cut with yellow or pink Tulips. Very scarce. Height 20 inches.

Bybloemen

Admiral Van Kinglebergen. $1.30 per 12; $9.50 per 100. A large, beautiful flower on strong stem; pure white pencillings on a bright crimson field. Height 23 inches.

Bacchus. $1.20 per 12; $9.00 per 100. Extremely beautiful flower; violet-blue ground, with white flames. Height 32 inches.

Insulind. 90c per 12; $6.50 per 100. Most attractive flower, showing a violet ground with yellow and bronze markings. Height 21 inches.

Bizarre and Bybloem Tulips

(Old Dutch Tulips)

Bybloem and Bizarre Tulips are "rectified" Breeder types. The Tulips are of an old race which has been grown in Holland and in France since the beginning of the seventeenth century, and which caused the famous Tulip craze in 1635. The Bybloems are queerly striped and feathered rose or violet on a white ground. The Bizarres have dark brown stripes and feathering on a yellow ground. They flower about the same time as the Breeder and Darwin Tulips but do not grow quite so tall, and are seen at best advantage when planted in clumps in the herbaceous border or among evergreens and shrubs. They are above all sensational show Tulips. All form rare artistic beauty.

Bizarres

Black Boy. 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100. Fine, medium sized flower, with dark brown penciling on golden yellow ground. Height 21 inches.

Bonaparte. 95c per 12; $7.00 per 100. Light bronze, flamed yellow and mahogany. Height 21 inches.

Gellert. 95c per 12; $7.00 per 100. Large, well-formed golden yellow flowers, flushed and flecked a deep mahogany; very beautiful. Height 23 inches.

*Bybloem and Bizarre Tulips Mixed. $4.50 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
Tulipa Grullemanni
(Kaufmanniana Hybrids)

The result of crossing Kaufmanniana with the Darwin. The flowers are long and large, carried on stout stems holding the blossom boldly upright. All are about 27 inches in height and of remarkably robust habit, resiting disease or all sorts of ailments. Their coloring is unique and most attractive, Inga Hume being greatly admired at London, Paris and Berlin flower shows.

Easily forced and grown indoors and tremendously long lasting; both indoors as well as out. In the garden they will outlast any Tulip in existence. The bulbs multiply rapidly. May we suggest you plant a few this fall.

Barraby Rudge. \$2.45 per 12; \$17.00 per 100.
Inside butter-yellow faintly feathered red, outside pale yellow with broad red spray on center of outer petals, beautiful large black base; well formed, strong flower on tall, erect stem. Height 27 inches.

Batavus. \$1.90 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside bluish white, slightly sprayed red, outside cherry-red with broad white edges, large purplish black base, strong flower on erect stem. Height 28 inches.

Cecile. \$1.90 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside primrose-yellow, outside creamy white, greenish center, elegant oblong-shaped flower on graceful stem. Height 27 inches.

Dosia. 40c each.
Inside deep yellow heavily sprayed red, outside bright red with broad yellow edges, large brownish black base, enormous flower on a straight stem; one of the best. Height 27 inches.

Expression. \$3.15 per 12; \$25.00 per 100.
Inside bluish white, slightly sprayed red; outside cherry-red with broad white edges, purplish black large base, strong flower on an erect stem, a distinct color. Highly recommended. Height 28 inches.

Grislede. \$1.85 per 12; \$12.50 per 100.
Inside creamy white turning primrose-yellow towards center. Outside white with a faint red spray on center of outer petals. Large greenish black base, beautiful oblong-shaped flower of great substance on tall, erect stem. Exhibited several times at the New York Flower Show where it drew unusual attention. It will easily last two weeks after being forced. Height 26 inches.

Inga Hume. \$1.95 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside deep yellow slightly sprayed red, outside red with broad, sharply lined yellow edge, large black base, perfectly formed large flower on erect stem, very fine variety. Highly recommended for forcing, it will outlast any other Tulip and becomes more beautiful as the flower ages. Height 24 inches.

Magnolia. \$1.95 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside cream-white faintly sprayed red, outside red with broad white edges, large purplish blue base, fine globular flower on straight stem; recommended for bold effect. Height 28 inches.

Mimoza. \$1.95 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside primrose-yellow, outside bluish white with a faint red shade on the outer petals, beautiful black base with broad, yellow edge, enormous perfect flower of oblong shape, tall, erect stem. Height 28 inches.

Vivace. \$1.95 per 12; \$13.00 per 100.
Inside primrose-yellow with faint red markings; outside light yellow with broad red feathering on centers of outer petals; large black base, strong, well formed flower on a sturdy stem. Height 27 inches.

P. S. Some of the largest Tulip flowers shown at the recent New York show were "Grullemanni" varieties.

Double Early Tulips

Double Tulips are chiefly grown for their show effects in masses, and are very lasting. Where a display of color is desired they are very satisfactory. Excellent for growing in pots or pans but should not be forced into bloom very early.

The following list contains many of the best novelties, as well as worth-while standard sorts.

Annie, C 12. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Peach-pink, compact flowers, there is no double pink for forcing or bedding which equals this delightful variety. Highly recommended for early forcing.

Couronne d'Or, B 10. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Large, bold flower of rich golden yellow, shaded copper. Excellent for bedding and winter forcing.

El Toreador, B 12. $4.00 per 100; $35.00 per 1000. Bright orange-scarlet, with broad margin of buff-yellow. Excellent for pots or bedding.

Electra, B 13. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Beautiful deep rose flowers of enormous size, feathered violet. Excellent for exhibition. Height 12 inches.

Imperator Ruborum, B 10. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Excellent scarlet for bedding and forcing. Still remains among the best of the older varieties.

Marechal Niel. $5.90 per 100; $54.00 per 1000. A bright orange-yellow Tulip of great beauty and substance; its color resembles that of the famous Marechal Niel Rose. The best in this color for forcing.

Mr. Van der Hoef, A 12. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. A yellow sport of Murillo with all its superb qualities. One of the very finest of the primrose-yellow, double Tulips. A very lovely flower.

Mr. Van Tubergen, B 16. $4.40 per 100; $39.00 per 1000. Beautiful golden yellow. Another good sport of that excellent variety, Couronne d'Or and larger than the former; it is a decided acquisition.

Murillo, C 12. $3.80 per 100; $33.00 per 1000. Delicate rose-pink, flushed white. Fine for bedding, and excellent for forcing.

Mystery of India, B 12. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Terra cotta and orange, slightly shaded old rose; large, well-formed flower on a strong stem.

Orange Nassau, B 12. $4.60 per 100; $41.00 per 1000. A rather unusual color in Double Tulips—orange-red. A sport from that popular variety, Murillo. Very effective for planting in beds or borders.

Peach Blossom, B 12. $3.80 per 100; $33.00 per 1000. Bright rose-pink, flushed white, deepening with age to carmine-rose; large. Excellent for pots.

Safrano (Tea Rose), C 12. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Of a pleasing saffron-yellow as the old tea Rose.

Schoonoord. B 12. $4.90 per 100; $44.00 per 1000. A beautiful, white sport of Murillo, with the same excellent forcing qualities. One of the best double white varieties, if not the best.

Triumphator. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. A lovely rose-pink, one of the finest for bedding and very beautiful when grown under glass. Height 12 inches.

Vuurbaak, B 12. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Brilliant scarlet, when fully open the flower gets an orange hue. One of the best scarlets for bedding.

Mixed Double Tulips. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. This is our own special mixture which we recommend where the best results are desired in beds of mixed colors. Made up of the best named sorts and in equal proportions of each variety.

Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.
Single Early Tulips

Few, if any, of the spring-blooming flowers rival the Single Early Tulips for brilliancy of bloom or ease of culture. They are excellent subjects for formal beds on the lawn or for garden borders. While they do not possess the same size of bloom and length of stem as the May-flowering Darwin, Breeder and Cottage varieties, they are used where earlier blooms are desired. Many of the varieties may be forced in bloom in January, while all of them may be easily had in flower in pots late in February or early March.

Note: The letters A, B, and C following the varieties indicate their relative earliness of bloom, but, with few exceptions, most of the varieties bloom outdoors about the same time when planted in masses. The figures indicate the height in inches.

Brilliant Star. A 12. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Bright vermilion-scarlet, same color as Vermillion Brilliant, but larger and of great substance. Splendid early forcer, flowering easily for Christmas.

*Cramoisi Brilliant. A 14. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Brilliant scarlet. A splendid bedder and forcer. Very handsome.

*Couleur Cardinal. C 12. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Brilliant crimson-scarlet with a deeper tone or bloom on the outer petals. A bed planted wholly of this variety is a grand sight. Fine for midseason forcing.

*De Wet. B 16. $3.20 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Golden yellow, flushed deep orange; large, sweet scented flower of erect habit. Quite different in color from any other variety.

*Flamingo. B 12. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Carmine-rose, shaded lighter. The petals are stripped white and very crinkled, giving the flower a decidedly artistic appearance. A very popular variety among florists for forcing on account of its odd color and habit.

*Fred Moore. B 12. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. An improved form of Thomas Moore. Deep, ruddy apricot, shading at the edges of the petals to dull orange-yellow; center marked olive-green; medium sized flower; sweet scented. A lovely color when forced.

Golden Brilliant. A 14. $3.80 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Deep golden yellow, egg-shaped, very substantial flowers carried on tall stems, which makes them excellent for forcing. One of the earliest yellows which should be much more used for early forcing.

*Keizerskroon. A 15. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Bright crimson-scarlet, edged clear, rich yellow; excellent, large flower on long stem. Fine bedder; splendid for forcing.

Lady Boreel. B 13. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Large, long, snowy white flower of splendid shape. The finest white for bedding, and superb for pots or pans. Cannot be forced as early as White Beauty.

*Le Reve (Hobben). C 14. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. This variety is excellent for late bedding. The color is old rose, flushed buff; very large, globular flower with rounded petals and carried on a strong stem.

Max Havelaar. B 14. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Very close in color to watermelon-red; rather large, well formed flowers.

*Mon Tresor. A 12. $4.30 per 100; $38.00 per 1000. Large, pure golden yellow flowers. Mostly used for growing in pots or pans, for which purpose it is best.


Pink Beauty. C 12. $4.10 per 100; $36.00 per 1000. Bright cherry-rose, center of petals striped white. It has no equal as a forcer, for the stem is strong and the white center of the big, fleshy petals shows up very conspicuously against the broad, vivid rose edges. Does well in pans, but not before March.

*President Lincoln. B 12. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Large flower of clear magenta-violent, slightly paler in tone when grown indoors. A variety that looks well when bedded out with a pale yellow variety.

Prince of Austria. B 14. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Brilliant orange-scarlet, with a clear yellow base. The flower is large and of a very attractive shade when forced. A splendid giving variety as well.

Proserpine. A 14. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Rosy carmine, with a white center marked slate-blue; very large, globular flower. One of the easiest and earliest forcing Tulips; very sweet scented.

Rising Sun. B 15. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. A variety used for exhibition on account of its pure yellow color and wonderful size and substance. The finest golden yellow Early Tulip introduced to date.

Rose Luisante. C 10. $3.90 per 100; $34.00 per 1000. Large, brilliant, deep rose-pink flower. Splendid for bedding or pots.

Van Der Neer. B 12. $3.70 per 12; $32.00 per 1000. Dark purple flower of a most brilliant tone and splendid shape.

Vermilion Brilliant. A 12. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. Bright, glistening scarlet, with a yellow base; very large flower of perfect shape. Splendid for early forcing.

White Beauty. C 13. $5.10 per 100; $46.00 per 1000. A very lovely sport from Pink Beauty, with large, white flowers of beautiful, globular form and great substance. Splendid for forcing and excellent for outside bedding when used with Pink Beauty.

*White Swan. C 14. $3.70 per 100; $32.00 per 1000. A lovely, graceful early Tulip for the garden. Large, oval, pure white flower on long, curving stem. Goes very well with purple Pansies or under Wisteria.

*Superb Single Mixed. $3.60 per 100; $31.00 per 1000. This is our own special mixture which we recommend where the best results are desired in beds of mixed colors. This mixture is made up of hundreds of named sorts and in equal proportion of each variety.

Double Cottage Tulips

These flower at the same time as the Single Cottage Tulips. They are thankful for a little shading against the hot midday sun which will enable them to carry their heavy blossoms erect.

Bleu Celeste. Height 18 inches. $5.70 per 100; $52.00 per 1000. Large, violet-purple Tulip flowering later than any other double sorts. It is very fine for indoor decoration and for the garden.

Mount Tacoma. $14.50 per 100; $140.00 per 1000. A very fine immense double Tulip, almost like a full blown Peony; the petals are of the purest white with yellow suffusion at the base. Height 24 inches.

*Rembrandt Tulips

Rembrandt Tulips are nothing more or less than Darwin Tulips in which white, lavender, red and other colored stripes or flakes have appeared. The blending of colors is at all times in perfect harmony and most attractive and colorful. They are especially fine when used for cut flowers. They bloom at the same time as the Darwins and require the same care. We advise their use in a mixture only.

*Finest Mixed Rembrandt Tulips. $4.60 per 100; $41.00 per 1000.

*Note: The letters A, B, and C following the varieties indicate their relative earliness of bloom, but, with few exceptions, most of the varieties bloom outdoors about the same time when planted in masses. The figures indicate the height in inches.

*Available in limited amounts only.
Multiflowered Tulips

Bunch-flowering or Multiflowered Tulips are a most interesting lot. Instead of producing the conventional single stem with one bloom on top the varieties offered under this heading all grow a strong main stem with from 3 to 6 branches, half way up the stem, each side shoot or branch carrying its own flower. The result is that blooms on top the varieties offered under this heading all grow a strong main stem with from 3 to 6 branches, half way up the stem, each side shoot or branch carrying its own flower. The result is that 3 to 6 or sometimes 8 flowers are obtained from one bulb. All the flowers on one stem.

Bourdonnais. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
Bright rose-pink, white base, strong and free flowering; 4 to 6 flowers on one stem.

Clipper. $2.35 per 12; $16.00 per 100.
Carmine-rose, shaded lavender with bright rose border bearing 4 or more blossoms at the same time on a stem.

Dragoon. $2.40 per 12; $16.50 per 100.
Purple-garnet flowers of most intense color, gives beautiful result with 4 to 6 blooms on one stem.

Flaming Arrow. $2.35 per 12; $16.00 per 100.
Geranium-red with yellow center, of medium height, very brilliant, 3 to 6 blooms on one stem.

Madame Mottet. $1.55 per 12; $11.00 per 100.
Rosy red, shaded purple. Height 24 inches. 4 to 6 blooms on one stem.

Monsieur S. Mottet. $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
Silver Top. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
Ivory-white. It carries from 4 to 5 flowers on a stem, which are in bloom at the same time. It is unique as a cut flower and also an excellent garden variety. Height 26 inches.

Pierrette. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
Rosy white turning to dark pink when in full bloom. Strong and free flowering, as many as 6 blooms on one stem.

Parrot Tulips

The artistic form and coloring make them especially suitable for cut flower purposes. In the garden, if planted in borders or groups, they are not always satisfactory as they lack the vigorous, straight stems of the other Tulips with the exception of the Darwin Tulips. They are extremely effective planted in long drifts in front of evergreens.

New and Rare Varieties

**Eleanora.** $3.15 per 12; $25.00 per 100.
A purplish violet Parrot Tulip of great substance, extremely large flower with heavy petals. Free flowering, strong and stiff stem; very fine.

**Fantasy.** $5.50 per 100; $50.00 per 1000.
The lovliest Tulip grown. The color is the same as the Darwin Clara Butt, with the same habits as to height, strength of stem, and time of flowering. The flowers are quaint and of beautiful form, the petals being lacinated, having curious excrescences on the outside.

**Gadelan.** $1.80 each.
Violet and mauve, with purple shadings, center white. Violet form of Parrot Tulip, Sensation. A very lovely variety, the sensation at every flower show. Height 22 inches.

**Gemma.** $5.60 per 100; $51.00 per 1000.
White flushed apple-blossom-pink. A very good new Parrot Tulip much loved as a cut flower.

Chameleon Tulips

Here we have a collection of new Tulips which in form and shape resemble the Darwin Tulips; the coloring, however, reminds one of the Cottage Tulip Picotee.

When Chameleon Tulips first come into bloom they show only faint tracings or delicate margins of pink on the edges of the flower petals, with the development and consequent aging of the bloom these markings enlarge and gradually spread over the entire flower. The blossoms never look the same from day to day and it is truly fascinating to watch this change of color taking place. At opening the flowers are largely white with faint signs of a delicate rose-pink; spreading over the entire flower as it matures.

Some 20 varieties are under observation which will not be offered by name for some time to come, but we have arranged for the distribution of a number of bulbs in a mixture of unnamed varieties. In our trial grounds they were greatly admired, you must add a few to your collection of bulbs.

**Chameleon Tulips in Mixture of Unnamed Varieties.**$2.45 per 12; $17.00 per 100.

*Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.*
Botanical Tulips and Species

Tulip species, coming as they do from southern Europe and Asia, should all be planted in dry, sun-baked locations. No water should reach the bulbs during the summer.

The following collection of Tulip Species or Botanical Tulips includes a great number of beautiful and interesting varieties, which show a bewildering variation in size and shape of flowers, structure of the leaves, habits, etc., and they only have in common that they grow wild in some part of the world, Asia Minor, Central Asia, Greece, the Mediterranean, etc. Cultivation has not modified them and they may be planted in the rock garden between creeping plants or in colonies in small, warm nooks, a situation where the larger flowered Garden Tulips would be out of place. (Varieties offered by the dozen we will gladly supply in quantity of three).

*Kauffmanniana Hybrids in Mixture. $2.10 per 12; $13.50 per 100. The many horticultural forms of this species are most attractive in a mixture, reminding one of several kinds of Water Lilies.

Kolpykowskiana. $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100. Yellow, outside scarlet striped. A beautiful species, carrying its flowers on slender stems. Height 14 inches.

Lanata. $3.15 per 12; $25.00 per 100. A tall growing species of the oculus-solitus group. Large, brilliant red flower with black and yellow center, very distinct and beautiful. Height 20 inches.

*Linifolia. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Charming for the rock garden. Narrow undulated leaves, small brilliant scarlet-vermilion flowers with black base. Height 8 inches.

*Marjorelle. 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100. Very pale yellow, exterior edge of petals rosy red, very charming in the rockery. Height 16 inches.

*Mauriana. $1.10 per 12; $8.25 per 100. A brilliant scarlet flower with golden center. Blooms early in April. Height 20 inches.

Oculus-Solitus. 95c per 12; $7.00 per 100. Crimson with black and yellow center. April flowering. Its natural habitat is Southern Europe. Unusual form, about 18 inches high.

*Persica (Breyaniya). $3.15 per 12; $25.00 per 100. Yellow, outside bronze, dwarf and late. Two or three flowers on one stem. Height 8 inches.

Polychroma. $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. White, yellow center, a beautiful small growing Persian species. The bulb is woolly coated.

Praecox. $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100. Crimson-scarlet, black and yellow basal blotches. A very tall, early flowering Tulip that requires a warm, well protected situation. Height 18 inches.

*Praestans. $1.15 per 12; $8.75 per 100. A fine tall growing species, several scarlet flowers to each stem. Height 10 inches.

Praestans, Tubergen's Var. $1.20 per 12; $9.00 per 100. Somewhat dwarfer and earlier, flowers scarlet-orange, often two on each stem. Height 12 inches.

Praestans, Zwanenburg Var. $1.20 per 12; $9.00 per 100. Bright vermilion-red, extra free. Height 18 inches.

Saxatilis. $3.15 per 12; $25.00 per 100. Very rare, bearing often two lilac flowers with yellow center on each stem. Should be planted in warm position as the leaves appear early. Height 14 inches.

*Sprengeri. $2.90 per 12; $21.00 per 100. The latest of all Tulips. Very distinct, uniform scarlet with yellow anthers; late. Height 10 inches.

Stellata. $3.00 per 12; $20.00 per 100. White, exterior crimson, much like T. Clusiana, but with yellow base. A rare and beautiful Himalayan species. Height 14 inches.

*Sylvestris (Florentina Odorata). 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100. Small flowers golden yellow, usually in pairs and nodding, fragrant, recommended for wild gardening. Height 16 inches.

Sylvestris, Var. Tabris. $1.95 per 12; $13.00 per 100. A free flowering broad-petalled form introduced by us from Persia, the flowers are lemon-yellow colored. Height 16 inches.

Tubergeniana. $2.95 per 12; $23.00 per 100. Scarlet with black center, gigantic. Height 10 inches.

*Varieties not indicated by a star are available in limited amounts only.
Collections of Tulip Species

For Dry, Sun-Baked Locations in the Rock Garden.
Here are two very interesting and distinct collections of Tulipa species which may be planted in the rockery or in the border. They should be kept away from other Tulips which grow taller and produce larger flowers.

*COLLECTIONS No. 100 and 101.
Consisting of the following distinct varieties:

- Australis
- Kaufmänniana
- Sylvestris
- Clusiana
- Eichleri

Tulipa Collection No. 100—for $1.56.
25 Tulipa bulbs in the above 5 varieties—5 bulbs of each kind—carefully labeled and packed separately.

Tulipa Collection No. 101—for $3.12.
50 Tulipa bulbs in the above 5 varieties—10 bulbs of each kind—carefully labeled and packed separately.

*COLLECTIONS No. 102 and 103.
Consisting of the following distinct varieties:

- Praestans
- Marjoletti
- Mauriana
- Gregi

Tulipa Collection No. 102—for $2.43.
25 Tulipa bulbs in the above 5 varieties—5 bulbs of each kind—carefully labeled and packed separately.

Tulipa Collection No. 103—for $4.85.
50 Tulipa bulbs in the above 5 varieties—10 bulbs of each kind—carefully labeled and packed separately.

**Hyacinths**

Truly a precious source of scent and color, at a time when other flowers are still too shy or fearful to venture forth. No other plant in early spring displays such an abundance of jubilant tones of red, rose, lavender, purple, blue, yellow and orange. No other spring plant enriches our parks and gardens with a heart-lifting fragrance so soon after the snow is gone. No other plant requires so little coaxing to give its all, either in the garden or in the house. As house plants, in bowls with bulb fiber or on glasses filled with pure water, its "rising spire," colorful and fragrant, effects a rare and perfect quality of delight.

The most graceful Hyacinth plant is produced from bulbs about 16 to 18 centimeters in circumference. These sizes are the most suitable for outdoor planting in formal parks or in drifts. The larger, say 17 to 18 centimeters, are ideal for bowls with fiber, or clay pots and pans with soil. It is an economical grade, selling at 30 to 40 per cent less than the "top sizes." Top sizes should be used for water glasses, and for contests at shows or by those who desire the finest and largest blooms.

The New Multiflora or many-flowered Hyacinths are a new development and not generally known. These bulbs have been subjected to a special cultural treatment which prompts them to produce from 6 to 8 graceful spikes from one bulb. Delightful to look at and easily grown indoors. When buying Hyacinths, remember that size does not indicate quality. The larger the bulb the larger the bloom. Quality is necessary in all sizes in order to obtain good flowers. For 1936 we have reserved for you bulbs of the finest stock in Holland. Reports received this spring from customers who grew our Hyacinths last year have been most enthusiastic and gratifying.

New Multiflora Hyacinths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Per 12</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Red</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, White</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Yellow</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Rose</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Pink</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Pale Blue</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiflora Hyacinths, Dark Blue</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flowers of the Multiflora Hyacinths offered above are all delightfully fragrant.
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Supreme Hyacinths for Exhibition

No one would have expected that our old Mother Earth contained such entrancing fragrance had not Hyacinths, by some miracle of alchemy, revealed it to us. Here, too, we have it combined with the widest possible range of color.

Largest Bulbs for Forcing and Indoor Culture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per100</th>
<th>Per1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19 centimeters or over, except where noted . . .</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Albatros (Arentine Arendsen).
One of the finest whites; long spikes with large, snowy white bells. Early, fine for forcing and a good bedder.

*City of Haarlem.
The finest of the yellows. Well-formed trusses of orange-yellow bells. An excellent variety.

*Duke of Westminster.
Deep purplish blue, large bells with white center. A striking and outstanding variety, universally liked.

Dr. Lieber.
Lavender-blue, shaded violet, the general effect being deep blue. Bears large, compact spikes.

*Electra.
Light, silvery blue with immense, well-filled spikes. Early and one of the finest light blue Hyacinths.

Forget-me-not (Myosotis).
An even tone of light blue; well-filled spike of large, substantial bells. A fine Hyacinth.

*General de Wet.
Lively light pink with a lighter center; large trusses with good sized bells. Fine for forcing or bedding.

*Grand Maitre.
Deep blue with long, compact spikes of large bells, on strong stems. One of the most popular blues.

Herald.
19 centimeters, $2.15 per 12; $14.00 per 100. 17-18 cm., $1.55 per 12; $11.00 per 100. The earliest of the Dutch Hyacinths. It is a new variety still little known, but we consider it the finest pink for early flowering and with care it may be had for Christmas. Does splendidly in Wayside Gardens Bulb Fiber. The large, clear rose-pink bells of perfect form are carried on a stiff stem.

*Ivanhoe.
19 centimeters, $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. 17-18 cm., $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100. The bluest and most satisfactory of the dark shades. A great improvement over King of the Blues. Late flowering, excellent for bedding or forcing.

*King of the Blues.
Dark violet-blue; splendid large trusses. One of the best known blue Hyacinths.

*Lady Derby.
Beautiful clear rose-pink, with large, compact trusses. Early and fine for forcing and bedding.

Smaller Bulbs for Indoor or Outdoor Culture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per100</th>
<th>Per1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17 to 18 centimeters, except where noted . . .</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*La Grandesse.
Pure white with fine, compact spikes. The best late forcing variety and fine for bedding as well.

*L'Innocence.
This is the most satisfactory all-around pure white. Compact spikes with large bells. Does well anywhere.

*La Victoire.
Shiny carmine-red, with large, well-filled spikes. A splendid bedder where brilliant color is required.

Mont Rose.
19 centimeters, $2.50 per 12; $18.00 per 100. 17-18 cm., $2.25 per 12; $15.00 per 100. A fine clear rose-pink bloom, good stem and habit, considered by many better than Lady Derby.

*Menilot.
Very dark, almost purple; well-formed trusses. A splendid bedder and good for forcing.

*Perle Brilliant.
Light blue, tinged lavender; splendid spikes with large, substantial bells. A fine Hyacinth.

Pink Pearl.
19 centimeters, $2.80 per 12; $21.00 per 100. 17-18 cm., $2.50 per 12; $18.00 per 100. A fine improvement over Gertrude. It is superior in every way. As an indoor flower or in the garden it leaves nothing to be desired.

*Queen of the Blues.
Clear, light porcelain-blue; a strong variety with large, well-formed trusses. One of the best of its color.

*Queen of the Pinks.
A very lovely pink; trusses broad and large, with good sized bells and strong stems.

Princess Margaret.
19 centimeters, $2.40 per 12; $17.00 per 100. 17-18 cm., $2.15 per 12; $14.00 per 100. A very fine novelty. The flower is large and perfectly formed. Color a clear soft pink. It is by far the best pink Hyacinth, both as to size and color.

*Yellow Hammer.
Creamy yellow; compact spikes and large bells.

Hyacinths in Separate Colors

For Bedding—16 to 17 Centimeters.

For places where a mass of color is required and it is not necessary that a particular variety be used, we recommend the medium sized Hyacinth bulbs often called Bedding Hyacinths. They are splendid bulbs that will bloom magnificently.

These Hyacinths should be planted from 6 to 8 inches apart. Where the beds are planted to be viewed from a distance, they may be planted 10 inches apart.

*Dark Blue. *Mixed All Colors and Shades.
*Pink.
Prices, All the Above:
$7.50 per 100. $70.00 per 1000.

French Roman Hyacinths

The flowers are delightfully fragrant and each bulb will throw up from 3 to 5 spikes. For forcing, 4 bulbs are generally planted in a 9-inch pan. Because of their early flowering and ease of growth, they are successfully grown in bowls with pebbles in the same manner as Paper-White Narcissi. Flowers may be had from December until March if plantings are made in succession.

*White.
$7.00 per 100; $65.00 per 1000. Until this year the price of the White French Roman Hyacinth has been quite high. We are glad to be able to offer this attractive early, indoor-flowering Hyacinth again at a very moderate price. Mammoth bulbs.

Roman Hyacinths, as well as Paper-White Narcissi, are very easily grown in Wayside Gardens bulb forcing fiber.
The past few years have seen tremendous progress in the development of the Daffodil. Magnificent new varieties are now available and if you are a lover of Daffodils may we suggest you plant a few bulbs of such kinds as Lord Louis Mountbatten, Lovenest, Mrs. R. O. Backhouse, John Evelyn, Loudspeaker or Moonshine. Many of our friends are growing some, selling the yearly increase to acquaintances, making a handsome profit on their investment as well as having a pleasant hobby.

### Yellow Trumpet Daffodils

**Division 1a:** Trumpet as long or longer than perianth segments, trumpet lemon, yellow or sulphur colored, with perianths of same shade but not of white.

- **Arealite.** $1.20 per 12; $9.00 per 100.  
  Here is a golden Daffodil that is sure to replace many of the present varieties as it becomes available; the large flower is beautifully proportioned, giving the impression of gracefulness, despite its size; perianth deep primrose, with a pure medium yellow trumpet which is left in bold relief by the broad pointed star formed by the flat opening outer petals, an inch and a half wide; medium early, but remains until late, and is one of the longest lasting of all Daffodils in the garden or after being cut.

- **Alasnam.** $2.35 per 12; $16.00 per 100.  
  A self-colored creamy white trumpet of the Olympia type, with white perianth petals slightly twisting and reaching forward, adding to the flower's gracefulness, giving the impression of gracefulness, despite its size; perianth deep primrose, with a pure medium yellow trumpet which is left in bold relief by the broad pointed star formed by the flat opening outer petals, an inch and a half wide; medium early, but remains until late, and is one of the longest lasting of all Daffodils in the garden or after being cut.

- **Areolite.** $1.20 per 12; $9.00 per 100.  
  Wide, short, densely frilled trumpet of pure deep yellow; a shade deeper than the perianth; finely placed with a good neck; flower "looks you in the eyes;" excellent for landscape groups, also for forcing; very early.

- **La Vestale.** $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100.  
  Giant trumpet type with pure ivory-white perianth, of informal design, with trumpet of deep cream-yellow, tall, fine for small groups or naturalizing in dim shade; despite of delicate appearance, it is of good substance and lasts well; early.

- **Golden Spur.** $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.  
  A beautifully balanced flower of giant size—a strikingly clear self yellow, widely flaring trumpet is deeply frilled. Especially valuable as it is very late, an outstanding show flower.

- **Duchanel.** $4.10 per 12; $36.00 per 100.  
  A splendid flower which has won many awards and is well known everywhere; lemon-yellow perianth, overlapping petals; trumpet light yellow; very late.

- **Mambo.** $5.75 per 12; $45.00 per 1000.  
  A self-colored creamy white trumpet of the Olympia type, with white perianth petals slightly twisting and reaching forward, adding to the flower's gracefulness, giving the impression of gracefulness, despite its size; perianth deep primrose, with a pure medium yellow trumpet which is left in bold relief by the broad pointed star formed by the flat opening outer petals, an inch and a half wide; medium early, but remains until late, and is one of the longest lasting of all Daffodils in the garden or after being cut.

- **Duchanel.** $4.10 per 12; $36.00 per 100.  
  A splendid flower which has won many awards and is well known everywhere; lemon-yellow perianth, overlapping petals; trumpet light yellow; very late.

- **Sulphur King.** $2.35 per 12; $16.00 per 100.  
  Wide, short, densely frilled trumpet of pure deep yellow; a shade deeper than the perianth; finely placed with a good neck; flower "looks you in the eyes;" excellent for landscape groups, also for forcing; very early.

- **Mambo.** $5.75 per 12; $45.00 per 1000.  
  A self-colored creamy white trumpet of the Olympia type, with white perianth petals slightly twisting and reaching forward, adding to the flower's gracefulness, giving the impression of gracefulness, despite its size; perianth deep primrose, with a pure medium yellow trumpet which is left in bold relief by the broad pointed star formed by the flat opening outer petals, an inch and a half wide; medium early, but remains until late, and is one of the longest lasting of all Daffodils in the garden or after being cut.

- **Mrs. E. H. Krelage (White King Alfred).** $1.25 per 12; $10.00 per 100.  
  A charming visitor standing before a bed of this exquisite variety asked us: "Is this the White King Alfred?" That question conveys quite satisfactorily the impression its flowers make. The pristine purity of this regal flower, the play of light on its balanced petalage, the graceful curve of the trumpet brim are unforgettable. An excellent grower. Easy to force, long-stemmed. Has no rival at the shows.

- **Mrs. John Bodger.** $1.50 each.  
  Considered by many the most exquisite of the new white trumpet; a semi-dwarf hybrid of medium size, with a pure white, star-shaped perianth and a good trumpet; wonderful variety for the rock garden or the front of the border; sure to become a great favorite as it has been enthusiastically received at every show.

- **Mrs. R. O. Backhouse.** $2.00 each.  
  This is the famous "Pink Daffodil." Fine informal perianth of ivory-white, and beautifully proportioned, slim long trumpet of apricot-pink, changing to shell-pink at the deeply fringed edge; delicately beautiful but of exceptional substance; long lasting; early, belongs in every collection.

- **President Carnot.** $2.45 per 12; $17.00 per 100.  
  A self-colored creamy white trumpet of the Olympus type, with perianth petals slightly twisting and reaching forward, adding beauty of form to the charming color harmony.

- **Silver Glory.** $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100.  
  In our trial gardens this magnificent white Daffodil has received the admiration of hundreds of visitors. Its sparkling purity as well as its strength of bloom, so well able to resist heat, has made it one of our favorites. It should be in every collection.

### White Trumpet Daffodils

**Division 1b:** Varieties with with perianth and white or nearly white trumpet, including pink or apricot trumpets.

- **Eve.** $2.35 per 12; $16.00 per 100.  
  Of good size but of such perfect proportions that the same suits it absolutely; a harmony in white and old ivory, with even the pistil and stamens blending into the color scheme; the green and gold shading at the outer base of the trumpet adds to the flower's delightful charm.

- **La Vestale.** $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100.  
  Giant trumpet type with pure ivory-white perianth, of informal design, with trumpet of deep cream-yellow, tall, fine for small groups or naturalizing in dim shade; though of delicate appearance, it is of good substance and lasts well; early.

- **Lovenest.** $8.00 per 12.  
  One of the very few members of the "Pink Daffodil" class; among the daintiest of all the trumpets; medium in height with a starry shaped perianth of informal type; nicely proportioned trumpet of apricot-yellow turning to apricot-pink; delightfully charming at all stages; very early.

- **Madame de Graaff.** 95c per 12; $7.00 per 100.  
  This lovely graceful Daffodil was the first of a new class and most famous of the white trumpets.
Perianth and a yellow, lemon or pale primrose trumpet.

Sylvanite.
A striking new variety with broad overlapping perianth of creamy white, and light canary trumpet; strong grower, but graceful.

Van Waveren's Giant.
Enormous flower with deep yellow trumpet, well opened; perianth pale yellow with outer petals exceptionally broad and inner ones usually slightly twisted, making the flower more graceful.

Victoria.
A very old variety still deservedly popular; broad overlapping perianth with trace of gold down center of each cream-white petal; graceful trumpet of good proportions, and uniform, clear, deep canary-yellow.

**Bicolor Daffodils**

**Division 1:** Bicolor Trumpet Daffodils, with white or whitish perianth and a yellow, lemon or pale primrose trumpet.

**Jefra.**
Very delicately colored giant trumpet of moderate size; cream colored perianth and pale lemon trumpet slightly recurved at mouth; early.

**Spring Glory.**
Still a favorite both for the garden and for forcing; pure yellow trumpet, slightly paler perianth, excellent stem, and always free blooming.

**Van Waveren's Giant.**
Greatly improved from the original; still a most desirable Daffodil; cup a brilliant flame-orange. One of the finest of recent introductions.

**Alcida.**
A pure white perianth and a large fluted yellow cup with blood-orange frill; strong grower, fine substance and wonderfully free flowering; very late.

**Barri Narcissi**

**Division 3:** Barri, cup and crown measuring less than one-third the length of the perianth segments.

**Bicolor Narcissi**

**Division 2:** Incomparablis, cup or crown measuring from one-third to nearly the length of the perianth segments.

**Sylvanite.**
A striking new variety with broad overlapping perianth of creamy white, and light canary trumpet; strong grower, but graceful.

**Spring Glory.**
Still a favorite both for the garden and for forcing; pure yellow trumpet, slightly paler perianth, excellent stem, and always free blooming.

**Van Waveren's Giant.**
Enormous flower with deep yellow trumpet, well opened; perianth pale yellow with outer petals exceptionally broad and inner ones usually slightly twisted, making the flower more graceful.

**Victoria.**
A very old variety still deservedly popular; broad overlapping perianth with trace of gold down center of each cream-white petal; graceful trumpet of good proportions, and uniform, clear, deep canary-yellow.
**Narcissi—Continued.**

*Mrs. Walter Brewster.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
Purr white perianth; yellow cup with orange frill; substantial flower remaining in good condition even where many other varieties “burn,” late, but an excellent forcer.

*Mrs. Barclay.*  $2.15 per 12; $14.00 per 100.
Large flower with flat, reflexed, broad-petaled overlapping perianth of pale primrose-yellow, changing to pure white; deeply frilled flat cup of primrose-yellow, with dainty orange picotee; extremely showy, and a great favorite in the garden.

*Mrs. Walter Brewer.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
Fine, reflexed perianth of pure white; flat cup, lemon-yellow, edged with oxblood-red; fine lasting flower; one of the best.

*Niobe.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
Perfectly formed, flat opening broad petaled perianth of creamy white: flat eye, edged intense red-orange; the unopened bud droops prettily, making a contrast with the opened flowers.

*Red Beacon.*  $1.00 per 12; $7.50 per 100.
A most lovely flower which immediately attracts one by its brilliantly colored cup. The perianth is ivory-white, slightly shaded sulphur at the base. The cup is prettily fluted and of the most intense fiery orange-red.

*Seagull.*  $4.25 per 100; $36.00 per 1000.
Large, broad petaled perianth, slightly reflexed pure white, giving an effect suggestive of the name as the flowers seem to float above the foliage; cup light yellow, with red picotee edge; free flowering, extremely tall, late, fine for naturalizing.

*Shackleton.*  $3.75 per 12; $30.00 per 100.
Exceptionally large and graceful flower, with broad, pure white, reflexed broad flat cup of chrome-yellow shading to brilliant orange-scarlet.

*Sunrise.*  95c per 12; $7.00 per 100.
Pure star-shaped white perianth, with distinct golden rays extending up each petal from the base of the cup; small cup of clear deep yellow-orange; unique and very attractive.

**Leedsi Narcissus**

Division 4: Perianth white, cup white, or pale citron, sometimes tinged with pink or apricot.

*Evangeline.*  $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
A tall dancing Daffodil with reflexed, star-shaped, white perianth, and lemon-yellow cup. Fine for naturalizing.

*Gertie Millar.*  75c each.
Wonderful flower of the new Giant Leedsi type with pure white perianth similar to and as large as Van Waveren’s Giant, with a beautifully proportioned pale primrose cup deeply fluted and frilled and of translucent texture; unusually long pistils and anthers match these colors perfectly; a most handsome flower.

*Hera.*  95c per 12; $7.00 per 100.
Broad-petaled creamy white perianth, star-shaped and deeply frilled cup of creamy white with a dainty edging of light primrose; one of the most beautiful of all Daffodils.

*Lord Kitchener.*  $7.75 per 100; $50.00 per 1000.
Broad, flat, pure white perianth, very pale primrose crown. A fine variety and great improvement over Mrs. Langtry.

*Louis Capet.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
A dainty little flower of perfect conformation from whatever angle viewed; poised on tiptoe ready for a dance at the slightest breadth of air; perianth white; trumpet light primrose with golden anthers, and pale green shading to gold; foliage clean and upright, not too heavy; an ideal Narcissus for naturalizing and for the rock garden.

*Nette O’Melveny.*  $8.25 per 100; $75.00 per 1000.
Surely the “little people” must have been abroad frolicking in the moonlight when this fairy flower was born; a dancing Daffodil with pure white perianth and cup of clear lemon-yellow, with orange picotee; splendid foliage, tall, graceful stem, and good neck; in every way a delightful flower and sure to become immensely popular.

*Queen of the North.*  $5.75 per 100; $50.00 per 1000.
Substantial flower with broad white perianth and lemon cup prettily fluted.

*Silver Star.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
Perfect broad-petaled, star-shaped perianth of pure cream-white, with finely proportioned, wide mouthed trumpet of primrose, changing to cream-white, just a shade deeper than the perianth; extra fine and free flowering.

*White Lady.*  $4.00 per 100; $32.00 per 1000.
Broad white perianth of perfect form; small cup of pale canary, beautifully crinkled, free blooming, and well suited to outdoor planting. Superb when used as a cut flower.

**Triandrus Hybrids**

Division 5: These are the cyclamen-flowered Daffodils with reflexing perianth. The flowers are more or less drooping, of elegant form and graceful habit.

*Agnès Harvey.*  $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
A most dainty Daffodil of drooping habit, 1 to 3 flowers on a stem; white starry perianth with Triandrus type trumpet, of the same color, sometimes flushed faint apricot. A wonderful flower for naturalizing, especially near water, and also for cutting; desirable in every way.

*Moonshine.*  $2.95 per 12; $22.00 per 100.
A beautiful Triandrus hybrid, star-shaped creamy white flowers, often three to a stem, drooping gracefully, very beautiful and a great favorite, especially for the rock garden or for naturalizing in the shade.

*Mrs. Alfred Pearson.*  $1.55 per 12; $11.00 per 100.
Dainty, star-shaped flowers in generous clusters; white perianth and pale primrose cup; new type from crossing a Leedsi and a Polyanthus; excellent for the rock garden.

*Pearly Queen.*  $2.15 per 12; $14.00 per 100.
Triandrus hybrid, 2 or 3 flowers to a stem; star-shaped, cream-white perianth, with clear lemon-yellow short trumpet; distinct pearly sheen provides the name; drooping habit; free flowering and a strong grower.

*Thalia.*  $1.95 per 12; $13.00 per 100.
In addition to a peculiar attraction at first sight, this flower leaves one with an impression that it is white, yet it is a whiteness that is not white. The recurring petals and the angle of the three trumpets are unlike the conventional short-cupped Daffodil. The stem is dark green, round and reed-like thin. Some call it the “orchid-flowered” Narcissus, which adds to the mystery. Thalia provides unusually good material for artistic arrangements. At the flower shows its “spell” evokes endless comment and we consider it one of the loveliest of this group.

**Cyclamineus Hybrids**

Division 6: Cyclamineus blood like that of Triandrus, imparts such a distinct form to Daffodils, that a separate division has been made for its hybrids, which have trumpets of rich yellow, straight and tube-like, and perianths reflexed as in a Cyclamen; very early flowering.

*February Gold.*  $1.55 per 12; $11.00 per 100.
Perianth golden yellow, trumpet tinged orange, very early.

*March Sunshine.*  30c each.
Smaller than February Gold and more adapted for rock garden planting.

Varieties indicated by a star † are stocked in quantities.
Narcissi—Continued.

**Jonquilla Hybrids**

Division 7: Hybrid Jonquils with two or more, small, very fragrant flowers on one stem.

*Campernelle, Single.* $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
A tiny golden Daffodil with tips of pointed grass-like foliage reaching above the flowers; the broad overlapping petals make a nicely rounded perianth; frequently three blooms on a stalk; a delightful little flower.

*Campernelle, Double.* $5.25 per 100; $45.00 per 1000.
Two to three golden, yellow, small, fragrant flowers on strong stems; lovely for cutting. Height 13 inches.

**Poetaz Narcissus**

Division 8: All Poetaz are hybrids from Poeticus Ornatus and Polyanthus Narcissi. The plants are tall and vigorous growers, bearing heads of large, well formed flowers, deliciously fragrant. There is no better group for indoor culture in flats, pots or bowls, while if planted in time, their hardiness outdoors leaves nothing to be desired.

*Chrysolite.* $6.00 per 12.
A new Jonquil-yellow-trumpet hybrid of well balanced form and large size; pure light golden color; a generous proportion of two-flowered stems but just as beautiful as a single flower.

*Golden Sceptre.* $80c per 12; $6.00 per 100.
A medium-sized perfectly built flower of deep Jonquil-yellow, 3 inches or more in diameter. The whole flower, as with the other in this class, is of the greatest substance, keeping in perfect condition exceptionally long both in the garden and when cut.

*Tullus Hostilus.* $1.10 per 12; $8.00 per 100.
Of the Jonquil-yellow trumpet type; strong growing flower of remarkable substance, lasting exceptionally long in the garden or when cut; an ideal Daffodil for informal use and for the large rock garden.

*Elvira.* $5.00 per 100; $42.50 per 1000.
The double Elvira, a very pleasing double white Poetaz, good stems, a fine garden and show flower.

*Orange Cup.* $5.00 per 100; $42.50 per 1000.
Yellow perianth, cup orange-red, nicely frilled.

**Poeticus Narcissus**

Division 9: Poet's Narcissi, white petals with scarlet cup.

*Conus.* $95c per 12; $7.00 per 100.
Fine flower of Recurvus type; medium height and excellent for the garden; pure white perianth; flat lemon-yellow eye, frilled deep red; fine foliage; excellent for naturalizing.

*Edwina.* $2.15 per 12; $14.00 per 100.
Purest white perianth, broad and overlapping petals, very flat cup, yellow edged red. Fine form and substance, highly recommended.

*Horace.* $80c per 12; $6.00 per 100.
Large, star-shaped perianth, gleaming white broad petals, with flat eye, yellow edged red; graceful and free blooming.

*Omnus Maximus.* $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
Extremely broad overlapping petals, recurving from typical pheasant's eye cup; a larger Omnus, unsurpassed for naturalizing.

*Recurvus.* $4.25 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
The old Pheasant's Eye. Perianth pure white, somewhat reflexing; cup margined deep scarlet; sweet scented. Fine for massing in borders or in grass.

**Double Narcissus**

Division 10:

*Albus Plenus Odoratus.* $4.75 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.
The old Gardenia-flowered Double Poet's Narcissus. Pure snowy white; wonderfully fragrant. Should be planted in the shade and kept well watered at flowering time to prevent the flower buds from drying off. Blooms extremely late, long after most of the Narcissus have gone. It is a rare old variety preserved jealously in a few old gardens and worth special care.

*Aurora.* $35c per 12; $2.50 per 100.
Neroli' yellow cup, white perianth, perfectly built flower of deep Jonquil-yellow; attractively formed, resembling a Carnation.

*Dubloon.* $70c per 12; $5.00 per 100.
A medium-sized perfectly built flower of deep Jonquil-yellow, 3 inches or more in diameter. The whole flower, as with the others in this class, is of the greatest substance, keeping in perfect condition exceptionally long both in the garden and when cut.

*Indian Chief.* $3.50 per 12.
Very large and very double, bright yellow interspersed with orange; the petals curled and twisted.

*Mary Copeland.* $1.80 each.
One of the famous varieties of the new semi-double type, this variety has been termed the most striking double in cultivation; the longer petals are pure cream-white with a golden ray down the center, interspersed with shorter petals of lemon and brilliant orange, giving a three-color effect; unsurpassed for garden or show.

*Snowsprite.* $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
A double Leedsi; flowers borne on tall stems; pure white, interspersed with very light lemon; a novelty and a good florist's flower, extremely late.

*The Pearl.* $70c per 12; $5.00 per 100.
A double Leedsi; flowers borne on tall stems; pure white, interspersed with sulphur-yellow, deeper at the center; charming.

*Twink.* $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100.
It is double, of the semi-full type, the petals alternating a soft primrose and clear orange, and so arranged as to give the flower a most attractive appearance, and making it a most adaptable flower for large scale decorative work; is very free flowering and hardy and we sincerely believe will be used by every commercial grower.

It is a splendid show flower.

**Paper-White Narcissus**

**Polyanthus Narcissus**

Dishes of these, grown in pebbles and water, may be had in bloom continuously from Thanksgiving until Easter. The best method is to keep your bulbs in the containers in which they are shipped to you and to store them in a moderately cool, dry place. Plant different lots every three weeks from October 1st until March 1st, and you can enjoy a constant succession of bloom.

**Paper-White Grandiflora.**

The popular bunch-flowering, pure white Narcissus, frequently having 30 individual blooms and splendid decorative foliage from a single bulb. We offer 2 sizes, each suitable for growing indoors having 30 individual blooms and splendid decorative foliage from a single bulb. We offer 2 sizes, each suitable for growing indoors.

*First Size Bulbs.* $4.25 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
*Jumbo Bulbs.* $5.25 per 100; $40.00 per 1000.

**Golden Yellow Narcissus**

(Soleil d'Or)

Soleil d'Or resembles the Paper-White Narcissus very much in habit but is of an exquisite deep yellow color, with an orange-yellow cup. The culture is the same as for the Paper-White Narcissus. We have some very fine stock of this variety to meet the steadily increased demand of the past few seasons and recommend its use in place of the Chinese Sacred Lily. Do not omit a few bulbs from your order.

*Soleil d'Or.* $8.25 per 100; $70.00 per 1000.
Little Daffodils

For the Rock Garden.

The following are charming little subjects for rock work, where their dainty flowers are seen to perfection. They should be left undisturbed for years, and if happy, will soon establish themselves and afford a lovely picture in early spring. All the Bulbocodium (except Monophyllus) and the Cyclamineus like moisture, and should, therefore, be planted at the foot of the rockery. Bulbocodium monophyllus flourishes in a warm, dry sheltered situation planted in almost pure sand. Triandrus Albus (Angel’s Tears) and Juncifolius delight in partial shade and a light, gritty soil, and should be given a well drained position.

**Bulbocodium citrinus.** $1.50 per 12; $10.00 per 100. Large sulphur Hoop-Petticoat, very beautiful pale citron-yellow. Height 6 to 8 inches.

**Bulbocodium Conspicuus.** $1.50 per 12; $9.00 per 100. Yellow Hoop-Petticoat, flowers rich golden yellow of hoop-petticoat form and rushlike foliage. Height 6 inches.

**Bulbocodium Monophyllus.** $1.70 per 12; $11.00 per 100. White Hoop-Petticoat, producing in winter little snowly white flowers of exquisite beauty. Height 6 inches.

**Cyclamineus.** $2.40 per 12; $15.00 per 100. The yellow Cyclamen-flowered Daffodil. The trumpet is rich yellow, straight and tubelike, elegantly serrated at mouth, while the perianth is reflexed like a Cyclamen.

**Jonquilla Simplex.** $1.10 per 12; $8.00 per 100. The true tiny single Jonquil. The bulbs as well as the flowers of this miniature Daffodil are not very much larger than the Snowdrop. The flowers are a pure golden yellow and delightfully fragrant; foliage is grass-like. Perfectly hardy and most satisfactory small Daffodil for the rock garden.

**Jonquilla Flore Pleno.** $1.50 per 12; $9.00 per 100. This is the charming double-flowered form of the above. Also splendid in the rockery.

**Juncifolius.** $2.10 per 12; $13.00 per 100. Small, graceful, rich yellow flowers, rather smaller than a Buttercup, with a dainty little flat crown.

**Minimus.** $3.25 per 12; $23.00 per 100. True. The smallest and dwarrest of all Daffodils, producing outdoors in February dainty little trumpet flowers of a rich, full yellow. Height about 2 inches.

**Minor.** $3.50 per 12; $16.00 per 100. True. A most graceful and charming very early flowering miniature Daffodil of Maximus form, flowers with full yellow perianth gracefully twisted and the miniature trumpet elegantly flanged at mouth. Height 6 inches.

**Triandrus Agnes Harvey** and all other Triandrus Hybrids listed on page 18 are splendidly suited for the rock garden.

**Triandrus Albus.** $1.50 per 12; $10.00 per 100. An exquisitely beautiful little species, it is of slender growth and produces a cluster of elegant creamy white little flowers with globular cup and perianth reflexing as in the Cyclamen. Height 7 inches.

**Triandrus Calathinus.** $4.50 per 12; $35.00 per 100. The flowers are produced in clusters of two and three, are snowy white and more than twice the size of Triandrus Albus with long, goblet-shaped crown, prettily fluted; the foliage has a curious habit of curling over. Height 7 inches.

**Triandrus Concolor.** $3.35 per 12; $24.00 per 100. True, bearing clusters of dainty fragrant flowers of similar form to Triandrus Albus, but of a uniform soft yellow, a rare and beautiful little Daffodil. Height 7 inches.

**Triandrus Pulchellus.** $3.35 per 12; $24.00 per 100. A very beautiful little Daffodil with elegant clusters of flowers, primrose perianth and creamy white cup. Height 9 inches.

**Triandrus, Queen of Spain.** $2.30 per 12; $14.00 per 100. A wild hybrid. The flowers vary slightly in size, and sometimes in form of trumpet, but all are a uniform, delicate creamy yellow with graceful reflexing perianth. Height 12 inches.

**W. P. Milner.** $1.90 per 12; $12.00 per 100. A charming free-flowering variety, with dainty sulphur colored flowers; one of the small trumpet varieties for the rockery; can also be grown in fiber in bowls.

---

**Rock Daffodil Collection**

*No. 200* for $3.25

A Choice Collection of Narcissus Species for the Rockery.

This little collection of miniature Daffodils is made up of distinct and easily grown species for the small rockery.

- 3 Bulbocodium, Monophyllus
- 3 Bulbocodium, Conspicuus
- 3 Triandrus, Queen of Spain
- 3 Juncifolius
- 3 Juncifolius
- 3 Cyclamineus
- 3 Triandrus, Albus

24 Bulbs in 8 Varieties—All Labeled and Put Up Separately—3 Bulbs of One Kind.

---

Daffodils for Naturalizing

The greatest and most effective use of Daffodils is to naturalize them in quantity in meadows and orchards, in woodlands and along the driveway, on the bank of the brook or along the shrubbery.

By planting some bulbs on the south side and some others facing north, a long period of flowering, lasting well over a month, may be enjoyed.

Daffodils are the most prolific of flowers. If you plant a single bulb it will not be long in gathering a family, and in the course of two or three years the spot in which it grows will have become as populous as the tents of the patriarchs.

Planting mixed Daffodils is an investment that pays large dividends, if the right varieties are used.

The mixture presented by us is made up from named varieties and especially adapted for naturalizing and will give an abundant and prolonged flowering period, increasing from year to year.

*Mixed Daffodils, Standard Mixture. 100 bulbs for $4.25; 1000 bulbs for $35.00; 10,000 bulbs or more, special prices on request.*

*Mixed Daffodils, select mixture containing standard varieties as well as novelties. 100 bulbs for $5.25; 1000 bulbs for $45.00.*

---

[20] Varieties indicated by a star ⭐️ are stocked in quantities.
Lilies

Lilies, unlike Tulip bulbs, are not all grown in one locality under one and the same conditions, but are gathered together from many foreign countries. All ripen off at different times of the year; therefore, orders for Lilies cannot always be filled at one time. The requirements of Lilies vary with each variety. We have a booklet on their culture, which will be sent to you upon receipt of 25c.

*Auratum (Gold-Banded Japan Lily).*
Large bulbs. 9-11 in. circum. Each, 25c; doz., $2.00; 100, $15.00. Mam. bulbs. 11-13 in. circum. Each, 40c; doz., $3.50; 100, $25.00. Undoubtedly one of the finest. Its large, graceful, fragrant flowers are composed of 6 petals of a delicate ivory-white color, thickly studded with chocolate-crimson spots and striped through the center a golden yellow. 3 to 5 feet. July to September.

*Auratum pictum.* Each, 40c; $4.00 per 12; $30.00 per 100.

*Backhouse Hybrid Lilies in Mixture.* $3.00 each; $25.00 per 12. Not unlike Lilium Martagon in form. Their pastel colors, however, range from dull pink through pale apricot to rich orange-brown. We offer a Mixture, consisting of carefully selected coloring; a splendid investment that will increase in value and beauty from year to year. Only limited stock is available.

*Batemanniae.* Each, 25c; $2.00 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Clear, glowing apricot flowers, from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, on stems about 3 feet high, borne from 4 to 6 in a terminal umbel or cluster; free of spots. Is at its best early in August.

*Browni.* Each, 60c; $5.75 per 12; $40.00 per 100. One of the finest and most satisfactory Lilies. The flower stem is 3 to 4 feet tall, is tinged with reddish brown and the foliage is long, narrow, gracefully curved and of a deep green tint. The trumpet-shaped flowers are large, well-formed, and of great substance, lasting a long time when cut. These massive, deliciously fragrant flowers open pale yellow, fading to a creamy white of great purity. The outside of the trumpet is streaked with brown. June-July flowering.

*Carolinianum.* Each, 35c; $3.00 per 12; $20.00 per 100. A showy Lily with slender stems, bearing reflexed, orange-colored flowers, striped maroon. Requires a well-drained situation. July and August. Height 2 to 3 feet.

*Canadense.* Each, 20c; $1.70 per 12; $12.00 per 100. Broad, funnel-shaped, drooping flowers, varying from yellow to orange; spotted inside: graceful and pretty. Fine among Azaleas, in damp peat beds or leaf mold. Excellent for naturalizing. June-July flowering.

*Canadense flavum.* Each, 20c; $1.70 per 12; $12.00 per 100. Broad, funnel-shaped drooping flowers on longish stalks about 3 feet high. Almost bell-shaped with ends of the petals only very slightly turned back. Golden yellow, handsomely spotted inside. June-July flowering.

*Candidum.* (See page 23).

*Chalcedonicum.* Each, $1.20; $14.00 per 12. Grows to a height of 3 to 4 feet. Flowers in loose clusters, small but symmetrical in shape, with recurved petals; bright red and waxlike. Does splendidly in properly drained heavy soil and even in clay; should not be disturbed when once established. Often flowers very poorly the first season, but nothing is more lovely than a clump of this Lily in bloom when established. June-July flowering.

*Croceum (Irish Orangeman Lily).* (True).
Each, 35c; $3.50 per 12; $25.00 per 100. Bright orange flowers are carried upright; very hardy, thriving in any soil in a sunny garden border or among shrubs in half shade. Is at its best toward the end of June and early July. It grows as well in a city plot as in a country garden, while its leaves show by their deep green color, and the whole plant by its robust health and vigor, how little it worries about conditions.

*Daveicum.* (See Umbellatum).

*Elegans, Mixed Colors.* Each, 20c; $1.70 per 12; $12.00 per 100. The number of forms and varieties is legion, varying in color from pale lemon-yellow to rich orange-brown, embracing various tints of orange to almost red and from soft apricot to approaching crimson; varying also in flowering season. A planting of these in mixture through Funkia or Heuchera, produces a most effective display. June-July flowering.

*Elegans atrosanguineum.* Each, 25c; $2.00 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Flowers of a rich dark coppery crimson with purple-black spots at base of petals. Attractive. 1 foot.

*Elegans, Orange Queen.* Each, 25c; $2.00 per 12; $15.00 per 100. Very handsome, producing in July, large orange-colored flowers with small, black spots; a strong, robust grower; very decorative in pots or borders. Height 15 to 18 inches.

*Giganteum himalaicum.* Each, $1.75. The most majestic of Lilies, having stems 10 to 12 feet high when established, with large, handsome, heart-shaped leaves and from July to August bearing immense, long, white, trumpet-shaped, sweet-scented flowers. Groups of this noble Lily in woodland or wild gardens produce a grand effect. It requires to be come established before flowering freely and thrives best where there is an abundance of leaf soil. Plant very shallow.

*Grayi.* Each, 30c; $2.50 per 12; $18.00 per 100. Beautiful, satisfactory Lily to grow in damp, peaty soil; thimble-shaped flower of rich red, spotted with maroon. Culture quite easy. July flowering.

*Hansoni.* Each, 35c; $3.50 per 12; $25.00 per 100. Most desirable, not particular in its cultural requirements and extremely handsome in flower; does well in light loam. Plant among low plants to protect young shoots, this being one of the earliest Lilies to appear in spring. Does as well in thin woodland as it does in the border. Height 4 to 5 feet, carrying blossoms 3 inches across, regularly reflexed, the petals being of a bright orange-yellow, spotted more or less with brown; of a waxy texture. June flowering.

*Henryi.* Each, 35c; $3.00 per 12; $20.00 per 100. A splendid garden plant, vigorous in its growth, failing very seldom. One of the best border Lilies, reaching over 8 feet and more in height when established, and bearing more than 20 flowers of a rich, deep, orange-yellow. Fine foliage. Does well in both light and heavy loam. A partially shaded place, sheltered from high winds, suits it best. It is a beautiful Lily. August-September flowering.

*Humboldti magnificum.* $5.00 per 12; $40.00 per 100. Erect stem, with whorls of leaves. Numerous drooping flowers borne in loose, triangular clusters of brilliant golden yellow, spotted with purple on the reflexed petals. It produces a splendid flowering plant: 5 feet high.
**Lilies—Continued.**

*Japonicum.* (Formerly listed as Krameri).
- Large bulbs. 8-9 in. circ. Each, 30c; doz., $3.00; 100, $20.00.
- Mam. bulbs. 9-11 in. circ. Each, 40c; doz., $4.00; 100, $30.00.
- Beautiful, snow-white flowers with a golden green stripe through the center of each petal, and anthers of a coppery tint. Alike in the form of the flower and in the way of growing, this Lily is one of the most beautiful we have.

*Philippinense formosanum.* (See page 23).

*Japonicum.* (Formerly listed as Krameri).
- Large bulbs. 9-11 in. circ. Each, 25c; doz., $2.00; 100, $15.00.
- Mam. bulbs. 11-13 in. circ. Each, 35c; doz., $3.50; 100, $25.00.
- Rich ruby-carmine, margined white; stout of substance and broad of petal. This variety stands out prominently on account of its vigorous growth as well as the size and depth of coloring.

*Speciosum Melpomene.*
- Large bulbs. 9-11 in. circ. Each, 30c; doz., $3.00; 100, $20.00.
- Mam. bulbs. 11-13 in. circ. Each, 40c; doz., $4.00; 100, $30.00.
- The delicate beauty of the finer colored flowers makes this variety most desirable. Deep carmine-crimson, intensified by a narrow margin of white.

*Superbum.*
- Each, 15c; $1.50 per 12; $10.00 per 100.
- The color in this desirable Lily varies from pale yellow to deep crimson, more or less spotted on the inner surface of the petals. Value as a garden Lily is due mainly to the fact that the young leaves are very creamy, making it a desirable Lily for rock garden, though short of the usual height of 10 feet and more, bearing from 20 to 30 elegantly reflexed flowers, arranged in large, conelike clusters. Does well in ordinary garden soil. July-flowering.

*Speciosum album.*
- Large bulbs. 8-9 in. circ. Each, 35c; doz., $3.00; 100, $20.00.
- Beautiful, snow-white flowers with a golden green stripe through the center of each petal, and anthers of a coppery tint. Alike in the form of the flower and in the way of growing, this Lily is one of the most beautiful we have.

*Speciosum bigelovii.*
- A beautiful, robust and a floriferous hybrid of this type, bearing numerous flowers of a pure apricot-yellow. June-flowering.

*Testaceum* (Excelsum). (See page 23).

*Tigrimum splendidum.*
- Each, 20c; $1.70 per 12; $12.00 per 100.
- The finest form of Tiger Lily with the richest color. The large shapely flowers are of a rich dark salmon-orange spotted with glossy black. This Lily is very robust in habit and of easy culture. August-September flowering.

*Tigrimum flore pleno.*
- Each, 20c; $1.70 per 12; $12.00 per 100.
- The double form. The best example of a double Lily we have.

*Umbellatum, Apricot.*
- Each, 80c; $9.00 per 12.
- The flowers are of a lovely shade of delicate apricot-yellow borne in large heads. This Lily is at its best when grown in a cool, shady position.

*Umbellatum, Golden Fleece.*
- Each, 80c; $9.00 per 12.
- A striking break from the usual red and orange tones of the Umbellatum group. This fine variety has large umbellate heads of clear golden yellow flowers with a suggestion of scarlet at the tips of the petals. It is very effective as a border plant and possesses a strong constitution.

*Umbellatum grandiflorum.*
- Each, 25c; $2.00 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
- A very free-flowering Lily of easy culture. Carries large umbellate heads of light orange-red flowers.

*Umbellatum, Mahogany.*
- Each, 35c; $3.00 per 12; $20.00 per 100.
- The deepest in color yet raised. Comparatively small in stature with heads of fine broad petaled flowers, deep glowing crimson-like, deepening to a rich mahogany-crimson as the flowers pass.

*Wallacei.*
- Each, 40c; $4.00 per 12; $30.00 per 100.
- A handsome Lily of a beautiful shade of the warmest apricot with rosy shading. Height 1½ to 2 feet.

*Washingtonianum.*
- Each, 60c; $5.75 per 12; $40.00 per 100.
- A beautiful Lily with fragrant drooping white flowers on a stem 1½ to 2 feet in height. The reverse of the colored flowers has a tinge ranging from light pink to a deep wine color. This Lily requires a thoroughly drained situation. June-July flowering.

*Wallottiae.*
- Each, 60c; $5.00 per 12; $35.00 per 100.
- A tall, graceful Lily with slender foliage. Produces 15 to 20 flowers of a vivid orange-red, with recurved petals and numerous small brown spots. A very lovely variety, adapted for the garden but will need staking. July and August. 4 to 5 ft. Largest bulbs.
The Madonna Lily is one of the loveliest of white Lilies, popular throughout the world, loved and admired by all. Its delightful fragrance and lovely white flowers have made it a universal symbol of purity. Plant it in groups of three or more bulbs, close to the pale blue Delphinium Belladonna. It will be the loveliest spot in your garden during late June and early July. Madonna Lilies are simple to grow if you will plant in full sun and perfectly drained soil. Most Madonna Lilies are grown in France. Bulbs from the north of France are better than those grown in Southern France. We offer, therefore, northern French grown bulbs as follows:

*NORTHERN FRANCE GROWN BULBS*

- **First Size Bulbs. Northern French.**
  - $1.35 per 12; 100 bulbs for $9.00.
  - Large Size Bulbs. Northern French.
  - $2.00 per 12; 100 bulbs for $15.00.
  - $3.75 per 12; 100 bulbs for $25.00.

Delivery of Candidum Lilies about September 1st to November 15th.

**TWO LILIES FOR INDOOR GROWING**

*Longiflorum Harrisii* (Bermuda Easter Lily).

Extra bulbs. 7 to 9 inch circumference. This is the most popular size to grow as pot plants for decoration and equally as valuable for forcing. Bulbs should produce from 8 to 12 flowers.

- $2.50 per 12; $18.00 per 100.

Mammoth bulbs. 9 to 11 inch circumference. These are usually grown for specimens in pots for exhibition and decorations. Each bulb should produce from 12 to 18 flowers.

- $4.00 per 12; $30.00 per 100.

The short time required to bring this peerless Lily into flower renders it invaluable. The flowers are delightfully fragrant, pure waxy white, and if cut when partially open can be kept for 2 weeks. Bulbs potted in September can be had in flower in December, if desired. A succession of bloom can be kept up throughout the winter by bringing in a few pots of bulbs from cold frames at intervals. Blooming plants in pots are suitable for Easter offerings and presents. Bulbs ready for shipment—August to December.

*Longiflorum giganteum* (Japan Easter Lily).

Extra bulbs. 9-10 inches. $3.00 per 12; $20.00 per 100.

This Japanese type is highly thought of for late winter and Easter forcing—though the bulbs of this variety are often carried over in cold storage to be brought into bloom at any desired time the succeeding year. The plant is of sturdy stocky growth, with black marked stems. The flowers of purest white are the largest of the Longiflorums. For shipment—October to December.

**SPECIALY HARDY RUSSIAN STOCK**

Grown for The Wayside Gardens exclusively. This strain is very hardy and rugged, available only in a limited number of bulbs. Especially good for late planting, many of the Mammoth bulbs are Double Nosed, giving two or more flower spikes.

- **First Size Bulbs. Russian grown.**
  - $3.00 per 12; 100 bulbs for $20.00.
  - Large Size Bulbs. Russian grown.
  - $4.00 per 12; 100 bulbs for $30.00.
  - Mammoth Size Bulbs. Russian grown.
  - $7.00 per 12; 100 bulbs for $38.00.

**TWO EXCEPTIONALLY FINE GARDEN LILIES**

*Philippinense formosanum*. Each, 25c; per 12, $2.00; 100, $15.00.

Not unlike the Regale Lily in general appearance. The slender stem is covered with the same grassy foliage of the Regale Lily. The substantial blooms are trumpet like, in fact, they are long lovely white flowers with a beautiful pale emerald-green throat which gives the flower a distinct and delicate appearance. They commence blooming in early August and flower until stopped by frost. Bulbs when established will produce 3 to 4 spikes each with 4 or 5 blooms. It is a most liberal flowering Lily, to all of which may be added that they are among the easiest grown. If properly planted about 4 inches deep in well-drained sandy soil and given a little covering during the winter they will safely go through the coldest weather. August to November flowering. Height 3 to 4 feet.

*Testaceum*. Top size bulbs, each, 75c; per 12, $8.25.

Fine first size bulbs, each, 60c; per 12, $6.50.

Also known as "Excelsum" and as the "Nankeen Lily." One of the choicest garden Lilies. The warm apricot tone, almost a cafe au lait, set off by brilliant orange anthers, puts it in a color class by itself; in fact, many people consider it the most graceful and lovely of all Lilies. It is beautiful for every kind of garden use but because of its tender coloring, must not be planted in a mixed border with brighter flowers. In combination with light-shaded Delphiniums or with the Madonna Lily, which it resembles, it is most effective. It has the texture of Lilium Candidum, with reflexed petals and does well under the same conditions as Candidum. Four to five feet high, June-July flowering.

**Lilium Regale**

(*The Regal or Royal Lily)*

One of the most beautiful and one of the hardest Lilies in cultivation—"Lilium Regale" is truly a Royal Lily, worthy of a place in every garden; it is a lover of loam and sunshine. A vigorous grower with sturdy stems, 4 to 6 feet high, densely covered with fine foliage. Center of flower flushed with yellow, shading to white at the outer edges; externally the flowers are streaked with brown on the "ribs," shaded through the almost translucent petals with a delightful pearly tint; the contrast between the color of the reverse of the petals and the gold shading of the throat is extraordinarily beautiful. The Regal Lily is very floriferous and when thoroughly established, bears as high as 18 and 20 flowers during the season. They succeed in any good, rich garden soil, that is well drained. Because Regal Lilies flower so easily from small inexpensive bulbs, we offer this variety in many sizes, to suit everyone's purse. We recommend, however, sizes 6-7 inch, 7-8 inch, and 8-9 inch circumference.

Flowering Bulbs. 4-5 inches.

- $0.80 per 12; $6.00 per 100; $45.00 per 1000.

Flowering Bulbs. 5-6 inches.

- 90c per 12; 100 bulbs for $6.00; $55.00 per 1000.

Flowering Bulbs. 6-7 inches.

- $1.25 per 12; 100 bulbs for $8.00; $70.00 per 1000.

Flowering Bulbs. 7-8 inches.

- $1.50 per 12; 100 bulbs for $10.00; $90.00 per 1000.
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Autumn and Spring Flowering Crocus Species

Besides the Dutch Crocuses there are certain species that bloom very much earlier in the year, often before the snow has gone. The flowers of these wild sorts are smaller than those of the Dutch kinds but they are as vigorous and free as the others. Given a sunny position in the rock garden or a sheltered position in grass where the sun may encourage them freely, they will surprise you by their hardy appearance in the face of cold and storms.

Crocus Imperati, pale lilac with buff jacket, often flowers in late February, and is closely followed by Crocus Sieberi, a fuller purer mauve sort; it has as a companion the deep rich yellow Crocus Susianus, which is even more attractive in the bud stage with its dark, rich brown flowers on the exterior of the segments. Once planted, they will take care of themselves for many years. Then comes Crocus Tommasinianus, an exquisite vascilelike form, in color varying from a pale mauve to quite a rich purple. This variation is one of its great attractions. These all increase as freely as do the Dutch varieties.

### Autumn-Flowering Varieties

(October Flowering)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Price per 12</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asturicus</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyermalis</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iridiflorus (Byzantinus)</td>
<td>$2.05</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavigatus Fontenay</td>
<td>$2.20</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longiflorus melitensis</td>
<td>$2.40</td>
<td>$17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medius</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudiflorus</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus</td>
<td>$3.20</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulchellus</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salzmanni</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sativus (Saffron Crocus)</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus Aitclisoni</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus albus</td>
<td>$1.55</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus Artbiri</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus globosus</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciosus Pollux</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zonatus</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spring-Flowering Varieties

(October Flowering)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Price per 12</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aureus (Moesiacus)</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aureus sulphureus concolor</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus Adami</td>
<td>$2.80</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus argenteus</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus pulillus</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus Weldeni</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biflorus Weldeni albus</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthus, E. Aug. Bowles</td>
<td>$2.80</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthus, Fusco-Tinctus</td>
<td>$2.80</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthus, Warley White</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthus, Moonlight</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysanthus, Zwanenburg Bronze</td>
<td>$5.10</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischeri</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er tuscus</td>
<td>$5.10</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischeri</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperati</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korolkow</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$77.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sieberi</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$72.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susianus (Cloth of Gold)</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crocus—Continued.

**Crocus Albus.**

Vernal white flowers.

$2.00 per 12; $13.00 per 100.

**Versicolor Picturatus (Cloth of Silver).**

White outside, purple feathered, very pretty and free.

$3.75 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.

**New Giant-Flowering Varieties**

- **Amethyst.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Fine porcelain, with lighter stem; very brilliant.

- **Blizzard (Snowstorm).**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Pure white, globular flowers of great beauty.

- **Enchantress.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Clear porcelain blue, large flowers; very pleasing; early.

- **Golden Goblet.**
  - $3.75 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
  - Giant golden yellow flowers in great quantities.

- **Grand Lilac.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Pure lilac. Largest lilac flower known; early.

- **Ivanhoe.**
  - $3.75 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
  - Dark violet-blue; deep and intense coloring.

- **L’Innocence.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Pure white, large flowers in great quantities; early.

- **Midnight.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Dark blue; medium early. Lovely dark variety.

- **Queen of the Blues.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Dark blue; one of the best.

- **Striped Beauty.**
  - $3.75 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
  - Lilac, striped white, early.

- **Striped Queen.**
  - $3.75 per 100; $35.00 per 1000.
  - Blue, striped white, late.

**Standard Varieties**

- **Baron Von Brunow.**
  - $2.75 per 100; $25.00 per 1000.
  - Large bluish mauve; very free flowering.

- **Purpurea grandiflora.**
  - $3.00 per 100; $27.50 per 1000.
  - Large purple-blue; late. Beautiful.

- **King of the Whites.**
  - $3.00 per 100; $27.50 per 1000.
  - Large, white. One of the best whites.

- **Maximilian.**
  - $3.00 per 100; $27.50 per 1000.
  - Very large, pure porcelain blue; very delicate.

- **Mont Blanc.**
  - $2.75 per 100; $25.00 per 1000.
  - Pure white. Fine standard variety.

- **Mammouth Yellow.**
  - $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.
  - Golden yellow flowers in abundance.

- **Sir Walter Scott.**
  - $2.75 per 100; $25.00 per 1000.
  - White, striped lilac.

**Mixed Colors of the Standard Varieties.**

- No. 1 size.
  - $2.00 per 100; $18.00 per 1000.

**Mixed Colors of the New Giant-Flowering Crocus.**

- $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000.

**Colchicum—Meadow Saffron**

(Giant Autumn-Flowering Crocus)

Colchicum are autumn-flowering bulbs with large Crocus-like blossoms which appear during the months of September and October, without foliage. The foliage, however, appears early in the spring about the same time the Tulips and Hyacinths are in bloom and disappear in June. They are especially recommended for planting between the taller growing rock plants such as Cerastium, Vinca, Pachysandra and the various Sedums, where their bold, checked Crocus-like blossoms are seen to the best advantage. Blooming in September and October when flowers in the rockery are scarce, they are especially valuable. They may be also planted in the open woods or in naturalistic plantings of any sort. The bulbs, if kept indoors, will bloom during September and October in the window without any earth or water and after blooming, the bulbs may be planted in early November outdoors, and will not suffer in the least.

**Agrippinum (Parkinsoni).**

Each, 30c.

Checkered rosy purple.

**Autumnale.**

Doz., $2.20; per 100, $15.00.

Commonly called the Autumn Crocus; very free-flowering; of easy culture.

**Autumnale alba.**

Doz., $2.20; per 100, $15.00.

Pure white, increasing fast; free-flowering.

**Autumnale alba plena.**

Large, double white flowers.

Each, $1.00.

**Autumnale major.**

Doz., $2.90; per 100, $22.00.

A large variety with massive flowers of rosy purple.

**Autumnale rosea plena.**

Each, 30c; doz., $2.90; per 100, $22.00.

Double, rosy lilac flowers.

**Bormmuelleri.**

Doz., $4.00; per 100, $30.00.

Fine cup-shaped, long-tubed flowers of rosy lilac coloring; one of the finest species; early flowering.

**Gigantenhum.**

Large, soft violet, white center, late flowering.

Each, 35c.

**Special Notice**

**Eremurus 3-Year-Old Seedlings.**

During the past few years there have been many requests for Eremurus seed and young plants. The seed of Eremurus is difficult to germinate; we, therefore, never offered it because it was bound to lead to disappointment. Seedling roots, one or two years old, are too small for the average person to care for, but we are now able to offer some fine roots which are three years old. We know these will grow without trouble and surely bloom within two years. These young roots are unnamed; but are the same varieties as offered on page 47. It will be well worth your while to plant a few of these healthy young roots for growing on.

**Eremurus.**

$30.00 per 100; $275.00 per 1000.

3-year-old, unnamed seedlings.
Dutch Iris

Improved Spanish Iris—For Garden Planting.

This very distinctive group is of recent origin and has in a few years won international recognition. The flowers are not only superior in substance, brilliance and purity of color but also earlier, larger and of greater refinement than the old Spanish Iris. The new hybrids we offer are readily distinguished by the narrow orange stripe on the falls, while the older varieties have a larger yellow blotch. These Iris are unsurpassed as cut flowers, since they will stand any amount of handling, lasting fully a week in water. Their hardness and interesting color range have made them very popular for garden planting. In extreme climates they need some protection. The varieties we list have been carefully selected to give the full range of colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
<th>Price per 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Bloemaard</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards dark purplish blue; falls lighter blue; very large flower; early. 20 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Backer</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform purple-lilac; good substance. 20 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Haring</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards greyish white; falls pure white; very large flower of great substance; early. 26 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. B. Garnier</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards and falls uniform deep blue. The improved Imperator. 24 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Bronze</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td>$62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards dark violet-edged bronze, falls attractive golden bronze, very beautiful. 22 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Glory</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards golden yellow, falls darker; the dark Yellow Queen. 24 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob De Wet</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards very dark blue; falls dark blue. A very early Iris of remarkable substance; the best medium-priced blue. 22 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Mathan</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td>$42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful novelty; pale cornflower blue self color. 24 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonardo da Vinci</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards creamy white; falls canary-yellow with orange stripe; very large flower; early. 28 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poggenbeeck</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards and falls uniform dark blue; great improvement on Imperator. 30 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therese Van Duyll-Schwartze</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards pale cornflower-blue; falls pure white, with very narrow orange stripe; excellent cut flower. 24 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Excelsior</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform pure white; falls very broad, very good form and substance; very early forcer; the best medium priced white. 22 in.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Verschuur</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards violet, tinged bronze; falls bronze. Excellent novelty. 28 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Queen</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards and falls golden yellow. Thin wiry stems, excellent for forcing or outside, the best medium priced yellow. 28 inches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lovely mixture made up of the above varieties.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100 Bulbs in 10 Varieties for $3.50. 1000 Bulbs in 10 Varieties for $32.50.

This collection will be made up of 10 distinct varieties of our selection, selected from the varieties offered above. They will be labeled and packed separately. Just the thing for the hardy border.

English Iris

(Hardy)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
<th>Price per 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Choice Mixed Shades</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These magnificent bulbous Irises thrive in any ordinary garden soil but prefer a good loam. The earlier the planting, after beginning of September, the greater the success; the bulbs should be planted 4 inches deep. The varieties contained in our mixture, we have especially selected as being the very finest and most distinct in cultivation, and they will be found as strikingly beautiful in color as many of the sumptuous orchids. They flower from end of June to beginning of July, thus succeeding the Bearded Flag Irises, Early Xiphium and Spanish Irises. As cut flowers they take a first place.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NAMED VARIETIES

Mont Blanc. $1.00 per 12; $7.75 per 100. Pure white; blooms often two or three on one stem.

Othello. $1.00 per 12; $7.75 per 100. Rich dark blue flowers of excellent substance.

Queen of the Blues. $1.00 per 12; $7.75 per 100. Pure light blue flowers. A lovely sort for the garden as well as for cutting.

Royal Blue. $1.00 per 12; $7.75 per 100. A lovely violet-blue flower of good lasting quality.

Sir Wm. Mansfield. $1.00 per 12; $7.75 per 100. Clear purple-blue flowers; exceptionally good for cutting.

*P. S. Complete collections are offered in our Hardy Plant Catalog, a copy of which will be sent you upon request.

Spanish Iris

Golden Lion. $1.85 per 12; $12.50 per 100. Standards and falls golden yellow, both very much frilled. A very graceful and attractive flower and the only Spanish Iris really worth listing. 26 inches.

Iris Tingitana Hybrid

Especially Recommended for Early Forcing in Greenhouse.

Wedgwood. $8.00 per 100; $78.00 per 1000. Standards blue; falls lighter blue; excellent forcer. Supplied in top size bulbs only; suitable for forcing. 24 inches.

Iris Reticulata

Fragrant Iris—Hardy with Protection.

Reticulata. $10.00 per 100; $95.00 per 1000. This lovely species is one of the treasures of the garden or rock garden. It can be described as a small form of the Spanish or Dutch Iris. Its main value lies in the fact that it may be forced into bloom in the house with the greatest ease. Six or eight bulbs put into a 4- or 5-inch pot when received will bloom about Christmas time. The fragrant blossoms remind one of a bunch of fresh violets. Perfectly hardy with reasonable protection. It is one of the loveliest early flowering bulbs for the rockery. To show it off well, plant a number of bulbs under the white Arabis Alpina; you'll enjoy the results more than we can tell you.

Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.
Alliums are very attractive bulbous plants, producing erect bare stems with globular heads of flowers, somewhat resembling the Blue-lace flower or Bunch Primrose. Perfectly hardy, easily grown, and well adapted to rock gardens. Thrive in almost any soil in sunny situations.

Acuminatum. $5.00 per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Upright heads of bright red flowers. Height 10 to 12 inches.

*Cernuum. 90¢ per 12; $6.75 per 100.

Wide flat foliage and nodding heads of clear pink flowers. Very fine. Height 10 to 12 inches.

Falcifolium. $5.00 per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Three inches high, with large umbel of rosy purple flowers.

*Neapolitanum. 65¢ per 12; $4.50 per 100.

Producing in May to June numerous heads of graceful white flowers, prized for cutting; it is also a charming plant to naturalize in shady woods, associated with the blue wood Scilla. Height 15 inches.

Pink Species. $5.00 per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Not identified but it is one of the prettiest. Four to six inches high, with pink flowers, tinted lavender.

*Unifolium. $5.00 per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Six to ten inches high, with a handsome umbel of rosy pink flowers quite early.

*Validum. 90¢ per 12; $6.75 per 100.

Unlike the others, this must have moist situation. One of the most beautiful and ranks with the best of bulbous flowers. Abundant grassy foliage. Stems a foot to 2 feet high, with showy rose-colored flowers. Makes a large clump in time.

Amaryllis

*Hippeastrum, Giant Hybrids. $4.85 per 12; $40.00 per 100.

There is nothing that will give the amateur greater pleasure for growing in the house than these giant-flowering Amaryllis that are so easily managed. The strain we offer is the finest; strong bulbs throwing vigorous stems with 4 to 6 gigantic blooms of the most perfect form, ranging in color from pure white grounds with varied markings of rose, red and crimson to the richest self colored flowers. Makes a large clump in time.

*Coccinea. $1.05 per 12; $8.25 per 100.

Tall, slender stem capped with dazzling crimson flowers. Prefers a loose, gritty soil; beautiful for the rockery.

*Grandiflora. $5.00 per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Has a few large, glossy purple flowers of much beauty and great lasting quality. The bulbs can be naturalized in any clay soil, especially if moist.

*Hendersoni. 90¢ per 12; $6.75 per 100.

Bears many flowers in an umbel. The ground color is light with a deep purple band down the center of each petal.

*Lactaea. 55¢ per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Has a close umbel of milky white flowers.

*DeCaen. 60¢ per 12; $4.00 per 100.

The plants are taller in growth than the St. Brigid and more single. They contain many fine shades of blue, white and scarlet.

Babiana

*Stricta, Mixed Shades. 65¢ per 12; $4.50 per 100.

An interesting bulbous flower sometimes called the Blue Freesia, for it is rather similar in both flower and culture. The colors vary from gentian-blue to wine-purple. They reach a height of about 8 to 10 inches. For Northern climates they should be grown like the Freesia for living room or conservatory decorations, but in mild climates they should be used in the rockery where they make magnificent brilliant masses of color.

Brodiaeas (Hardy—Give Light Protection)

Small bulbs producing grassy leaves near the ground, and very slender but stiff naked stems bearing a head of waxy flowers of great lasting quality. Their culture is the same as for Narcissi and just as easy as for that flower. They are easily naturalized in almost any soil. Plant them about 3 inches deep and leave them alone. They are especially happy under oak and deciduous trees, in the rock garden, or in rough, gritty soils.

*Cernuum. 90¢ per 12; $6.75 per 100.

Beautiful single bright blue flowers, a gem for the rock garden or shady border. Height ½ foot.

Anemone

For the Garden, Rock Garden and Naturalistic Planting

(A Half Hardy—Must Have Protection)

These popular flowers of French origin are exceedingly brilliant when in flower and excellent for cutting. They like to be planted about 6 inches deep in a cool, moist but well-drained soil. They will establish without any trouble and remain for years. For Northern states we advocate early spring planting, for the Southern section of the country, fall planting is best. Cover in winter with strawy manure.

*St. Brigid. 70¢ per 12; $5.25 per 100.

These are the popular Anemone so frequently seen in the florists' shops in the early spring. The flowers are unusually large, with a wide range of rich and brilliant colors.

*DeCaen. 60¢ per 12; $4.00 per 100.

The plants are taller in growth than the St. Brigid and more single. They contain many fine shades of blue, white and scarlet.

*Apennina. $2.05 per 12; $13.50 per 100.

Beautiful single bright blue flowers, a gem for the rock garden or shady border. Height ½ foot.

Varied shades of rose, red and crimson to the richest self colored flowers. Makes a large clump in time.

Amaryllis

*Apennina. $2.05 per 12; $13.50 per 100.

A grand variety bearing flowers measuring as much as 3 inches across, of the most vivid velvety vermilion, with glistening silvery white base and a handsome blue-black central boss. Height 1 foot.

*Henderson. 90¢ per 12; $6.75 per 100.

Bears many flowers in an umbel. The ground color is light with a deep purple band down the center of each petal.

*Grandiflora. Called “Golden Star,” has an umbel like Henderson but with flowers of a fine golden yellow on stems 6 to 8 inches high.

*Lactea. 55¢ per 12; $37.50 per 100.

Has a close umbel of milky white flowers.

*DeCaen. 60¢ per 12; $4.00 per 100.

They are so easily managed. The strain we offer is the finest; strong bulbs throwing vigorous stems with 4 to 6 gigantic blooms of the most perfect form, ranging in color from pure white grounds with varied markings of rose, red and crimson to the richest self colors as scarlet, crimson and bright red. We can supply in mixture only. Delivery from November until April of giant bulbs guaranteed to bloom.

*Halliana squamigera. Each, 80¢; $8.00 per 12.

Produces in early spring attractive green foliage which grows until July when it ripens and disappears. About a month later, as if by magic, the flower stalks spring from the ground to a height of 2 to 3 feet, developing an umbel of large, lily-shaped flowers, 8 to 12 in number, of a delicate lilac-pink shade. The bulb is perfectly hardy; must be planted in fall. Cover crown about 4 inches.
Bulbs should be set with the crown, or top, protruding just above the surface. When in growing condition, warm water given several times during the week will hasten the flowering period and increase the number of blooms. Plant but one in a pot. We call especial attention to the Yellow Calla, which is one of the grandest varieties in cultivation, and most valuable for house or conservatory decoration. Plant Callas indoors in the late fall of the year. In April or May dormant bulbs may be planted near in the pool in a sunny spot where they will flower beautifully in August or September.

*Elliottiana (Yellow Calla). $3.00 per 12; $25.00 per 100.
One that should be planted extensively. The deep golden yellow flowers are truly magnificent and produced in abundance. The green foliage is spotted white, which adds to its beauty; lovely house plant as well as garden subject.

*Godfrey (White Calla). $2.20 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
Most ornamental foliage if grown near pool where it will get plenty of water; an excellent, easily grown house plant.

### Calochortus
(Hardy—Give Slight Protection)

Until one has seen a good collection of these plants, he has no idea how much Nature can do in the variation of one flower. All Mariposas are forms of Calochortus, yet there are several strains, all with the slender grace of stem belonging to the species. Cup-shaped flowers, one to many on a stem, wonderfully marked with eyes and dots and penicillons in rich colors, are characteristics. Yet each strain carries out the plan on a color scheme of its own, and then can be compared only with the orchids in wonderful variability of beauty. “Mariposa” is simply the Spanish word for butterfly, and is applied to these Tulips because the eyes and markings of the flowers are so much like those on a butterfly’s wings. The bulbs are small and should be planted about 2½ inches deep and covered during winter.

*Venustus El Dorado. 60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
They grow from 1 to 2 feet high and branch. The flowers are simply marvelous in their variety of colors and markings. Scarcely two are alike; in a mixed lot they may vary through white, lilac to purple and again through shades of pink to deep claret-red. In any mixture whites, more or less eyed, predominate. There is no better investment for the flower-lover than a quantity of these bulbs. They thrive best in a rather porous soil, either sandy or gritty, and will grow either in sun or light shade. Flowers are 2 to 4 inches in diameter. Mixed colors.

*Venustus Oculatus. 60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
Wonderfully varied in whites and creams. More or less tinted purple, and with very rich eyes. We have had the flowers 4 inches across. The plant is a good grower, and the flowers are most satisfactory.

*Finest Mixed Colors. $5.25 per 12; $37.50 per 100.
This is a lovely mixture containing many varieties; planted in a sheltered spot in the rockery they will make a charming lot of color.

### Camassia
(Hardy)

There are few bulbous plants that meet climatic or soil conditions better or give a more attractive bloom. They are hardy without protection, and thrive either under ordinary garden conditions or when naturalized in open, moist woods or in not too dense a grassy growth. The flower stems are 3 to 4 feet high with as many as a hundred star-shaped flowers measuring 1½ inches across and flowering in long succession.

*Escolenta. 50c per 12; $3.50 per 100.
Very showy in mass plantings. Forms flower spikes 2 feet high, bearing a cluster of star-shaped flowers of a very fine, rich purple. Plant 4 inches deep. Extra heavy bulbs.

*Leichtlini. $1.00 per 12; $7.50 per 100.
Same as preceding but stronger grower, flowers are larger and come in various hues of blue and creamy white. Extra heavy bulbs.

### Chionodoxa—Glory-of-the-Snow
(Hardy—Give Slight Protection)

A mass planting forms one of the most sumptuous displays of floral beauty, a mass of blue and white, intense and brilliant. They bloom at the time of the Crocuses, producing dwarf flower spikes, bearing from 12 to 15 flowers of a sky-blue with a pure white heart, creating a lovely effect. They should be planted in the fall, 3 inches deep, about 18 bulbs to a square foot, in a sunny location or in half shade and in places where they can remain undisturbed for a number of years. The flowers will cross with one another and will seed themselves, forming natural colonies. All are 6 to 7 inches high, therefore, excellent in the rockery as well.

### Standard Varieties

*Luciliana. Top size bulbs, $2.25 per 100; $20.00 per 1000. Bright blue, white center. Flowers often with 6 to 8 blooms on each stem.

*Sardensis. Top size bulbs, $2.50 per 100; $22.50 per 1000. Same as above with true gentian-blue flowers.

### Rare and Unusual Varieties

Gigantea (Alleni). 55c per 12; $3.75 per 100. Large light blue flowers.

Gigantea alba. $2.10 per 12; $14.00 per 100. Rare variety with large snowy white flowers.

Luciliana alba. $2.10 per 12; $14.00 per 100. A very beautiful pure white variety of the Luciliana.

Luciliana rosea. $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100. A fine variety with pink flowers of the Luciliana form.

Tmolii (Tmolusii). 65c per 12; $4.75 per 100. Bright blue and white, flowers later than Luciliana and is very useful for prolonging the flowering season of these charming bulbs.

### Eranthis—Winter Aconite
(Hardy—Give Slight Protection)

Plant Bulbs Immediately Upon Receipt

These produce about two weeks before the Crocuses are in bloom, little yellow flowers like Buttercups about 3 inches above the ground, with settings of fine green, frilled collars which never seem to mind the worst of weather conditions. Will thrive under trees where few other plants can hold their own. They seed themselves freely and colonies from self-sown seed are soon formed. Plant at once upon receipt, firmly, 2 inches deep in shade or full sun, about 18 bulbs to a square foot.

*Cilicia. $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000. Deep yellow flower, foliage bronze and finely cut; lovely rock garden variety.

*Hyemalis. $3.00 per 100; $27.50 per 1000. The common Winter Aconite, clear yellow, very early. Good for the rock garden, under Sedums or under trees. Plant bulbs at once when received.

P. S. A lovely combination of early flowering bulbs is Crocus Tommassianus, pale lilac, with the cheerful yellow Eranthis Hyemalis; both poke their blossoms through the snow before the winter has gone and both flower at the same time.

Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.
Eremurus

A noble family of hardy plants, most delightful and desirable for stately and colorful groups in large plant borders and shrubberies. They are perfectly hardy, and when well established, produce dozens of giant flower spikes, like huge Hyacinths, attaining a height of from 6 to 10 feet, the flower spike (comprising several hundred flowers) being from 2 to 3 feet long. They thrive in any sunny, well-drained border. They should be planted in early fall only. These wonderful, gigantic flowering plants do not require a great depth of soil, as the fleshy roots spread outwards. The plant disappears above ground after flowering and annuals may be planted close to them to fill the vacant space. A light mulching is advised as a winter protection.

The following list includes some of the finest and rarest in commerce, all flowering in July. No. 1 and No. 2 size roots not guaranteed to bloom first year. See page 43.

*Robustus. No. 1 size, each, $1.75; top size, $2.00.
Rosy pink flowers in a spike 3 to 4 feet long, standing on an 8- to 10-foot stem. One of the finest in the group.

Shefford. No. 1 size, each, $1.25; top size, $1.75.
Coppery yellow inside, tinted ruddy bronze outside. Flowers arranged close together on an 8-foot spike.

Tubergeni. No. 1 size, each, $2.00; top size, $2.75.
Light yellow, flowers densely packed in the 7-foot spike.

Warei. No. 1 size, each, $2.75; top size, $3.50.
A grand, tall hybrid, the inflorescence 3 feet long, studded with myriads of coppery pink flowers, shot with bronze. Rare and richly colored, 8 feet.

Erythronium - Trout Lilies

These are charming woodland plants, producing in early April, small Lily-like flowers of which the colors run in delicate tints of white, pink, cream, bright yellow and rose. They thrive in wooded places under shrubs and in shaded corners or crevices of the rockery.

*Californicum. 70c per 12; $5.25 per 100.
Cream colored, often with 4 or 5 flowers on the stem. Leaves richly mottled. A large colony is a beautiful sight.

*Californicum Bicolor. 70c per 12; $5.25 per 100.
The flowers open upwards showing the inner half to be rich chrome-yellow, the outer half pure white, and are deliciously fragrant. It grows easily and flowers freely.

*Citrinum. 70c per 12; $5.25 per 100.
A native of Southwestern Oregon; is rather stouter in habit than the last; flowers creamy at the outside, citron center.

*Grandiflorum robustum. 90c per 12; $6.75 per 100.
A most distinct species, usually found in the mountains of the West. The leaves are not mottled but a plain green. The flowers are of the brightest buttercup-yellow.

Their beauty is enhanced by their richly mottled leaves. They like a light, rather moist but well-drained soil. Plant the corms about 3 inches deep. All grow about 6 to 7 inches high.

*Henderson. 70c per 12; $5.00 per 100.
Like Californicum but the flowers are a lovely light purple, with the centers a deep maroon, almost black.

*Hartwegi. 70c per 12; $5.00 per 100.
A lovely Erythronium. With the stout habit of this group, it has exquisite bright yellow flowers, orange at center.

*Revolutum Johnsoni. 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100.
The most beautiful of all the Erythroniums. A stout plant producing exquisite rose-pink flowers.

*Mixed. 65c per 12; $4.50 per 100.
This mixture is made up of the above named varieties and many others. Splendid for naturalizing and for rock garden in light shade.

Freesias

Without doubt the most sweetly scented flower grown; a single bloom permeates the living-room with its delicate perfume. Although they are quite popular and very easily raised, we suggest the following treatment: Procure the bulbs as early as possible and plant them in August to 25 bulbs for a single pan. The soil should be a mixture of good loam. The bulbs planted early, say August and September, must be placed outdoors until cold weather sets in; must be regularly watered and kept growing all the time. In November, before frosts appear, the pots should be placed in the window of a cool room.

*Apotheosis. 60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
The flowers are very large, of a beautiful shade of pink, tinted lavender and borne on long stems.

*Elder's Giant White. 80c per 12; $6.25 per 100.
Giant pure white flower on long stem. The largest white Freesia.

*Golden Daffodil. 45c per 12; $3.00 per 100.
A rich daffodil-yellow color, such as is seen in the popular Daffodil, King Alfred. The flowers are large, well formed.

*Mrs. Marc Peters. 50c per 12; $3.75 per 100.
Very attractive deep rosy salmon with splendid clear color. Extraordinary, vigorous growth and long, sturdy stems make it a valuable cut flower.

*Purity Superflora. 45c per 12; $3.00 per 100.
A magnificent, snowy white; of very large size and great length of stem. A cress bearing from 8 to 10 buds, of which six are often open at one time.

*Pink Beauty. 60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
A giant, rose-pink Freesia with broad petals forming a flat, open flower. Greatly admired; it is like an orchid spray.

*Sunset. 80c per doz.; $6.25 per 100.
The upper portion of the petals both inside and outside, is Tyrian rose, shading down the petals to Tyrian pink. These colors are shot with delicate streaks of cadmium-yellow, becoming solid yellow down into the perianth. The flowers are large, four and five open at one time, supported by long, heavy stems with two and three long laterals.

*Sunset. 60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
An entirely new color in Freesias, being a flame-orange, reminding one of the glorious sunsets of California.

*Wisteria. 50c per 12; $3.75 per 100.
A fine, large flowering variety in the blue shades. Blooms of good size and deep bluish lavender in color. One of the best, if not the best, blue-lavender.

*Mixed Colors. 50c per 12; $3.50 per 100.
A lovely mixture made up out of many varieties. All the shades of the rainbow.
Fritillarias

Fritillaria • Guinea Hen Flower (Hardy)
Fritillarias are lovely bulbous plants for rock garden or indoor culture. The stems are leafy and most graceful, with many pendant, bell-like flowers. One species found in Southern California is called “Mission Bells,” while in other places local species are called Brown or Chocolate Lilies.

STANDARD VARIETIES

*Meleagris. $3.25 per 100; $30.00 per 1000. Bronze-purple. These produce in early April dwarf, pendent, reddish brown and purple bell-shaped flowers in curiously checkered shades, on stems 12 inches high. They are very effective in colonies, requiring a somewhat dry situation. Invulnerable for the rockery, for naturalizing and very lovely grown in pans indoors; use same culture as for Freesia.

*Meleagris alba. $4.75 per 100; $45.00 per 1000. This is the pure white form of this interesting type described above. Twelve inches high.

RARE AND UNUSUAL VARIETIES

Meleagris, Aphrodite. $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100. A very fine strong growing variety with large white flowers, quite a little better than the common Alba. Fourteen inches high.

Meleagris, Arctemis. $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100. Flowers greyish purplish checkered, very fine variety. Fourteen inches high.

Fritillaria • Mission Bells
The true Mission Bells do better in a clay soil in full sun. The woodland Fritillarias like woodland soils and conditions, and in culture. The stems are leafy and most graceful, with many pendant, bell-like flowers. One species found in Southern California is called “Mission Bells,” while in other places local species are called Brown or Chocolate Lilies.

STANDARD VARIETIES

*Aurora. $3.00 per 12; $24.00 per 100. Red-orange. This is the common Kaiser Crown. Height 30 inches.


*Maxima, Red. $3.00 per 12; $24.00 per 100. Robust and strong growing variety with large, orange-red flowers. Height 34 inches.

*Maxima, Yellow. Each, 60c. Large yellow flowers of robust growth and a fine garden plant. Height 34 inches.

Orange Brilliant. Each, 35c. Orange-brown, heads with large flowers, very fine strong and robust growing variety which we can recommend as one of the best. Height 36 inches.

RARE AND UNUSUAL VARIETIES

*Lanceolata. 90c per 12; $7.00 per 100. Grows from 1½ to 3 feet high. The flowers are green and brown mottled prettily, produced on top of the stem, a most attractive variety.

*Recurva. $1.35 per 12; $10.00 per 100. Is as beautiful, and much resembles a Lily. In size and color like Lanceolata with orange-scarlet flowers of a lovely clear brilliant coloring.

Galanthus • Snowdrops
Snowdrops belong to the most beloved early flowering spring bulbs. They require very little attention, and can remain undisturbed for years and years. They like rather moist and cool soil. To get a lovely effect they must be planted thickly, while they can be grown as bulbs. They require very little attention, and can remain undisturbed for years and years. Must be planted as early as possible and have to be carefully protected against sharp winds, as the tall plants grow 4 feet and more high. They are real "Grandmother's favorites" and should be in every hardy border or old-fashioned flower garden.

STANDARD VARIETIES

*Pudica. $1.00 per 12; $8.00 per 100. Of still a different habit. A low plant about 6 inches high with a single clear bright yellow bell. Likes sandy or loose soils and a warm spot in the rockery where you will enjoy it immensely.

*Mixed Varieties. 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100. This mixture is made up of Mission Bells and varieties of Meleagris, and would be very interesting in the rockery.

Gladiolus Nanus
Early-Flowering Baby Gladiolus.
These Baby Gladiolus are extensively used for winter forcing. They can be forced by the end of March, and come in very useful when most of the other bulbs have gone. Noted for their lasting qualities. In moderate climates these bulbs are planted outdoors. They multiply rapidly and are splendid cut flowers. They should be planted in the fall and protected with straw to prevent damage from frost. Slender stems and dainty orchid-like flowers.

STANDARD VARIETIES

*Blushing Bride. 65c per 12; $4.50 per 100. White marked crimson.

*Brilliant. 65c per 12; $4.50 per 100. Crimson, marked white.

Peach Blossom. Lovely soft pink.

The Bride. Pure white.

"Tecolote" Hybrid Mixture. 65c per 12; $4.50 per 100. Beautiful new strain, early flowering, with dainty flowers carrying the characteristic diamond-shaped markings on the lower petals. Long, strong stems. New pastel shades of lavender-blue, orchid, salmon, pink, rose, scarlet, orange and many others.

Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.
Leucojum - Snowflake

*Aestivum (Summer Snowflake). 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100.
A very handsome, hardy, robust growing plant, producing spikes of elegant drooping white flowers in May. Greatly prized for cutting, on stems about 14 to 18 inches high. Same culture as for Narcissi.

*Vernum (Spring Snowflake). 80c per 12; $6.00 per 100.
This is one of the earliest and most attractive spring flowers. Growing from 6 to 8 inches high, they bear dainty nodding flowers which are white, tipped with green. Plant in early fall in a good, light, well-drained soil or 4 or 5 inches apart in masses of bold clumps, 2 inches deep. If left alone will bloom year after year.

Ixia - Corn Lilies

These beautiful bulbs from the Cape Colony (South Africa) are far too little known; they should be planted in late autumn and in cold districts they must be covered with a thick layer of straw or leaves. They are splendid for southern states. There are few bulbs the climate is mild should plant them by the hundreds.

*Mixed. 45c per 12; $3.00 per 100.

Leucocoryne - Glory-of-the-Sun

*Ixioides odorata. $2.05 per 12; $13.50 per 100.
Flowers exquisite light blue on tall, wiry stems and of very long-lasting quality, with faint heliotrope fragrance; for greenhouse culture or outdoors in warm states. March and April flowering. Unquestionably one of the loveliest new bulbs introduced. We predict it to be as much used as Freesias as soon as the price permits its free planting.

Muscari - Grape Hyacinths

Muscari are charming spring-flowering subjects. They can grow under trees and shrubs and also do well in full sun in the border or at a sunny spot of the rockery, without any special attention. They are best planted immediately on receipt and can remain undisturbed for years. They are absolutely hardy and some varieties are delicately fragrant. Botryoides, Azurum and Armeniacum are beautiful when forced in the house, same culture as Freesia; while Plumosus is always a source of great interest. All are about 3 inches high.

*Azurum Amphibolis. 90c per 12; $6.75 per 100.
Delicate pale blue flowers, later than Azurum.

*Comosum. 90c per 12; $6.75 per 100.
Tassel Hyacinth, greenish purple tops. Most unusual rock garden subject.

*Elegans. 1.00 per 12; $8.00 per 100.
Dark purplish blue, top of spike pale blue, flowers with a narrow white edge, very fine.

*Latifolium. 1.05 per 12; $8.25 per 100.
A very distinct species, top of spike pale blue, lower part dark blue, usually one broad leaf, tall spikes.

*Moschatum minor. $2.20 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
The Musk Hyacinth, producing little spikes of very fragrant bells which open grayish purple and fade to a yelowish brown, bloom in April and are great in the rockery.

*Moschatum flavum. $1.75 per 12; $12.00 per 100.
Same as the type but flowers are purple, turning deep yellow.

*Moschatum major. $2.20 per 12; $15.00 per 100.
Same as the type but flowers are purple, turning pale yellow.

*Neglectum. 75c per 12; $5.75 per 100.
Blackish blue, flowers early in spring on stems 8 inches high. Remain in bloom a long time.

*Paradoxum. 95c per 12; $7.25 per 100.
Large spike with blackish blue flowers, inside green tinged. Stems 8 inches high.
**Mertensia Virginica**  
(Virginia Blue Bells)

This is indispensable in the garden for color effect; flowers are porcelain-blue; buds pink at opening. The plant grows from 1 to 2 feet high, bearing a panicle of flowers about 1 inch long in short-pendent clusters. It is splendid for the open border or for naturalizing along the woodland path. We know of no other spring flower which does so well in deepest shade. It flowers from the time Daffodils are in bloom, continuing while the May-flowering Tulips are at their best. Use this delightful plant in quantities, as it is permanent and so helpful to create beautiful pictures, especially in shady places.

*Flowering roots for immediate effect for naturalizing.*

$8.00 per 100; $70.00 per 1000.

We guarantee this root to bloom 100 per cent.

*Choice selected roots for use in the garden when space is limited and there is only room for the best.*

$1.55 per 12; $11.00 per 100; $100.00 per 1000

---

**Nerine**

*Sarniensis (Guernsey Lily).*

90c per 12; $7.00 per 100.

From 10 to 20 flowers are borne on slender scapes 1 to 1 1/2 feet high in the early autumn. They are bright crimson in color, about 1 1/2 inches across; the sickle-shaped segments being scarcely crisped; filaments are bright red. The leaves appear after the flowers. They are easily grown indoors in the North, but in the South may be grown outdoors in ordinary good garden soil.

*Arubicum.*

70c per 12; $5.00 per 100.

Makes a large umbel of small white flowers with black base produced on a tall spike. Hardy and very prolific in the extreme South but must be protected or forced in the North.

*Umbellatum (Star of Bethlehem).*

65c per 12; $4.50 per 100.

This is the small white hardy variety that is seen in great profusion and around many of the old gardens. It propagates readily and adapts itself splendidly to naturalizing. It does well over a wide temperature range and blooms profusely each season with little or no care.

*Thysoides.*

65c per 12; $4.50 per 100.

This is the famous Chincherinchee, from South Africa. The flowers are pyramidal shape with the buds of straw color changing to pure white.

---

**Ornithogalum**  
(Star of Bethlehem)

Very easily grown bulbs, especially Umbellatum, which multiplies rapidly under any conditions.

---

**Oxalis**  
(Shamrocks)

Suitable for pots or hanging baskets for winter flowering. Very easily grown in the house. Their clover-shaped leaves are most attractive as well as the small cup-like blooms. They are excellent inexpensive small plants for decorating the home and growing on window sills.

*Grand Duchess.*

50c per 12; $3.00 per 100.

Lavender, pink, white in separate colors.

*Scilloides.*

85c per 12; $6.25 per 100.

A beautiful little April-flowering bulb prized for the permanent hardy flower border and rock garden; it is also an easily grown indoor pot plant. The flowers are white, shaded and striped a soft clear blue, about 6 inches high.

---

**Puschkinia**

Their brilliant lovely globular-shaped flowers are splendid cut flowers and lovely at all times. May be left undisturbed for many years. In the north, bulbs may be planted in April and May outdoors and will bloom in July and should be taken up for the winter and stored dry until the following season.

*New Giant Parafflor.*

60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.

This new giant Puschkinia is far ahead of the common types. The perfectly double flowers are produced on tall, stout stems and appear in every conceivable shade of color. The blooms are many times larger than the old type.

---

**Scilla - Squill**

May-Flowering Scilla

The English Blue Bells (Scilla nutans) with its long varieties (S. hispanica) have erect flower-spikes and open campanulate flowers. All are very effective in flower and shrubbery borders, and most valuable for wild gardens and woodlands, where they should be largely naturalized. Wood Hyacinths may be planted in bare shady places and odd corners which often have a desert-like appearance which can thus be rendered bright and cheerful. They will also thrive under Fir and Pine trees, where few other plants will grow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price per 12</th>
<th>Price per 100</th>
<th>Price per 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Peach Blossom</td>
<td>Pale pink, large spikes</td>
<td>$1.45</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Perle Brilliant</td>
<td>Clear blue, large spikes</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Queen of Pinks</td>
<td>Deep pink, beautiful large spikes</td>
<td>$0.70</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Skyblue</td>
<td>Pine dark blue, late</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Alba Major</td>
<td>Large white form of the above</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Blush Queen</td>
<td>Large pale pink form of the above</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanica, Rubra</td>
<td>Lilac-red, form of the Scotch Bluebell</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$5.75</td>
<td>$57.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Varieties indicated by a star are stocked in quantities.
Scilla - Squill

The rich dark blue of Scilla bifolia and the bright blue of Scilla sibirica in early spring render them invaluable for edgings or for massing in flower beds and borders. As they bloom so early in the year, it is advisable to give them a sunny location. They are not particular about the soil in which they grow. They are ideal for the wild garden but they are not to be despised in the border, especially if they are left alone for 2 or 3 years without being disturbed in any way. They are splendid in the rock garden. Never plant less than 12 to 18 bulbs in a clump.

### Standard Varieties

*Sibirica (Siberian Squill).*

- $65c per 12; $4.50 per 100.
- Earliest to flower, connecting the flowering of the Crocuses with the Narcissi. Fine for naturalizing, producing drooping, bell-like flowers on stems 3 to 4 inches high. Succeed well in the rock garden. Color bright blue. Plant 3 inches deep in shade, half shade or full sun. Giant bulbs are offered above.

*Sibirica.*

- $50c per 12; $3.25 per 100.
- Large flowering size bulbs. No. 1 grade.

**New and Rare Varieties**

*Bifolia.*

- $60c per 12; $4.00 per 100.
- This species flowers in March with deep gentian-blue flowers. They are very beautiful in combination with the early flowering Eranthis, Snowdrops, etc.

### Sparaxis

**Finest Mixed.**

- $55c per 12; $3.75 per 100.
- Delightful spring-blooming Cape bulbs of the Ixia group, their beautiful flowers being borne on graceful spikes about 6 to 8 inches high and the colors of the brightest and all shades. They are tigered, blotched, spotted, streaked and flushed, a complete riot of color. They are also excellent for conservatory and indoor treatment. For the southern rock garden they are indispensable. Protect in cold climates.

### Sternbergia

**Lutea major.**

- $3.00 per 12; $25.00 per 100.
- A very effective autumn-flowering bulbous plant producing crocus-like flowers of a rich golden yellow. The bulbs make a charming decoration if planted in bowls or pots and flower a few weeks after planting. Out-of-doors the Sternbergia likes a warm, well-drained situation on banks or borders, where it should be left undisturbed. The bulbs should be planted 3 inches deep, and in cold districts a covering of dry litter should be given in winter. Fine for the rock garden.

### Triteleia • Milla

**Uniflora violacea.**

- $55c per 12; $3.75 per 100.
- A rootlike bulb which produces in early spring a pale violet-blue flower with white center. Somewhat resembles the Chionodoxa, is delightfully fragrant. They spread and multiply with amazing rapidity and are excellent in the rockery or under shrubs or trees where nothing else will grow. They are hardy, but like a little protection. About 3 inches high.

### Planter's Table for Plants and Bulbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter of bed</th>
<th>6 in. apart</th>
<th>12 in. apart</th>
<th>18 in. apart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 feet</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 feet</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 feet</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 feet</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 feet</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 feet</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tritonias

**Crocata.**

- $50c per 12; $3.50 per 100.
- This interesting bulbous plant is commonly known as the Orange Ixia, which it resembles. It is very floriferous; forces easily and produces lovely orange flowers. Give it the same treatment as Freesia and you will enjoy it very much. Height about 10 inches.

### Vallota

**Purpurea.**

- $4.85 per 12; $40.00 per 100.
- The Scarborough Lily, a South African native and one of the most attractive of the Amaryllis family, growing sturdily and increasing rapidly. Many flowers slightly cupped, upright, of very bright red. It requires the same culture as the Amaryllis, usually being potted up in the autumn. Avoid over-watering. Very scarce.

### Pratensis.

- Deep blue flowers in May, very pretty pyramidal heads and sweetly scented; not over 6 inches high. Excellent for the rock garden.

### Sibirica alba.

- Pure white form of Sibirica.

### Sibirica atrocoerulea.

- $2.00 per 12; $13.00 per 100.
- Very deep blue, tall and larger spikes than the Sibirica.

### Sibirica azurea.

- $1.00 per 12; $8.00 per 100.
- Light blue, distinct and beautiful form of Sibirica.

### Sibirica taurica (multiflora).

- $1.00 per 12; $7.50 per 100.
- A very charming variety with pretty light porcelain-blue flowers, with darker blue line down the center of the petals; flowers 2 weeks earlier than Sibirica.
Berberis Mentorensis
U. S. Patent No. 99

STAYS GREEN PRACTICALLY THE ENTIRE YEAR

Remarkable is just the word for it. Every once in a while a new plant is created of such outstanding merit that it takes the country by storm.

Today we have in our nurseries several thousands of just such a wonder, called Berberis Mentorensis. So distinctly different and so superior to other hardy Barberries, that the U. S. Government granted us a patent on it.

There are five outstanding points of superiority about this Barberry:
First—it is evergreen practically the year around. Think what that means.
Second—its sturdy, erect growth carries a thick dark green foliage right down to the ground. Is never bare-legged.
Third—when used for a hedge, its thorny, strong growth forms a formidable barrier to man or beast.
Fourth—needs practically no pruning. Observe its erect growth which becomes dense when the plant is three or four years old.
Fifth—combined in a foundation planting with evergreens, it provides a beautiful and artistic contrast at very small expense and without elaborate preparation of soil.

A very important trait of this Barberry is that it is not “choosy” about where it grows. No matter if you can’t make other broad-leaf evergreens, such as Azaleas and Rhododendrons, thrive in your soil, this new Barberry will. It is equally at home whether it is acid or alkaline soil.

Realizing the merit of this Barberry, we have first grown a liberal quantity of plants before offering it, so that we would be able to sell this handsome new plant of unquestionable merit at moderate prices.

Bushy, young stock, 15 to 18 inches tall:
Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00.

A No. 1 plants, 18 to 24 inches tall, with abundant roots: Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00.

Bushy plants, 24 to 30 inches tall: Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00.

It is requested that the following retail prices be maintained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 3</th>
<th>Per 12</th>
<th>Per100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15-18&quot;</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24&quot;</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30&quot;</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P. S.—Allow us to again say, it is the nearest reasonable cost perfect shrub for foundation planting and hedges that we know about.
Phlox Columbia
The Loveliest Pink Phlox in Existence
A WAYSIDE GARDENS PRODUCTION
U. S. PLANT PATENT No. 118

After growing this variety you will agree with every person that has seen it, that it is the greatest Phlox ever introduced. Its strength and vigor is something rarely seen in plants. A well grown, two-year-old plant will produce from six to fifteen flower spikes. The foliage is rich dark green, leaves covering the stems down to the ground. Mildew is unknown to this variety. The flower stalks are about 2½ feet high, stiff and erect. The flowers, when cut, last over a week in water.

Mrs. Francis King, America’s great garden authority, writes of this Phlox as follows: “Columbia, the new cameo-pink Phlox which has just risen on the garden horizon is of most exquisite beauty. A soft pink recalling that of Elizabeth Campbell but lighter, more delicate, and with an eye of light blue which has a charming effect upon the general color of the flower, this Phlox grows to 2 or 2½ feet, very bushy, and, a fact most marvelous, it has practically no enemies. It flourishes after the coldest winter and in the hottest, driest summer. Altogether, an amazingly good addition to the list of plants which give color and richness to the midsummer border.”

PHLOX COLUMBIA

Place your order now for the greatest Phlox you ever saw.

We refer you to our seed catalog, recently mailed, in which Phlox Columbia is illustrated in color in full size.

Note the moderate prices!

Three for ..................... $ 0.75
Dozen for ..................... 2.00
100 for ..................... 15.00

It is requested that the following retail prices be maintained:

Each 50c, Three for $1.25, Dozen for $4.50.
NEW WINTER HARDY

Hybrid Korean Chrysanthemums

These new creations are especially fine for cold climates where the ordinary Chrysanthemum winterkills. As stated before, they are harder, most attractive in color, very early, blooming early October, easier to grow, and more profuse in blooming.

The lovely new pastel shades, which simply defy accurate description or true color reproduction, suggest the Gerbera in their daintiness. Cut with short stems, they make the most charming table decorations, yet are capable of striking decorative uses if the entire branching sprays are used. They are compelling for color effect in the garden.

MERCURY

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
The 3-inch, single flowers open bronze-red and change to coppery bronze as they mature, a charming effect in the garden. These graceful sprays when cut keep 2 to 3 weeks. Height 2 feet. September 30.

DAPHNE

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
It is an exquisite blending of Daphne-pink, with an underlying sheen of lilac-rose, enhanced with prominent golden stamens in the center. The single flowers, 3½ inches in diameter, carried in graceful sprays, are especially frost-resistant. Height 2 to 2½ feet. October 10.

MARS

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
Deep amaranth-red, changing to wine-red, overlaid with a velvety sheen. A distinct and striking color effect. Height 2 to 2½ feet. October 15.

CERES

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
A lovely combination of old-gold, chamoiis-yellow, and soft, coppery bronze. The mature flower petals appear as if dusted with gold. A beautiful bit of color for the fall garden. Height 2 to 2½ feet. October 12.

APOLLO

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
Superb autumn color—a sparkling combination of bronze, red and gold, suffused with glowing salmon. The single flowers, 2 inches across, are produced in immense sprays. It has an exceptionally long flowering period due to its excellent texture. Height 2½ feet. October 12.

DIANA

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
Chatenay-rose-pink, mingled with lilac-rose and soft salmon, the tones of which vary with the degree of light. The triple rays of petals give an appearance of fullness that is none the less dainty. Height 2 feet. October 12.

New Dwarf Hybrid Border Asters

(Aster Dumosus Hybrids)

The new dwarf Asters are unquestionably among the most worth while plants that have recently come to us from England. Very neat in habit with attractive foliage and in September and October are graced with hundreds of blooms of the most delicate shades of lavender, pink and lilac. Not one person who saw them growing in our nurseries but admired them and purchased some.

They rarely exceed one foot in height and during the blooming period in September the plants are completely covered with blossoms. They are exceptionally valuable for the edging or for grouping in the front of borders and are also charming for the rock garden, coming at a time when the rock garden is void of flowers. They have been tested for three years in our nurseries and we as well as all those who have seen them proclaim these new things to be of exceptional value and merit. Perfectly hardy and grow most anywhere in any reasonably good garden soil.

COUNTESS OF DUDLEY

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $15.00

LADY HENRY MADDOCKS

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $14.00

MARJORIE

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $15.00

NANCY

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $15.00

RONALD

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $15.00

SNOWSPRITE

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $14.00

VICTOR

Three 85c, Doz. $2.50, 100 $15.00

The dwarfest of all and very pretty. The flowers are of good size and of a beautiful clear pale lavender-blue; a charming rock plant, flowering early September. 8 inches.
General List of Perennial Plants for the Rock Garden and Hardy Border

ACHILLEA - Milfoil or Yarrow

Ageratinafoila Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $10.00
This lovely small rock plant grows into rosettes of silvery foliage, with clustered heads of white flowers about 6 inches in height from June until August.

Eupatorium Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
(See Eupatorium, page 46). A tall, showy plant, with large, round flowers about 4 inches high. Blooms from July to August.

Millefolium roseum Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
(Rosy Milfoil). July to October. Rosy pink flowers in dense heads, 2 to 3 inches high. Effective on edge of shrubbery or in border.

Pteronia, Perry's White Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
The flowers are blue and white. Looks very fine in clumps of six or more.

Pteronia, The Pearl Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
White, double flowers all summer. Prized for cutting.

Pteronia, Boule de Siege Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
Autumnalis. Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Fischeri.

Persicaria Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
Grandiflorum.

AGAPANTHUS - Blue Lily of the Nile

Unbeillatus Three $2.40, Doz. $8.00
(Blue Lily of the Nile). A most desirable plant for decoration of terrace or formal pools. Planted in large pots or tubs on the terrace or plaza they make a very fine picture. They must be stored inside, however, in cold sections of the country, as they are not hardy. Specimen plants, price on application.

*Umbellatus Moorheus Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
Grows about 18 inches high, leaves rather short and upright; flowers are large and dark blue, as large as those of Umbellatus itself. A lovely small plant for the rockery near a small pool or stream. This novelty was introduced by Wayside Gardens in 1931. June, July and August flowering.

AGROSTEMMA - Rose Campion or Joy of Love

Coronaria Three $0.60, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
(Mullein Pink). Bright rosy crimson. 2½ to 3 feet. Best variety for average American gardens.

AJUGA - Bugle

A useful plant for the rockery and for carpeting the ground, particularly in shady positions, as under trees where grass will not grow. Flowers in May and June. 6 to 8 inches.

Alyssum rubra Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
Rich, dark green foliage; deep blue flowers.

AMSONIA

Three $1.00, Doz. $2.50

ANDROSACE - Rock Jasmine

Langnongna Zeilechlini Three $1.50, Doz. $3.50, 100 $22.50
Rosettes of silky foliage and heads of large pink blossoms on stems about 8 inches high in June and July flowering.

Sarmenitis Three $1.10, Doz. $2.50, 100 $22.50
(Chumbulli). One of the easiest and hardiest of all amsonias. Rosettes of silky foliage and heads of pink umbels of pink on stems about 6 inches high. From the Himalayas. June and July flowering.
ANEMONE - Windflower

**ANEMONE JAPONICA** (Japanese Windflower)

- **Alba** - Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- **Alice** - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
- **Large flowers of rose-pink, lilac center. The best and strongest growth of all pink sorts.**

**BUCHER BLIND**

- **Early double white.**

**CRISMMELIA**

- **Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00**
- **Double, rich pink; of excellent form.**

**PRINCE HERBY**

- **Double red flowers; dwarf, but early.**

**QUEEN CHARLOTTE**

- **Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00**
- **Abundant semi-double flowers, broad and perfectly formed; “La France” pink.**

**RICHARD AHERNS**

- **Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00**
- **Large, single shell-pink flowers with lilac hue.**

**RUBRA FLORA PLENA**

- **Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00**
- **Double-flowered form of the above.**

**SEPTEMBER CHARM**

- **Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00**
- **In full flower by September 26th. The color is delicate silvery pink, shaded with rose and mauve. Extremely free and attains an average height of 2 feet.**

**WHIRLWIND**

- **Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00**
- **Excellent double white flowers.**

**ANEMONE - Species**

*Eupatica coerulea* (Wood Anemone), A pretty native, spring-flowering plant, with various shades of blue flowers; prefers shade, but will do fairly well in an open situation in moist, rich loam. We offer large clumps, each consisting of 6 to 8 flowering crowns.

*Hypanthus Splendens* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

The plant grows from 12 to 14 inches high and from early in August until late in the autumn produces an abundance of flowers, about 1½ inches in diameter, of a pleasing mauve-rose.

*Pulsatilla* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Pasque Flower). Grows from 9 to 12 inches high and produces violet or purple flowers during April and May. An interesting plant for the rockery or well-drained border. Plant in full sun, 6 to 8 inches apart.

*Pulsatilla rubra* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Of dwarf habit with reddish purple flowers.

*Pulsatilla alba* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

Same habit as the Pulsatilla with beautiful white flowers. Very rare.

*Bivalius Grandiflora* Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A large-flowered beautiful Himalayan species growing 1½ feet high. Loose umbels of snow-white flowers with violet stamens are produced during June and July. The foliage is very fine. Does well on margin of pool in moist soil and full sun.

*Sylvestris* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, $15.00

Fine for cool, moister corner of rock garden or border. Large, white blossoms on nodding stems of about 1½ inches. Blooming freely in May and June. Lovely cut flower. Plant 8 to 10 inches apart.

**ANTHEMIS - Chamomile**

*Tanctoria* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

(Kevy's Variety). Handsome, finely cut foliage, and large golden yellow flowers produced all summer. Succeeds in the poorest soil, excellent cut flowers.

**AQUILEGIA - Columbine**

*Buergeriana* Three $0.65, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

A dwarf oriental species not over 12 inches. Its blooms are pale yellow with purplish flush. A very attractive addition for the rock garden.

*Caucolensis* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Common American Columbine). The native bright red and yellow variety, and one of the brightest.

*Chrysantha* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Beautiful golden yellow flowers; blooms for 2 months.

*Chrysantha alba* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

White form of above.

**C. rosea** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00)

(Rocky Mountain Blue Columbine). Lovely blue flowers with long spurs.

**AQUILEGIA - Continued**

**CRIMSON STAR** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

*This very novel combination all the charm of the ordinary Aquilegia with other qualities, which make it more effective as a garden plant. Its flowers are very large with crimson sepals and sepals and white petals in a beautiful wine color in Aquilegias. The plant has a sturdy free-flowering habit, and shows a very little variation when grown from seed.**

**DOBBIE'S IMPERIAL HYBRIDS** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

*(True Strain).* These new long-spurred Aquilegias are unequaled for their range of colors and sturdiness. They have received a great deal of attention and are considered in England the best mixture offered today.

*Flabellata alba* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A delightfully dwarf variety for the rock garden, perfect foliage and ivory-white flowers. The whole plant not over 8 to 10 inches high. A quaint Japanese species.

*Henselii biverticillata* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A vivid blue species of medium height, free flowering. Most attractive in the border, may also be used in the rockery.

*Nivea grandiflora* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.35, 100 $9.00

A fine white, robust variety; profuse floomer.

**Scott Elliott Long-Spurred Hybrids**

*Wayside Pink* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

A beautiful strain of clear pink colors, with long spurs. We do not think that they can be surpassed.

**ARABIS - White Rock Cress**

*Alpina* Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

Pure white flowers produced in clusters of about 1½ inches across, in a very thin bed in the garden or rock wall in sheltered position; does well in light shade.

*Alpina alba* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

**ALPINE** Similar in habit to the above. The flowers are a delicate pale pink.

*Alpina flore pleno* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

Same as above but with double white flowers; very fine rock plant.

*Procans* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A prostrate, creeping plant with glossy evergreen leaves which form a dense carpet on the ground. The flowers are white on upright, slender stems in April and May. Best grown in rock garden or rock wall in sheltered position; does well in light shade.

**ARENARIA - Sandwort**

*Balearens* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

An emerald mantle for shady rocks. Myriads of white, fairy, starlike flowers in May, one-half inch high.

*Grandiflora* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Flowers of Pyrenees Mountains. Covers itself with pure, snow-white, starlike flowers. One of the best of all rock plants. May flowering.

*Montana* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Close tufts, profusely covered with small, silvery white flowers quite early in the season. Excellent as an edging plant in formal gardens and for rockeries in sunny places. The flowers in May resemble small, white, upturned morning glories.

*Verna* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

(Caeptiseta). A prostrate growing plant creeping low over the ground and between crevice stones. Excellent for the rock garden and between flagstones.

**ARMERIA - Thrift or Sea-Pink**

*Cephalotes rubra* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

8 to 10 inches; deep pink flowers freely produced from a neat cushion-like plant.

*Taunsehna* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Bright rose red. 3 to 6 inches. May-June. Very free flowering.

*Maritima alba* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

3 to 6 inches. May and June. Valuable for edging; flowers pale pink; foliage grass-like, evergreen.

*Maritima alba* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

3 to 6 inches. May and June. This of deep green foliage; white flowers.

*Wayside Gardens Tall Hybrids* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

18 to 24 inches. June to October. Large flowers of delightful pink and mauve, shaded with rose and pink shades. Very useful for edging and cutting.
ASTER - Starwort or Michaelmas Daisy

Alderman Volkes
Three $1.00, Doz. $2.00, 100 $20.00

Barr's Pink
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
This is of the Novae-angliae type; a strong, vigorous grower forming shapely plants from 4 to 5 feet high; the finest bright pink.

Blue Gem
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $20.00
Double flowers of rich blue; the best blue in cultivation.

Climax
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
One of the best and showiest, with large, pyramid-shaped spikes of light yellow-blue flowers; very free, 5 feet. Excellent as a cut flower.

Feltham Blue
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A perfectly blue flower; very free.

Glory of Cotwell
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Good-sized, almost double; ageratum-blue flowers.

Joan Vaughan
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A very fine, clear rose-pink. Large spikes.

Mauve Queen
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Very large, semi-double flowers of clear mauve.

Mrs. Maynor
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
The nearest red of all Asters; good form.

Queen Mary
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
This is unquestionably the best of the Novae-angliae type introduced, with graceful flowers 2½ inches in diameter arranged loosely in branching panicles of a particularly pleasing blue tinted lavender. ½ feet high.

Sam Benham
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Early flowering, semi-double white. The best of all white Michaelmas Daisies; produces large flowers; fine for cutting.

St. Egwin
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
A pleasing rose-pink; very free blooming; dwarf habit.

Sunset
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
A glorious sunset-pink. Good habit and extremely free flowering. One of the best new pink sorts. Grows about 3 feet tall.

White Lady
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
Pure semi-double white flowers, freely produced. The best of the white varieties. 36 to 48 inches tall.

ASTER - Species

*Alpinus albus
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Fine, dwarf white Aster, bearing large, single white flowers on stems 6 to 8 inches high. May and June. Excellent for rock gardens; plant in full sun, 6 to 8 inches apart.

*Alpinus Gollath
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Indispensable for the rockery or edge of hardy borders; 6 to 10 inches high, and bears large, showy, bluish-purple flowers in May and June. Plant in full sun, 6 to 8 inches apart.

*Alpinus rubra
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Also good for the rock garden or as an edging plant, producing rose-purple flowers; 6 to 10 inches high. May and June. Plant in full sun, 6 to 8 inches apart.

Amelius elegans
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Long, graceful sprays of soft lavender. Good for the border; flowers in August. Plant in full sun, 10 to 12 inches apart.

*Diplostiphonides
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
A very fine dwarf Aster for the rock garden, producing early in the season, pale blue flowers, 2 to 3 inches across. Plant in full sun, 10 to 12 inches apart.

*Mauve Cushion
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Distinct species. It forms a circular cushion-like plant ½ feet across, rarely exceeding 8 inches in height, the flowers of delicate, soft mauve, with silvery white reflexion, measure over 1¼ inches in diameter, and are produced in such lavish profusion as to completely cover the plant; the blooms begin to expand early in October, but are not at their best until November. Plant in full sun, 1 to 2 feet apart.

*Porteri
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.75, 100 $12.00
One of the very few Asters suitable for the wall garden. In fact, the only one worth while. Also good for the rockery. Plant in full sun, 6 to 8 inches apart.

*Tataricus
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00
Distinct large bluish violet; very late. 6 feet. Plant in full sun, 2 feet apart.

ARTEMISIA - Southernwood; Sage Brush

Abrasutum
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Dwarf plant with silvery gray, highly aromatic foliage; yellow flowers in July; good for margins of the border.

Lactiflora
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A tall growing plant of fine foliage and heads of small, white flowers in August and September, which fill the garden with fragrance. A splendid and graceful cut flower.

S. King
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A striking white leaved contrast plant. A beautiful "milfoil" for setting off bouquets and floral combinations. The entire color effect bright frosted silver. Three feet high. Sprays may be cut to mix with winter bouquets.

ASCLEPIAS - Butterfly Flower

Tuberba
Three $0.60, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Attractive plants, flowering during July and August, and growing about ⅝ feet high. Produces umbels of bright orange colored flowers which are lovely to cut and last a long time.

ASPERULA - Woodruff

*Odorata
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
6 to 8 inches high. Increases rapidly and is used for carpeting shady places and in the rock garden. Heads of snowy white flowers appear just above the foliage in May. A fine, scented herb reminding one of new mown hay.

ASPHODELUS - Asphodel

Balticus
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Tall spikes of bright yellow flowers; very fragrant; swordlike foliage; good for borders; plant in groups of three or more for best effect.

AUBRIETIA - Rainbow Rock-Cress

Eyri
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Pretty dwarf-growing plants suitable for the rockery or for the edge of the border. They form masses of silvery green foliage and sheets of various colored flowers in the spring and early summer.

BAPTISIA - False-Indigo

Australis
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Dark blue, pea-shaped flowers in June, are produced on top of spikes 2 feet high; suitable for the hardy border or wild garden. Very attractive foliage all summer.

BELAMCANDA (See Pardanthus Chinensis).

BELLIS PERENNIS - English Daisy

The double-flowered Daisies have descended from the wild Daisy of lawns. They are favorites for edgings and extensively used in Europe. They are not attractive plants for spring bloom and not difficult to grow.

Perennis, Snowball
Three $0.55, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
Mammoth white.

Perennis, Longfellow
Three $0.25, Doz. $0.50, 100 $3.00
Mammoth pink.

BELLUM - Alpine Daisy

*Bellidoideae
Three $0.65, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
A dainty little miniature of the Bellis perennis, except that it throws out numerous runners and so forms a wide mat, covered in summer with small, white daisies. Fine for rockery.

BERMAMOT. (See Monarda).

BETONICA - Betony

Grandiflora
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Close tufty foliage with bright rose-purple flowers on long stalks about 2 to 3 feet tall produced during June, July and August. A lovely plant for a hot, dry place in the border.

BLEEDING HEART. (See Dicentra).

BOCCONIA - Tree-Celandine or Plume Poppy

Cordata
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00
A noble hardy perennial, beautiful in foliage and flower, and adapted for planting in the shrubbery borders, and in bold groups in any position, attaining 6 to 8 feet in height. Flowers creamy white in terminal panicles.

BOLTONIA - Bolton's Starwort

Asteroides
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00
White. 5 to 6 feet high.

Latiquama
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00
Pink, slightly tinged with lavender. 4 to 6 feet. Really the best of all varieties offered.
CAMPANULA - Bellflower

Salicifolium Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A beautiful species with blue-purple flowers in June. Its foliage is always clean and attractive.

CALAMINTHA - Calamint

*Alpina* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

A very graceful little rock plant, growing 6 inches high, with rich purple flowers.

CALLIRHOE - Poppy Mallow

♦ Elegans Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

*Caerulea* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A Campanula that should be in every garden. It is about 18 inches high; does well in light shade.

*Barbata* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.35, 100 $9.00

Very handsome, enormous drooping bells of fine satiny lilac in light shade or full sun.

*Carpatica* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.35, 100 $9.00

A large, handsome, white, or rock plant of the entire Campanula group.

CAULDRAVL—Continued

CAMPANULA MEDIUM - Canterbury Bells

CAMPANULA MEDIUM (Cup and Saucer).

*Cupana* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A beautiful variety from the Imperial Gardens of Petrograd. Flowering spikes 2 feet high bearing large, white flowers.

*Caraelega* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A Campanula for borders and rockeries. Height 18 inches. Blooms all summer.

*Carpatica* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.35, 100 $9.00

A Campanula that is unsurpassed.

*Carnations - Hardy Border

Brownledi Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

A low-growing, much branched variety. Each plant with 8 to 10 stems not over 18 inches high. Covered with pale blue, bell-like flowers. Foliage a silvery gray. Splendid variety for rockery or border.

*Catharina* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A beautiful variety from the Imperial Gardens of Petrograd. Flowering spikes 2 feet high bearing large, white flowers.

CASSIA - Indian Senna

Marsilliana Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Handsome plant with large, handsome white, bell-shaped flowers. A great acquisition. Height 2 feet.

CATANANCE - Blue Cupidone, or Love Plant

*Caerulea* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Handful of pretty deep blue flowers on long stems. Profuse and excellent cut flowers in great quantities on 18-inch stems during July, August and September.
### CENTAUREA - Knapweed
- **Debata**
  - Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- **Large and striking, rose-pink flowers. June-July. 2 feet high.**
- **C. scabiosa**
  - Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- **Large, thistle-like, golden yellow flowers; useful for cutting and showy in borders. July to September. 2 1/2 feet high.**
- **Montana**
  - Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
  - **(Perennial Cornflower). Grows 2 feet high, bearing large, violet-blue flowers from July to September.**
- **Montana alba**
  - Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
  - **White form of the above.**

### CEPHALARIA - Giant Scabiosa
- **Tatarica**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **This handsome plant grows about 5 feet high and bears from July to September, lovely lemon-yellow flowers. Fine for the background of the hardy border.**

### CERASTIUM - Chickweed
- **Tomentosum**
  - Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $10.00

### CHEIRANTHUS - Siberian Wallflower
- **Etoile d'Or**
  - Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - **This is a dwarf growing midsummer flowering Daisy with pale pink flowers. Good for front of border.**

### CEPHALARIA - Giant Scabiosa
- **Alboni**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **A beautiful rock plant. Dazzling fiery orange flowers, on stems about a foot high. Best used as a biennial as it frequently blooms itself to death.**
- **Glabra alba**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **Terminal spikes of creamy white flowers.**
- **Lyoni**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **Heads of showy purplish red flowers.**

### CHEIRANTHUS - Siberian Wallflower
- **Glory of Seven Oaks**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **Very late, perfectly formed flowers. Continuous bloomer. One of the largest. June to August.**

### CHRYSANTHEMUMS - Garden Varieties
- **Aladin**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **(The Perpetual Flowering Chrysanthemum). As the plant develops the lateral branches a surprising growth, throwing off the lateral and sublateral flowers well above the first terminal blooms, thus giving a continuous succession of bloom. These new single and semi-double varieties have been selected from a very fine collection of garden mums as the best. They are all very early blooming varieties and excellent for cutting as well as garden use. Their outstanding virtue is the clearness and vividness of the colors. We will not go into elaborated description of colors because of lack of room. We recommend them without hesitation.**
- **Amber Star**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **A most attractive deep orange variety; single.**
- **Anthemistris**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large semi-double white.**
- **Persia**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep rosy carmine. Well formed semi-double blooms.**
- **Prince**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large single white.**
- **Redskin**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large single deep orange-shaded to coppery rose with eye.**
- **Sunlight**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Single pure yellow.**
- **Unique**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep carmine-rose of single semi-double form.**
- **Warrior**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep crimson-maroon with a beautiful golden reverse.**

### CHRYSANTHEMUMS - Garden Varieties
- **Aladin**
  - Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - **(The Perpetual Flowering Chrysanthemum). As the plant develops the lateral branches a surprising growth, throwing off the lateral and sublateral flowers well above the first terminal blooms, thus giving a continuous succession of bloom. These new single and semi-double varieties have been selected from a very fine collection of garden mums as the best. They are all very early blooming varieties and excellent for cutting as well as garden use. Their outstanding virtue is the clearness and vividness of the colors. We will not go into elaborated description of colors because of lack of room. We recommend them without hesitation.**
- **Amber Star**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **A most attractive deep orange variety; single.**
- **Anthemistris**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large semi-double white.**
- **Persia**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep rosy carmine. Well formed semi-double blooms.**
- **Prince**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large single white.**
- **Redskin**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Large single deep orange-shaded to coppery rose with eye.**
- **Sunlight**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Single pure yellow.**
- **Unique**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep carmine-rose of single semi-double form.**
- **Warrior**
  - Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  - **Deep crimson-maroon with a beautiful golden reverse.**
CIMICIFUGA - Snakeroot

Gypsy Girl

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $8.00

A garden variety of the simple type, crimson in color, shading to purple. A good border plant, bearing from late August to early October, resisting early frosts, and it flowers well into November.

C. simplex

Three $0.50, Doz. $2.50, 100 $10.00

Large flowers of pure white, with the softest yellow and bushy shading at the center of the buds. Growth erect and wiry, healthy and hardy. Flowers commence flowering about September 15, and has exceptional keeping qualities.

Mrs. H. Harrison

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $8.00

A delightful sort, forming large clusters of fine, double pink flowers with cream-pink center. Excellent pompon.

Oconto

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.00, 100 $5.00

The largest white 'mum for outdoor growing, flowering often from four to five inches across on good strong stems, therefore excellent for cutting.

October Girl

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Lovely shade of soft daybreak-pink, entirely free from contrasting tints. This variety will greatly appeal to those who appreciate the more delicate color-effects. The flowers are of good size, full-petaled, and of nice decorative type. Commences flowering about October 5.

October Gold

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

The loose flowers open coppery orange and change gradually to golden yellow, the center of the bloom a clear yellow with lovely pink sheen.

Ohio Gold

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.75, 100 $12.00

Not especially for its early blooming, commences blooming late in September and carries through until late fall. Clear golden yellow flowers produced in abundance. Good habit. Fine for cutting.

Old Rose

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

The color is best described as old rose, totally void of any objectionable rose shades prevalent in Chrysanthemums. This lovely pastel shaded Chrysanthemum is unquestionably the loveliest early garden variety of recent introduction.

Oxys
des

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A lovely pompom variety, in fact, it is considered one of the most brilliant of Chrysanthemums. The masses of blooms are a rich bronze with coppery glow. Very early flowering and of medium height, noted also for its hardiness.

Petite Louise

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

One of Totty's splendid introductions. Very early flowering and medium height. Plants completely hidden by pale pink, shaggy flowers about 3 inches across. A very free-flowering sort and a great favorite.

Provenzal

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Early and dwarf, very free-flowering sort. Pale pink flowers fading to white with yellow center. Excellent cut flower and hardy.

Pink Cushion. (See Amelia).

R. Marion Hatton

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

The largest and finest of the Decorative Pompon type, in addition to exceptional freedom in blooming, it is one of the earliest to flower, and certainly the brightest canary-yellow available, flowering from late September on. It is remarkably resistant to frost.

Ruth Cumming

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Flowering about October 10, it has proved consistently good, not especially for its early blooming. Commences blooming about September 15, and has exceptional keeping qualities.

Simplex

Each $0.60

Most valuable by reason of its extreme late flowering, beginning in September and attaining full perfection about the middle of October. Its flowering stems are from 2½ to 3 feet high, terminated with a dense spike of white pompon flowers, which, when cut, last in perfection a long time.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS - Continued

Chrysanthemums—Continued

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.55, 100 $8.00

A most desirable variety, with fresh, bright green foliage and tubular, bell-shaped flowers of deep lavender-blue during October, September, and August, bearing large clusters of fine, double pink flowers with cream-pink center. Excellent pompon.

*Intergrifolia coerulescens

Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A good border plant, growing from 18 to 24 inches high, producing its interesting porcelain-blue flowers from June to August.

Roca

Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

Grows from 2 to 3 feet high, and produces fragrant, pure white flowers in very large, showy clusters during June and July.

CONVALLARIA - Lily-of-the-Valley

Convallaria—Lily-of-the-Valley

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $15.00

A garden variety of the single type, crimson in color, shading to purple. A desirable plant for a shady corner; fine for massing.

Coreopsis—Tickseed

Coreopsis—Tickseed

Cheilanthifolia

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

An improved variety with large bright yellow flowers; one of the best hardy plants. Excellent for cut flowers. (The pink form sometimes offered is useless).

Auricula superba

Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00

Large yellow blooms with eye encircled with reddish band. A most attractive and useful addition to our hardy cut flowers.

Coronilla—Crow Vetch

Coronilla—Crow Vetch

Gypsophila

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00


Varia

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A long creeping; good for covering rough banks; showy heads of pink and white, pea-shaped flowers on 1- to 2-foot stems. From June to August.

Cornus Canadensis—Bunchberry

Cornus Canadensis—Bunchberry

Canadensis

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

6 inches high, with four broad leaves at the top. Flowers greenish, surrounded by a showy white involucre, followed by bright red berries. A desirable plant for a shady corner; fine for massing.

Corydalis—Fumitory

Corydalis—Fumitory

Chelanthifolia

Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

Handsome variety with fernlike foliage and long spikes of yellow blossoms, 10 to 12 inches in height. Prefers rich, well drained, stony soil. Perfectly hardy, lovely little rock plant, does very well in shade.

Crucianella—Crosswort

Crucianella—Crosswort

*Styloma

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Early flowering, hardy perennial, suitable for rock work; bright purple, bell-shaped flowers. Height 6 inches.

Cypripedium—Lady's Slipper

Cypripedium—Lady's Slipper

*Aculeol

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

(Lady's Slipper; Moccasin Flower). This is often called the Red Lady's Slipper, but the flower is rose-purple in color.

*Pulcherrima

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

(Large Yellow Lady's Slipper). Very much like Parisiforum, only the flowers are larger. This should be planted in a rich bed in which leaf-mold should be a part, in some moist, yet well drained, shady spot.

*Speciosa

Three $1.25, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

(Showy Lady's Slipper). The finest and most showy of all our orchids. It grows about 2 feet high, bearing along the stalk several rather large, roundish, leaves, and on top one or two quite large, rose-purple or nearly white flowers.
DELPHINIUM BELLADONNA
DELPHINIUM CHINENSE - Chinese Delphinium
ENGLISH HYBRID DELPHINIUMS
VA1
“ro®-yr^ld”n
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

DIANTHUS HEDDEWIGI

This range of colors varies from the palest of its broad, conical spike and enormous individual flowers in both single and double forms. This strain has been raised from seed saved from the finest named kinds in creation. Visitors to our nursery proclaim the best they have ever seen. Those who wish to perfect their already much prized borders cannot afford to overlook these wonderful hybrids.

Hollyhock Type
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
(Whxham). This is one of the newest and at present the most popular strain of the garden Delphinium. It is distinct because of its broad, conical spike and enormous individual flowers, 1½-2 inches in diameter, in all shades of blue blended with mauve and violet. Also contains some fine clear white types.

Blackmore and Langdon Hybrids
This English strain is one of the finest developments in the Delphinium family. The flowers are enormous, produced on solid, erect spikes of great height and rigidity. The colors lie in delicate shades of blue, with a grace and elegance for cut flowers unsurpassed in this family of plants.

VANDERBILT HYBRIDS
Strong, 1-year-old plants.
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Strong, 2-year-old plants.
Three $0.45, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
These are made up from the following strains: Blackmore & Langdon’s, Watkin’s, Samuels’, Kelway’s, and Vanderbilt’s. All familiar with Delphiniums know that these firms are careful growers and well known specialists.

DIANTHUS BARBATUS - Sweet William
Atrocoeruleus form plano
Three $0.59, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
(Double Sweet William). Intense deep scarlet double flowers; very brilliant in the garden and a fine cut flower.

Sutton’s Fairy
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.90, 100 $16.00
Charming variety of recent introduction, with delicately tinted salmon-pink flowers.

Sutton’s Giant White
Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
Enormous trusses which might well be mistaken for perennial petunias.

Sutton’s Pink Beauty
Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
We have succeeded in fixing the shade of this lovely salmon-pink variety, which should do well in every garden.

Sutton’s Rich Crimson
Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
A remarkable color. The flowers are of intense scarlet.

Sutton’s Scarlet
Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
A remarkable color. The flowers are of intense scarlet.

Sutton’s Mixed Shades
Three $0.30, Doz. $0.75, 100 $6.00
Include all the various tints, which give a most pleasing and harmonious effect.

DIANTHUS SPECIES

*Alpinus Allwoodi
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
*This is one of the loveliest of all rockery pinks, with large flowers of various shades of rose and pink on 4-inch stems, produced during July and August. Planted in loam with some lime added. A gem for the rock garden.

*Areanus
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
(Sand-Loving Pink). This Pink delights in a sandy soil and sun. Flowers white with crimson ring, on 5-inch stems, deeply fringed and fragrant. Excellent for dry, hot places.

*Caelus grandiflorus
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
(Chester Pink). It is very compact in growth and makes a cushion of glaucous leaves from which in March spring the sweet smelling, rose-colored flowers. It varies as much as from 4 inches to 10 inches in height. It is easily grown and very fine for the rock garden.

*Cruentus
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

*Deltoides
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.35, 100 $9.00
A very dainty species producing slender stems which bear clusters of small, yellow blossoms which produce yellow flowers. Place it high in the rock garden as it loves a dry, sunny place.

*Neglectus var. Royall
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.10, 100 $15.00
The variety Royall is one of the lovely English garden varieties. It grows about 4 inches high, completely covered with carmine-pink flowers. In Florence, Mass. as a 10-inch border plant as it is equally at home in full shade or sun and perfectly hardy anywhere.

*Plumarius semperflorens flore plano
Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
Double and single blooms. Blooms throughout the summer.

*Speciosus
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
A free-flowering, lavender-pink variety; flowers are finely cut, giving a lacy effect; wonderfully sweet scented, growing anywhere like all other varieties under this heading; the hotter and drier the spot the more they thrive.

*Sylvestris
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
(Wood Pink). Bluish foliage and salmon-pink flowers on stems about a foot high. Likes light, sunny, well-drained soil and a slight covering of stone chips upon the surrounding soil.

DICENTRA - Bleeding Heart

*Exlima
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
(Plumy Bleeding Heart). A dwarf-growing sort, with beautifully frilled, finely cut foliage and large racemes of pretty pink flowers throughout the season. Too much cannot be said for this fine border plant as it will grow in any full shade or partially sunny spot and be grown over everywhere.

*Speciablis
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
(Bleeding Heart or Seel Flower). One of the old-fashioned favorites. Its long, drooping heart-shaped pink flowers are always attractive; it is used also for forcing in the house, and is perfectly at home in any part of the hardy border, and especially valuable for planting in clumps.
**DICTAMNUS - Gas Plant or Fraxinella**

*Fraxinella canadensis* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A very showy border perennial, forming a bush about ½ foot in height, bearing fragrant, hairy, and spikes of rose-like flowers with deeper veins during June and July. Requires a heavy, strong soil and an open, sunny position. It is not advisable to transplant often, as it improves with age, being one of the most permanent features of the hardy herbaceous border.

**Alba** The white-flowered variety of above.

**DIGITALIS - Foxglove**

*Ambigua* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

2-foot spikes in June and July. A hardy plant, with yellowish flowers, marked with brown. Effective in groups in wild garden. This is a good perennial species.

*Giant Shirley Hybrids* Three $0.85, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

The flower heads are over 3 feet long, crowded with big, bell-shaped blossoms. Color range from white and shell-pink to deepest rose, many attractively dotted crimson or chocolate.

**Gloxiniaeflora**

*Edraianthus* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

2 feet. June and July. The white-flowered Foxglove.

*Gloxiniaeflora alba* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

3 to 4 feet. June and July. A popular variety, deep purple.

**ERIGERON - Fleabane**

*Alpinus* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A charming little Alpine plant which does best in a dry, sandy soil in light shade. A lovely and very valuable little rock plant. In summer it is covered with clear pink flowers on stems 4 inches high.

**ERYTHRAEA - Wahlenbergia**

*Dalmaticus* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

Low border or rock plant about 3 to 4 inches high, producing blue flowers, sometimes white flowers, similar to the Lithodorum; this plant is very rare.

**EPIGAEA - Trailing Arbutus**

*Repess* Three $1.10, Doz. $2.25, 100 $22.50

(Flowering Spurge). Showy and useful plant growing about 12 to 24 inches high, with minute white flowers in dense heads; splendid for cutting in August and September.

**ERIANTHUS - Plume Grass.** (See Grasses).
EUONYMUS - Evergreen Bittersweet

*Kewensis* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A variety with very small, dark green foliage. Everyone who has seen it appreciates its value as a rock plant. It grows close to the ground, and is a most valuable plant for a shady place in the rock garden where a delicate evergreen is needed.

FEINS

*Adiantum pedatum* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(Hardy Maidenhair Fern). Most attractive of our native Ferns; black stems with delicate green fronds; does well in moist spots.

*Aegopodium podagraria* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Eastern Stragh Fern). An evergreen species with deep green, divided fronds. Should be planted in a shaded position. 12 inches.

*Aegopodium podagria* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Dryopteris podagria). An evergreen variety that requires rich, well drained soil. 18 to 24 inches.

*Aglaia filix-femina* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

(Lady Fern). Grows in shade or sun. Large and handsome. 3 feet.

*Cystopteris bulbifera* Three $0.75, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Haemorrhoid Fern). Light green fronds which attain a length of nearly 3 feet, make it useful for massing on moss banks or for filling walks where a low carpet effect is desired. Plant the crowns just at the surface and 3 inches apart.

*Dicksonia punctilobula* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Dennstaedtia punctilobula). (Hay-scented or Gossamer Fern). Grows well in either sun or shade. 15 to 24 inches. Very erect with broad fronds. of a soft, wooly texture.

*Onoclea sensibilis* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(Seventy Seven). Requires wet places either in sun or shade. 12 inches.

*Osmunda cinnamomea* Three $0.75, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

(Sitka Fern). Erect fronds, drooping at tips, with bright cinnamon-colored spots at ends of fronds; a very conspicuous variety.

*Osmunda regalis* Three $0.75, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

(The Royal Fern). Wonderful in damp, marshy places, where its rich, yellowish green foliage and plaited fronds make it a very striking subject.

*Polypodium vulgare* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

(Common Polypody). One of the best evergreen species for rockwork. Grows 4 to 10 inches high, forming dense mats. Plant about 4 to 6 inches apart for quick results and cover the new bulbs slightly.

*Struthiopteris germanica* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(The Ostrich Fern). A very graceful species with finely cut pinnules, growing 2 to 3 feet high.

*Wodianda obtusa* Three $0.75, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

Large masses of curious hoary foliage. Fronds 1 foot in length; very free growing.

FUNKIA - Plantain-Lily or Japanese Day-lily

*Cordyline lanceolata* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Broad green leaves; blue flowers from July to August.

*Glaucus* Three $0.50, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A very fine Japanese species with dark blue-gray leaves. It makes a fine specimen plant in the border, may also be used in the rock garden.

*Lanceolata* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Long, narrow leaves, dull green, produced in abundance; lilac-blue flowers during July and August; excellent plant for shade and edging.

*Subcordata grandiflora* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Very large, pure white, oblong, fragrant flowers in August and September.

*Variegata* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Variegated foliage; blue flowers. Beautiful edging plant.

GAILLARDIA - Blanket Flower

*Giant Portola Hybrids* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Even larger than the Improved English Stragh Giant Hybrids, greater variation of colors.

*Improved English Stragh Giant Hybrids* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.20, 100 $9.00

In lovely shades of orange, yellow and red all summer and fall.

**GALAX**

*Gephyropium* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

A pretty little evergreen from the mountains of North Carolina, having shining red or green leaves. Stalks a foot high, bearing many small, white flowers. Hardy in cold latitudes.

GALLEGA - Goat’s Rue

*Omailla nana rooss 5. pl.* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Very fine double pink variety; rather rare. Of great value for cutting. They are distinctly attractive plants for a sunny border and are of strong, compact habit.

**GALUM** - Ladies’ Bedstraw

*Atropurpureum* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Erect, thin stems, topped with many attractive, small, purple flowers used to lighten the effect of heavier flowers. It is also good in rockeries and on banks. The general effect is that of the Gypsophila. It is because of the legend that one of these plants was in the hay on which the Mother of Christ rested that it received the name of Ladies’ Bedstraw.

**GALUHERIA** - Wintergreen

*Pocumbens* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(Aromatic Wintergreen). A low evergreen, with bright green leaves. Flowers white followed by the bright red berries, which remain until the next season. Give the bed a covering of leaves. It takes a whole season to establish this plant. Clumps.

**GENTIANA** - Gentian

*Andrews* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

One of the most fascinating native plants. The flowers, which are tightly closed, are borne at the top of a stem from 6 to 8 inches high, and are an intense deep blue. Blooms best in moist, sunny places. July and October.

*Cracica* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

The ubiquitous little clump-headed Gentian of the entire Alpine ranges. The small bright blue flowers are four-lobed. August and September flowering.

*Purpurana* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A beautiful plant in the way of Gentiana Septemfida and possibly a geographical relative of it. Quite low growing. In sandy places. 3 feet. July and August.

*Septemflora* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A very easily grown variety about 9 to 12 inches high with clustered heads of sulphur-borne flower in midsummer.

*Variegata* Three $1.50, Doz. $4.50, 100 $25.00

An erect growing plant from 1 to 2 feet high, with dark blue, bell-shaped flowers during August and September. Lovely in open woods in half-shades; loves a sandy soil.

**GERANIUM** - Cranes’ bill

*Argenteum* Three $1.29, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Silvery leaved variety; good for hot, dry places in rock or wall garden.

*Endressi* Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Handsome foliage and soft rose-crimson lined flowers make this one of the very desirable summer-flowering low border or rock plants. Never over 10 inches high. Does well in full sun or half shade.

*Grandiflora* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.00, 100 $18.00

The handsome serrated foliage and large lilac blossoms produced all summer, make it one of the best. Plant is compact and bushy, about 18 inches high, and does well in light shade or full sun.

*Tuberosa* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

Handsome serrated foliage. Large lilac-blue flowers, blooming all summer; compact bushy plants. Height 18 inches.

*Sanguineum album* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

Attractive foliage and bright crimson flowers all summer. 18 inches.

*Sanguineum album* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A lovely new variety from England. Great quantities of rich blue flowers are produced all season. It is an excellent subject for the rock garden, as well as the hardy border. Does well in full sun.

**GERBAL** - Transvaal Daisy

*Jamesoni Giant Hybrids* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A lovely mixture of brilliant orange, pink and yellow shadings; in pots, available in spring only.
**HEMEROCALLIS - Day Lilies**

- **Antirrhinum, Mrs. Bradshaw** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00 (Globe Daisy). A dwarf, tufted little plant with beautiful lavender flower heads. Does well in front of a well-drained border and is a brilliant picture in the rock garden.

- **Aurantiaca** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00 (Globe Daisy). A lovely plant for a shady place in rockery or border.

- **Rokejeka** Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00 (Lemon Lily). Sweet scented, clear full yellow. 2 1/2 feet. Flowers in June.

**GRASSES, HARDY ORNAMENTAL**

- **Elymus glaucus** Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00 (Blue Lime Grass). Handsome Grass with narrow, glaucous silvery blades. Border or edge of beds with taller sorts. About 18 inches high.

- **Eulosia gracilis** Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00 (Eulalia japonica variegata). A fine mixture of the various shades and tones of yellow, gold, bronze and old gold. Very desirable where an effect in these tones is required.

**HELENIUM - Sneezewort**

- **Autumnale superbum** Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00 Broad heads of deep golden yellow flowers in late summer. grows 5 to 6 feet high.

**GYPSONHILA - Chalk-Plant; Baby's Breath**

- **Bristol Fairy** Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00 A wonderful new introduction. Bristol Fairy produces large paniculate double, white flowers, in which the individual bloom is larger, and of the purest white. It also flowers continuously throughout the summer.

- **Paniculata compacta** Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00 When in bloom in August and September it forms a symmetrical mass 2 to 3 feet in height and as much through. of minute white flowers having a beautiful gauzelike appearance.

- **Paniculata flore pleno** Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00 A light and graceful cut flower, compatible with all others, no matter of what shade or color; masses of minute double white flowers. (Plants offered are grafted, and we guarantee all plants to be double.

**HEMANTHUM - Sun Rose or Rock Rose**

- **Buttercup** Golden yellow; single. Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

- **Climbing Rose or Rock Rose**
- **Flora** Three $0.55, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00 (Lemon Lily). Sweet scented, clear full yellow. 2 1/2 feet. Flowers in June.
### HELIANTHUS - Perennial Sunflower

**Maximiliani**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- The latest of all. Golden yellow flowers in graceful sprays 5 feet long, in October. Fine for cutting.

**Mollis**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- An improved variety of tall growth and having large flowers.

**Multiflorus f. pl.**
- Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
- Clear yellow; closely resembling a small dahlia in shape and finish, 4 feet high.

**Sparcifolius**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- The best of the summer-blooming varieties of hardy Sunflowers. Flowers 5 inches in diameter and freely produced. Plant grows 2 to 4 feet high, and spreads rapidly. Fine for the border, and for planting among shrubs.

### HELICHRYSUM - Strawflower

**Helichrysum**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

### HELIOPSIS - Orange Sunflower

**Pilotheriana**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- A desirable variety. The flowers are of a beautiful deep golden yellow, about 2 inches in diameter, very thick texture and a useful cut flower. Stems 2 feet high, from July to August.

**Sahara excelsa**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
- Chrome-yellow flowers, turning to a bright yellow as they mature. These are almost double. The plant is about 3 feet high, and from mid-July to the end of September makes an effective display.

### HELLEBORUS - Christmas Rose or Lenten Rose

**Niger**
- Each $0.50, Doz. $5.50, 100 $45.00

### HELCHRYSUM - Strawflower

**Helichrysum**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

### HEMINARIA - Rupture-wort

**Glabra**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Prostrate creeper; excellent for planting between stones in terraces or between stepping stones; foliage mosslike, green shading to bronze in winter.

### HESPERIS - Sweet Rocket or Dame’s Violet

**Matronalis**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Fragrant, purple flowers in showy spikes, 2 to 3 feet. June and July. Desirable for wild garden, shrubbery or mixed border.

**Matronalis alba**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- A white-flowered form of the above named sort. Also sweet and fine in the border.

### HEUCHERA - Alum Root; Coralbells

**Brigolide**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $12.00
- Has more robust foliage and better habit than Heuchera, san-guiinea; the flowers are pale pink and produced profusely in May.

**Ferdy’s White**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
- Pure white flowers which go well with the red and pink varieties, flowering from June to September.

**Pluto de Feu**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- A lovely coral-red variety and lovely for the rock garden.

**Rosa mundi**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- This is the most desirable of the coral-pink sorts. It is a strong grower, not subject to any blight, and produces an abundance of fine coral-pink blossoms on tall, strong stems, which last over 2 months.

**Sangwvinea**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Flowers bright crimson on 12- to 15-inch stems in June to September; very free flowering. Nice for cutting. Excellent for rock garden.

**Wayside Gardens Hybrids**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Especially noted for their luxuriant foliage and robust growth. Therefore used principally as an edging to beds or walks. The rich green foliage is tinted with bronze or reddish brown veins and attractive throughout the entire season.

### HIBISCUS - Mallow

**Hibiscus, New Giant-Flowering**
- A wonderfully improved form of our greatly admired native Marshmallow or Rosemallow.

**Hibiscus, Red, Pink or White**
- Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Strong, 3-year-old.

**Hibiscus, Mixed Colors**
- Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
- 2-year-old.

### HOLLYHOCKS - Althea Rosea

**DWARF IMPERATOR MIXED**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Dwarf, pure white flowers in June. Its uniform, neat habit makes it one of our best rock or edging plants; perfectly hardy.

**DWARF ELMER MIXED**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Distinct, prostrate, trailing species from the Himalayan Alps. Very large, soft yellow flowers, tinged reddish in July and August. Good rock plant. Hypericum Calycinum, Henry, Moserianum, etc., are small shrubs, which are listed on page 61.

### IBERIS - Candytuft

**Little Gem**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Dwarf, pure white flowers in June. Its uniform, neat habit makes it one of our best rock or edging plants; perfectly hardy.

**Sempervivum**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Covered with a sheet of white flowers in spring, completely covering its rich dark green foliage; a particularly fine rock plant.

### INCARVILLEA - Trumpet Flower

**Delavayi**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Pink-pink flowers produced in large trusses on stiff, 18-inch stems.

**Grandiflora brevipes**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
- This is the best sort for rock gardens, about 8 inches high with large crimson-purple flowers. A splendid rock plant.

### INULA - Fleabane

**Hirta**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Stems 10 to 12 inches high with brilliant daisy-like flowers of hairy fine petals in July and August. A lovely plant for in front of the hardy border.

**Joyeuse**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- A new introduction from the Himalayan wilds. The flowers are 5 to 6 inches in diameter, rich golden yellow, resembling sunflowers except that the petals are fine and graceful. Not over 18 to 24 inches high. One of our finest new border perennials and most unusual.

### IRIS PUMILA - Miniature Flag

These beautiful little Irises do not grow over 4 inches high and bloom in April and May. They are fine for bordering flower beds or planting in the rock garden.

### Atroviolacea
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

**Excelsa**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- A splendid pale lemon-yellow.

**Fairy**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- Pale blue; very dwarf.

**Sambo**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
- Dark violet-blue.

**Schneecuppe**
- Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
- A large, showy, pure white.
IRIS GERMANICA - German or Flag Iris

Acacae Three $0.30, Doz. $0.80, 100 $5.00
S. light bluish violet; F. deep purple with bronze veined throat.
Sweet flowering.

Ambassador Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
S. a fascinating smoky velvety purple color; F. velvety purple-
marked at the base of segments for emphasis. A magnificent and regal
growth of great substance. 45 inches.

Asia Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
One of the highest rated and finest Irises in cultivation. A
massive flower of aristocratic bearing, in a soft blend that
cannot be adequately described. It is also one of our tallest
Irises.

Ballantine Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
S. light blue-violet, broad and waved at the margin; F. a
deeper shaded, semi-scented, tall, strong growing
Palida form. 36 to 48 inches.

Caprice Three $0.30, Doz. $0.80, 100 $5.00
S. rosy red; F. deeper rosy red. Large and handsome. 24
inches.

Cecil Minturn Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
A beautiful flower with broad petals, gracefully waved and
inkled, one of the finest Irises for size and extreme beauty.

Cranda Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
One of the finest lavender-blue varieties, the falls being a
deeper tone than the standards. A tall, strong grower with
very large flowers of good substance.

Dominion Each $1.00
Perhaps the most famous of all Iris. S. Dauphin’s blue or
light bluish violet, large, erectly held, well developed. F. of
exceptional substance, deep rich indigo-purple. Very velvety
texture.

Germaine Ferthuis Three $1.50, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
H. b., 1916. S. clear lemon-yellow; F. rich maroon,
cate paddled lilac; F. white edged lilac at base. The stand¬
dards being somewhat loosely held, flutter in the breezes in a
deeply delightful manner.

Gold Imperial The greatest golden yellow Iris known; might be called the
Golden Iris.

Helle Three $0.30, Doz. $0.80, 100 $5.00
Lemon-yellow with pearl shading. huge flower.

Isoline Three $0.35, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
Round standards of pale pinkish buff, strongly flushed mauve;
the sharply reflexed falls are Chinese violet with pink tints
at the sides; bewildering shades but most attractive.

Jean d’Arc Three $0.50, Doz. $1.30, 100 $8.00
S. very large and ruffled, somewhat spreading, white, deli-
cately penciled lilac; F. white edged lilac at base. The stand-
ards being somewhat loosely held, flutter in the breezes in a
deeply delightful manner.

King of Iris Three $0.50, Doz. $0.90, 100 $6.00
A. M., H. S., 1816. S. clear lemon-yellow; F. rich maroon,
24 inches.

Lent A. Williamson S. campanula-blue-violet; F. rich royal purple with yellow
beard. Very tall and distinct.

Lord of June S. purple-silver-blue; F. rich violet-purplish.

Magna Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
All that its name implies, flowers of immense size on stiff
branching stems 4 feet high. Falls of a superb dark reddish
purple, standards light violet-blue.

Midnight Three $0.30, Doz. $0.80, 100 $5.00
A rich, deep purple, the finest in this color; a fine cut flower.

Monarch Three $0.30, Doz. $0.80, 100 $5.00
It possesses a distinctive and pleasing shape, rich coloring
and a dash outline to the segments for emphasis. Standards violet;
falls heavily veined purple, leaving a border of the violet; late
to flower.

Mother of Pearl Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Standards and falls pale bluish lavender with a faint creamy
undercolor. Large flowers of exceptional substance and perfect
form on well branched stems. Vigorous in growth and produc-
ing its wonderful flowers freely.

Mme. Clodhurt Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
A clover-scented Plicata type. Purplish red, with light yellow
veins, on a pale chaledony ground. One of the most beau-
tiful of all Irises.

Opala Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
A rich violet-red bicolor, S. bright rich pansy-violet; F. rich
velvety violet-purple. Vigorous and free. Very striking and
much admired.

Palilla Dalmatica, Princess Beatrice Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
This is the true type of Palilla Dalmatica and still one of
the most attractive and satisfactory all around varieties, with
flowers of large size, both standards and falls of a clear lav-
ender-blue shading to a pale silvery blue at the base and
sweetly scented. It is of strong, vigorous growth, over three
feet high with unusually heavy glaucous foliage.
IRIS KAEMPFERI—Continued.

Red Riding Hood Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
A fine single amaranth, veined and suffused white. A color combination hard to find.

Shadow Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
Single, self color, reddish purple, is produced in long, fine blooms.

Templeton Three $1.00, Doz. $2.00, 100 $12.00
Double, reddish violet mottled and marbled white; of exceedingly fine form.

Toro-Odori (Dancing Tiger) Three $1.00, Doz. $2.00, 100 $12.00
Double. Reddish violet flowers of large size, beautiful white center; lemon-yellow markings.

T. S. Ware Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
Double, reddish violet flowers of large size, beautiful white center; very handsome plant.

Mixed Colors Three $1.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Both single and double varieties. Splendid mixture of the choicest Japanese varieties.

IRIS SPECIES

Three very interesting sorts are here listed and described; many of them splendid for naturalizing and large, permanent plantings.

*Cristata

Templeton Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
A fine single amaranth, veined and suffused white. A color combination hard to find.

JASIONE—Sheep’s Scabious

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
A well known Alpine with pretty silver-white leaves; sturdie heart clothed with a dense white, woolly substance. A splendid plant for the rock garden, 4 to 5 inches high, easily grown and always of great interest; one of the famous rock plants of the European Alps.

LEWISIAS

DECIDUOUS LEWISIAS

Oppositifolia Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50
Has spathulate leaves and a very pretty starry white flower. A few inches high. Plant in full sun.

Bediviva Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50
A choice gift from China for the rock garden or border.

EVERGREEN LEWISIAS

Columbiana Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50
Has a rosette of short leaves and rosy flowers with dark lines down the midrib.

Howelli Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50
With slender, pine-like leaves and many smaller magenta flowers.

Leana Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50
With slender, pine-like leaves and many smaller magenta flowers. It forms many-headed clusters of blooms.

LAVANDULA—Lavender

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A very dainty lavender-blue Scabiosa, about 6 inches high, flowering in June and July.

LACTUCA—Blue Lettuce

*Perennis Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
Like very dainty lavender-blue Scabiosa, about 6 inches high, flowering in June and July.

LATHYRUS—Perennial or Everlasting Pea

Latifolius, Pink Three $0.85, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Large masses of pleasing deep rose flowers.

Latifolius, Red Three $0.85, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
The well-known red Everlasting Pea.

Latifolius, White Pearl Three $0.85, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
A great improvement on the older white variety, the stems giving from 12 to 15 flowers each.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LYSICHA - Yellow and White Loosestrife</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Clothoides</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nummularia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Clematis</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LYCHNIS - Campion or Catchfly; Ragged Robin</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Alpina</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dipsacus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lupinus</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>LYTHRUM - Purple Loosestrife</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Superbum roseum</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Heavenly Blue</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MATRICARIA - Double Mayweed; Feverfew</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Cardinalis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dipsacus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dipsacus pilosus</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MAZUS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Heptas</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Heptas nigricans</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MELISSOGENA - Trailing Cup-flower</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma rosea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma violacea superba</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MIMULUS - Musk or Monkey-flower</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Lobelia cardinalis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lobelia syphilitica</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lobelia cardinalis</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MITRELLA - Bishop's Cap</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Diphylla</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Diphylla</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Diphylla</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MONARDA - Bee-balm; Bergamot; Oswego Tea; Haremint</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma cambridge scarlet</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma rosa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Didyma violacea superba</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MYOSOTIS - Forget-me-not</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Palustris semperflorens</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Myosotis arvensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Myosotis arvensis</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NEPETA - Ground Ivy; Catmint</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Muslini</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Muslini</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Muslini</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NERIEMERGIA - Trailing Cup-flower</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Biualis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nepeta stoechadis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nepeta xerophyta</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**OENOTHERA - Evening Primrose**

- *Praeferi* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - Pale yellow flowers on 12-inch stems from June till October.
- *Fruticosa major* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - A strong growing plant, forming a dense, bushlike specimen; flowers deep yellow, in profusion, on 24-inch stems from June until September.

**OROBUS - Bitter Vetch**

- *Procerus* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - A low species with prostrate, ascending branches, profuse bloomer. Solitary, lowest often 4 inches across. Good for rock garden or border; in bloom from June until August.

**PAPAVER NUDICAULE - Iceland Poppy**

- *Speciosa* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - Pure white flowers 3 inches across, in great quantities on 18-inch stems all summer.
- *Youngi* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - A strong, stocky, large-leaved plant with firm, shiny foliage numerous bright lemon-yellow flowers on stems about 24 inches tall from June to August.

**ORCHIS - Hardy Orchids**

- *Spectabilis* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
  - (Showy Orchid). This lovely hardy orchid produces a raceme of delicate lavender and deliciously fragrant flowers, 6 to 8 inches high in May. Plant in shade and water copiously when dry.

**OROBUS - Bitter Vetch**

- *Venus* Three $1.00, Doz. $2.50, 100 $20.00
  - Tufted small plants with pealike foliage and white and pink flower location and prefer sandy or light soils.

**PAPAVER NUDICAULE - Iceland Poppy**

- *Baker’s Sunbeam Mixture* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - These plants are of dwarf habit, forming a tight of bright green, fernlike foliage, from which sprout throughout the entire season, a profusion of slender, leafless stems, 1 foot high, graced with charming cup-shaped, yellow, orange, white or pink flowers.
- *Papaver alpinum* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - Like a small and more delicate Iceland Poppy having flowers of white, pink, orange or yellow, and often delicately fringed. Not over 4 inches high.
  - *Papaver thibetica* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - Very attractive Alpine with showy orange flowers produced in great quantities; the whole plant not unlike a dwarf orange Papaver nudicaule, but giving twice as many flowers and more readily transplanted; excellent for the rock garden.

**PAPAVER ORIENTALE - Oriental Poppy**

- *Orientale* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
  - Tremendous cup-shaped blooms of brightest crimson-scarlet, with large, purplish black blotches at base of petals, creating a wonderful contrast when the bloom is fully open. Clumps of these throughout the border add a brilliancy that no other flower can provide.
- *Orientale, Beauty of Livemore* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - The finest dark crimson with black blotch; fine flowers freely produced.
- *Orientale, Fairy* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - A lovely delicate Poppy, not very large, with pure pale pink blooms of medium size, an excellent variety for small beds.
- *Orientale, May Scarlet* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - Good strong stems support flowers of brilliant ox-blood red, the color holding until the last. This variety is becoming a most popular Poppy in America.
- *Salmon-pink with black markings. We believe it is one of the finest pink sorts because of its large flowers and robust growth.*
  - *Orientale, Mrs. Perry* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - Orange-apricot, and a very fine variety, the best of all the Pink Poppies.
- *Orientale, Olympics* Three $0.75, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - The flowers, when fully developed, are about 4 inches across; when first opening full double, but show a bunch of stamens as they mature. It is a brilliant rich flame-scarlet overlaid with glistening golden salmon.
- *Orientale, Perry’s White* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
  - The flowers are a fine sunny white with a crimson-maroon blotch at the base of each petal.
- *Orientale, Wurtzbergia* Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
  - A striking flower of great size and substance. Brilliant glowing rose-red in color.

**PARDANTHUS - Belamcanda; Blackberry Lily**

- *Chinensis* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  - Flowers orange colored, spotted black on 24-inch stems. A lovely old-fashioned flower for the hardy border.

**PACHYANDRA - Japanese Spurge**

- **Terminalis**
  - 2-year, 3-inch pot plants. 100 $7.50, 1000 $55.00
  - 3-year, 3-inch pot plants. 100 $9.00, 1000 $60.00
  - Potted grown, 1-year. 100 $5.50, 1000 $45.00
  - Potted grown, 2-year. 100 $7.50, 1000 $60.00
- **Trailing plants** to 8 inches high, forming broad mats of bright glossy green foliage. A ground cover, which will grow in all shadiest situations. Some of its main uses are: Under all evergreen plantings, under all shrub plantings, for area way colings, for shrub plantings, for bordering walks and drives, for steep terraces in sun or shade, under any kind of trees.

**PEROVSKIA - Russian Sage**

- *Atiplicifolia* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  - Produces whorls of blue flowers very late in the season. A lovely plant for the hardy border. The delicate lacy blue-gray foliage makes a stunning foil for other flowers. 24 to 30 inches high.

**PENTSTEMON - Beard Tongue**

- *Barbatus Torreyi* Three $0.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - Spikes 2 feet long of bright scarlet flowers from June till frost. A very effective plant for the border.
- *Barbatus, Pink Beauty* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - Color is a lovely clean shell-pink. A charming cut flower; one of the outstanding new and good plants; makes a delightful companion to Gypsophila.
- *Digitalis* Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  - White foxglove-like spikes produced in great quantity all summer. Plant is about 2 inches high, excellently suited for the garden as well as naturalizing in the grass. It self seeds very freely.
- *Papaver nudicaule, but giving twice as many flowers and more readily transplanted; excellent for the rock garden.***
SINGLE JAPANESE PAEONIAS

A type not very generally known, but awakening great interest and enthusiasm. The opened flowers are of extra wide spread, with one or more layers of broad guard petals which act as a cup to the mounted center. In place of the pollen-bearing stamens, the stamens and anthers are greatly enlarged into narrow, long, flat, twisted petaloids of various colors, forming a dense cushion.

Dai-o-Kuhan

Each $0.50, Doz. $5.00

A wonderful Japanese Peony. The large flowers are deep rose paling at the edges with bright yellow crest.

Emma

Each $0.65, Doz. $6.50

Lilac dark pink. Two rows of perfectly shaped, round petals. Very large flower.

Eva

Each $0.55, Doz. $5.50


Francoise

Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

Bright rose. Two rows of petals. Center composed of petals, which when the flower opens, are of a yellowish white shade, edged yellow. While the flower is unfolding, the petaloids take on the same shade as the guard petals. An excellent variety.

Jacqueline

Each $0.55, Doz. $5.50

Glittering pure white. A most lovely and desirable variety.

Kazan Fushimi

Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

Very light pink when opening, then changing to pure white. Petaloids are white with a yellow edge. One row of petals.

Ohtani Shin

Each $0.50, Doz. $5.00

Very pretty rose. Two rows of petals. The color of the guard petals which when the flower opens, are of a yellowish white shade. Very fine and free flowering. One row of petals.

Rullegno

Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

Very pale pink. Two rows of petals. Golden petaloids. A variety of great substance and very beautiful.

Yeo

Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

Lilac white. Two rows of petals which stand out straight. The petals lie straight, narrow at the base and become wider towards the end. The tips of these are tinted salmon. Very unusual.
SINGLE CHINESE PAEONIAS

An interesting class bearing a general resemblance to Japanese species. They have 1 to 2 rows of large, rounded guard petals, with distinct centers of pollen-bearing stamens in some shade of yellow.

**Camille**
- Clear violet-red, a lovely kind.
- Each $0.55, Doz. $5.50

**Clairet**
- Pure white, very large and strong grower, giving many blooms.
- Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00

**La Freschette**
- Rose white. Splendid for cutting and garden use.
- Each $0.65, Doz. $6.50

**l'Etincelante**
- Semi-double to single in appearance with petals pale rose, inner petals pale rose, white at edges, golden crest of stamens. Large striking blooms.
- Each $0.50, Doz. $5.00

**Lucienne**
- Pure white with purple reflex. Most striking garden sort.
- Each $0.50, Doz. $5.00

**Nagasaki**
- Each $0.55, Doz. $5.50

**Nymph**
- Bright, flesh-pink. Large flowers. Golden stamens in a very fine variety.
- Each $0.50, Doz. $5.00

**Shi-Fen-Kue**
- Round petals, with thick golden petals. This is the nearest to blue in Peonies.
- Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

**Talison**
- Blood-red. Most striking against a dark background.
- Each $0.75, Doz. $7.50

---

**CHINESE TREE PEONIES - Peonia Suffruticosa (Arborea)**

**Archiduc Ferdinand**
- Enormous wide flower, double, flesh-pink, turning soft lilac.
- Each $4.00

**Athlete**
- Immense double flower of fine glazed mauve, shaded rose; vigorous and prolific grower.
- Each $4.00

**Bazan**
- Semi-double, pale lilac-rose. A very free flowering variety and easily grown.
- Each $5.00

**Chromatella**
- This striking novelty is a sport from the beautiful variety "Souvenir de Maxime Cornu." Color a pure sulphur-yellow without any shade of salmon or buff. The flower is full double.
- Each $4.00

**La Rorazna**
- A cross between P. Lutea and a variety of P. Moutan. Large well expanded full double flowers of good substance; the petals nearly imbricated, being of a soft sulphur-yellow with a very fine texture when opening, becoming lighter and purer when fully expanded. (Awarded a work of art at the Paris Horticultural Exhibition in 1909, awarded silver medal at the Ghent Quinquennial Exhibition 1913, first class certificate from the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, May 14, 1913).""
- Each $5.00

**Moutan**
- The wild Tree Peony of Thibet. Large purple flowers of tremendous size, borne in great profusion. It is one of the loveliest as well as one of the hardiest of tree Peonies; look exceedingly well in the border or flower garden.
- Each $3.00

**Mme. de Vatry**
- Very large globular bloom; satiny pink, shaded lilac; vigorous grower.
- Each $4.00

**Reine Elizabeth**
- Flowers perfect in shape, vivid salmon-pink. A brilliant color; considered amongst the finest of all double Tree Peonies.
- Each $4.00

**Shell Pink**
- Each $4.00

**Souvenir de Ducher**
- Large globular bloom; bright reddish violet with silver reflex.
- Each $4.00

**Souvenir de Maxime Cornu**
- A vigorous variety, raised by L. Henry at the Peony Museum from P. Lutea hybridized with P. Moutan Ville de Saint-Denis. It forms a bush 3-4 feet high with abundant and healthy foliage, each stem carrying 2 or 3 full flowers, 8 inches or more across, with crowned and wrinkled petals, of a deep yellow, heavily shaded orange, fragrant.
- Each $17.50

**Surprise**
- A tall, vigorous variety, flowers carried by strong stalks, very large and full; the color is a combination of straw yellow, pale salmon and rose-purple, of a very novel character. Fast growing.
- Each $40.00

**This Phlox is the most attractive of the lavender shades; it is a true lavender-blue without the magenta shades peculiar to this section. Large individual flowers.**

**Commander** (Von Hedingen). The color is a brilliant deep crimson-red with slightly darker eye. Grows about 24 to 30 inches high and produces a large number of large blooms. Slow to start but once established makes a most splendid display.
- Each $0.65, Doz. $1.70, $12.00

---

**PHLOX SUBULATA (Setacea) - Moss or Mountain Pinks**

**Alba**
- Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

**Atropurpurea**
- The same habit of growth as the well known Phlox Subulata Rosea. The flowers of this variety are a deep carmine-red making a most brilliant display.
- Each $0.55, Doz. $1.50, $10.00

**Fairy**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, $10.00

**Lilacinia**
- Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

**Rosea**
- Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

**Vivid**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, $10.00

---

**PHLOX DECUSSSATA - Hardy Phlox**

**PHLOX COLUMBIA**

Plant Patent No. 118.

A Wayside Gardens introduction of such outstanding beauty and virtues that the U.S. Government gave us a patent on this plant. The Wayside Gardens Co. are the only growers of this Phlox in this country but have arranged for its distribution through other responsible American firms. See page 1 for further information.

**Africa**
- Bright carmine-red with blood-red eye. Well shaped flower heads composed of large florets. Good strong stem and not subject to mildew if properly taken care of. One of the best new red varieties.
- Each $3.55, Doz. $7.50, 100 $70.00

**Antoin Mercier**
- A delightful lilac-blue; free-flowering variety of medium height, and fairly free from red spider. During prolonged hot weather the color fades to a very pale lilac; in light shade, however, the coloring is constant. This and Maid Marion are the best of the lilacs.
- Each $3.50, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

**Beacon**
- Brilliant cherry-red. Grows 36 inches high. The flower heads are carried on strong, straight stems. An excellent variety and one of the best of this color.
- Each $3.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

**Caroline Vandenborg**
- Brilliant carmine-red with blood-red eye. Well shaped flower heads composed of large florets. Good strong stem and not subject to mildew if properly taken care of. One of the best new red varieties.
- Each $3.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

**Commander** (Von Hedingen). The color is a brilliant deep crimson-red with slightly darker eye. Grows about 24 to 30 inches high and produces a large number of large blooms. Slow to start but once established makes a most splendid display.
- Each $0.65, Doz. $1.70, $12.00

---

**VARIOUS PHLOX SPECIES**

**Amoena**
- Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

**Divaricata canadensis**
- One of our native species, which is worthy of extensive planting, commencing to bloom early in April, and continuing through May, with large, fragrant lavender flowers on stems 10 inches high. In spring this plant is sold in pots to insure best results; in fall field-grown plants are best to use.
- Each $3.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

**Ovata**
- Bright red, red and white flowers in great quantities on 12-inch stems during June and July; good for the rockery.
- Each $3.50, Doz. $7.50, 100 $70.00

---

**PHLOX SUBULATA (Setacea) - Moss or Mountain Pinks**

**Alba**
- Pure white flowers completely covering the next compact plant in May; a lovely thing for the rockery.
- Each $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

**Atropurpurea**
- The same habit of growth as the well known Phlox Subulata Rosea. The flowers of this variety are a deep carmine-red making a most brilliant display.
- Each $0.55, Doz. $1.50, $10.00

**Fairy**
- Pale blue with dark purple eye; a beautiful little rock plant. Same habit as Vivid. Single growth, but it is not in habit, with compact foliage, not spreading like Lilacinia.
- Each $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

**Rosea**
- Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

**Vivid**
- Bright pink with dark pink eye. We would say that this is the choicest and loveliest dwarf Phlox in existence.
PHLOX—Continued.

Mrs. W. Van Beuningen
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

Medium height but robust in growth, with health appearing foliage. Large, rich salmon-red flowers—a bright, effective self-color without eye. Very free and persistent in flowering. Compact growth.

Rhizolus
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A splendid old-time variety of good growing quality, and excellent habit. Phlox's height large and on good strong stems. The color is a beautiful salmon-pink.

Bijstraat
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A strong growing producer an abundance of stems, each one topped with heavy trusses of flowers of a lively rose-pink, much like the color of the Paul Neyron rose.

Saladin
Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

A most brilliant scarlet-red with blood-red eye, makes this one of the most outstanding varieties. It is a strong grower, blooms freely, has good foliage; all in all a worth-while addition to any collection of Phlox.

Thor
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Not a new sort but becoming more and more popular because of its splendid free-flowering qualities. Color a beautiful shade of deep salmon-pink, overlaid with a scarlet glow; small, fragile red eye. A good grower, never giving trouble, always full of bloom. One of the best of the salmon-pinks sorts.

Von Lassburg
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

A splendid, midseason, tall, white variety. Trusses large and stems good, very free flowering. Rather tall, fine for the back of the border.

Widar
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

The violet florets have a clear white eye which create a most unusual effect. Of medium height and good habit.

PHYSELIUS - Cape Figwort

*Capensis
Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50

(Cape Fuchsia). This is a hardy Fuchsia. It endures hot, dry weather well. The plants are perfectly hardy as far north as Philadelphia, but require protection further north where they will not much the same as Buddleia, producing new shoots each summer which bear purple flowers all summer until frost. A splendid plant for the South for hot, dry states.

PHYSOSTEGIA - False Dragonhead

Virginia
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

Forms large clumps 3 to 4 feet high, bearing long spikes of delicate pink flowers in July and August.

Virginia alba
Pure white.

Virginia, Vivid
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $9.00

This is a new dwarf variety about 20 inches high, and a great improvement over the first two mentioned. It blooms 3 weeks later than the others, the flowers are a deeper pink; much larger and better, lasting a long time when cut.

PIKES, Hardy Garden. See Dianthus.

PLATYCodon - Chinese Bellflower

Grandiflorum
Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

Large, showy, deep blue flowers on 20-inch spikes are produced all summer. A splendid plant for the hardy border.

Grandiflorum album
White flowered form of the above.

Mariesi
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A beautiful dwarf species, with broad, thick foliage and large, deep violet-blue flowers on 12-inch stems in great abundance throughout the entire summer. Plant in front of the border.

Mariesi album
White flowered form of the above.

PLUMBAGO - Leadwort

*Larpentae
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

One of the most desirable border and rock plants. It is of dwarf, spreading habit, growing 6 to 8 inches high, covered with deep blue flowers during late summer and fall.
POLEMONIUM - Jacob's Ladder or Greek Valerian

*Reptans

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Dwarf, bushy plant of graceful growth. Showy true flowers, 6 inches high in early spring. Should be used in the rock garden and border, in shady places; foliage very good all summer.

Richardsoni album

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A white variety of coeruleum.

Richardsoni coeruleum

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Erect stems of sky-blue flowers, 1 to 1½ feet, in June and July. A very fine plant in the sunny border.

POLYGONANTUM - Solomon's Seal

Multiflorum major

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Pendent sprays of delightfully fragrant white flowers borne on long, arching stems in May, followed in autumn with black or purple berries. A grand plant for a shady position, where it will show its pendulous sprays of bells.

POLYGONUM

*Ampeloxica atropurpureum

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A magnificent and rich flowering summer border plant. Excellent for bordering. From its 3-ft. tall stems racemes of mahogany-red flowers are freely produced. A great plant for the border.

POTENTILLA - Cinquefoil

*Matsunurae

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A lovely dwarf for the rock garden, growing not over 5 inches high. Darkly covered with yellow flowers. The foliage, like that of all Potentillas, is most attractive.

Neupenisa, Miss Willmott

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

This is the improved salmon-colored 'Formosa.' Very free flowering. A good border plant for midsummer bloom.

Mixed Colors of Double Varieties

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

This mixture contains various shades of orange and coppery red; they are especially suited for in front of sunny borders and for bold masses in the sunny border. They are very free flowering and make good cut flowers.

Warrense

Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A lovely new plant for the sunny hardy border, offered for the first time. Reaches a height of about 2 feet and is covered with large, pure yellow blossoms all summer long. Suitable for cutting.

PRIMULA - Primrose

*Auricula Alpina, Giant Hybrids

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

One of the treasures of the rock garden. The growth is very attractive, forming rosettes of thick leaves, sometimes farinose or mealy. The flower stalks rise to a height of 6 or 8 inches, bearing heads of bloom of various colors; exceedingly fragrant.

*Nufleyana

Three $1.10, Doz. $2.55, 100 $25.50

A splendid variety for a boggy place, growing about 18 inches high. The strong, stiff stems have about 4 to 8 tiers of rich apricot flowers in June. A very free flowering sort.

*Cashmeriana

Three $1.10, Doz. $2.25, 100 $22.50

Large, globular heads of a pleasing purplish blue shade, prefers light, rich, well drained soil in a sunny position, in border or rockery; 10 inches high.

*Florindae

Three $1.20, Doz. $2.50, 100 $25.00

The new giant P. sikkimensis. Beautiful umbels of large yellow flowers on 4-inch stems. Its handsome foliage makes it an outstanding plant. Does best in a bog or close to the water.

Japanica

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.20, 100 $12.00

A lovely primrose, producing long spikes of bloom from crimson to rose to almost white. The flowers are in whorls. A mass of these in the bog garden or near the pool or stream is a sight to be remembered.

*Moerheim Hybrids

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

A new strain of Hardy Primulas with the constitution of P. japonica, resulting from the crossing of many shades of yellow, orange, purple, lilac, pink and crimson. They are very hardy and prefer a half-shaded position that is fairly moist; very unusual.

*Pulverulenta

Three $1.10, Doz. $2.25, 100 $22.50

A rich flowering whorls, on stems 6 feet high. One of the finest varieties.

*Vulgaris

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

The true old English Primrose with pale yellow flowers.

POLYANTHUS - Bunch Primrose

*Manestead, Exhibition Yellow

Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50

A beautiful strain of large-flowered, yellow shaded, bunch Primroses; most desired by those who love the Primrose.

*Manestead, Exhibition Cream

Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50

Very fine, large-flowered, cream-white shaded bunches of bloom, with striking yellow eye.

*Mauve Red Giant

Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50

Rich mahogany-red flowers, often gold laced, in great masses. Lovely as edging to beds or garden paths in shade or contrast for the yellow Primroses.

*Mauve Strain Mixed

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

In all shades of yellow, cream, dark orange, some pink and dark rose.

*Varie Hybrids

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

This strain includes various shades of lilac, purple and violet, as well as a wide range of buff, orange, salmon and rich reds of vigorous growth.

PRUNELLA - Self-heal; Heal-all

*Grandiflora

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Violet or purple flowers all summer. Fine for the rockery or slightly shaded parts of the hardy border. Succeeds in any soil not excessively dry.

PULMONARIA - Lungwort

*Saccharata maculata

Three $1.10, Doz. $3.25, 100 $22.50

A lovely early spring flower not unlike Mertensia, with pink flowers and when through blooming the plant has beautiful silvery spotted foliage. 12 to 14 inches high.

PYRETHRUM - Colored Marguerite or Painted Daisy

*Buckeye

Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00

Double red and when well established, a marvelous plant completely covered with blooms.

*Trojan

Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00

A very lovely, free flowering semi-double dark pink variety. Tall stems and a good cut flower.

*Miami Queen

Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00

Semidouble, pink flowers of a lighter shade than Trojan, equally good for the hardy border. Finest Mixed English Varieties

Three $1.10, Doz. $2.25, 100 $20.00

This mixture contains double- and single-flowered sorts in many shades of pink, rose and white. Strong, 2-year clumps that will give immediate results.

RANUNCULUS - Buttercups

*Acre flore pleno

Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

A double yellow, upright growing Buttercup-like plant. Good for border in wet places; good cut flower.

*Cretiens

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A startling handsome golden Buttercup with soft hairy leaves and brilliant blossoms 3 inches across. Perfectly hardy and easy to grow.

*Repens s. pl.

Three $0.95, Doz. $2.50, 100 $20.00

A pretty, double-flowering bright golden yellow Buttercup of creeping habit; flowers in May and June.

RUDBECKIA - Coneflower

*Golden Glow

Three $0.40, Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00

A popular Hardy plant, grows 6 feet high, producing masses of large, double, golden yellow flowers shaped like a Dahlia, in late summer.

*Maxima

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A rare and attractive variety, growing 5 feet high, with large, glaucous green leaves and bright yellow flowers 5 to 6 inches across, with a cone 2 inches high; flowers continuously from June to September.

*Newmanni

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $10.00

The perennial form of the "Black-Eyed Susan." Deep orange-yellow flowers with a dark purple cone; long, wiry stems 3 feet high; blooms all summer.

*Purpurea

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $10.00

(Giant Purple Coneflower). Most attractive purple flowers, with a very large, brown, coneshaped center. Blooms from July to October. 3 feet high; a splendid plant for the border.

SANGUINARIA - Bloodroot

*Canadensis

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

A lovely spring flowering Bloodroot (Sanguinaria). Native. A low perennial, about 6 inches high, with pure white flowers an inch in diameter, in early spring. The large, leathery leaves appear later. Plant in shady places in the rock garden or open woods.

SANTOLINA - Lavender Cotton; Ground Cypress

*Chamaecyparissus

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

A sweet-smelling, dwarf, evergreen perennial, with delicate, silver-white foliage, useful as rock or border plants; also largely used for edging to flower beds or walks. 1 foot.
SEDUM - Stonecrop

**Tall Varieties**

*Semprevivum alba*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

A pure white form of the above.

--

**VARIEGATED**

*Semprevivum Stoloniferum*

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Variegated foliage, very attractive and useful for rockery or for the rock garden. Foliage is gray-green in form of a rosette and quite stiff; from the center comes a flower spike about 12 inches long covered with small, white blossoms speckled round, fimbriated. A fine rock plant.

*Semprevivum Variegatum*

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Variegated foliage, very attractive and useful for rockery or for the rock garden. Foliage is gray-green in form of a rosette and quite stiff; from the center comes a flower spike about 12 inches long covered with small, white blossoms speckled round, fimbriated. A fine rock plant.

*Semprevivum Autumn Gem*

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A very nice variety of sub-trailing habit. Foliage is glaucous gray. In October the plant is covered with rose colored flowers.

*Semprevivum Glaucovariegatum*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Excellent dwarf variety; prostrate and of slow growth. Blue-green foliage.

*Semprevivum Variegatum*

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Orange-yellow flowers with prostrate, green foliage, turning golden in autumn.

*Semprevivum Variegatum, Variegated*

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

One of the best, because of its handsome dull golden variegated foliage which blends marvelously with the orange-yellow flowers, which are profusely produced in midsummer & at a time when the rock garden is at a premium. Good strong grower but not rampant.

*Semprevivum Lydium*

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Very fine rock plant; grey-green foliage which turns red in winter and of prostrate habit. White flowers.

*Semprevivum Rupesstrum*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Pretty glaucous, bluish green leaves of trailing habit with golden flowers; 3 inches high.

*Semprevivum Sarmentosum*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Excellent dwarf creeper for rockeries or border edgings. The best Sedum for filling seams between rocks in wall garden; rapid grower.

*Semprevivum Sexangulare*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00

Very dark green foliage; yellow flowers; habit much like Acre.

*Semprevivum Sieboldii*

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Round, succulent, glaucous foliage; bright pink flowers in October. The loveliest of all Sedums.

*Semprevivum Spathulatum Purpureum*

Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00

Reddish leaves with grey in center of the rosette. Dark yellow flowers, contrasting beautifully with the foliage.

*Semprevivum Spurium Commonum*

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A beautiful rosy crimson-flowered form. July and August. 6 inches. Very fast spreading variety; good for covering sandy banks.

*Semprevivum Stoloniferum*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Most desirable; evergreen leaves; flowers purplish pink. July and August. Excellent for rock garden and the shaded rock garden.

*Semprevivum Tornatum*

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

The most satisfactory variety for planting in the shade; for ground covering among trees Confederate best Sedum for filling seams between rocks in wall garden; difficult to make plants grow. Spreads rapidly and does well on all sorts of soil.

SEMPERVIVUM - House Leek

**Amethystinum**

Three $0.55, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A fine cobweb rosette from which radiate ten or more runners about one inch long at the end of which appear the young plants, giving a lovely star-like effect.

**Arachnidiodes minus**

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

(‘Small Cobweb House Leek’). Tips of leaves in rosettes usually connected by silvery threads, from whence its common name; flowers bright red, in few-flowered panicles. 4 inches.

**Arachnidiodes Laggeri**

Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00

Similar in growth to Minus except that the rosettes are twice as large and produced in greater abundance. A fine cobweb plant for the rockery or rock garden.

**Atrovillicecum**

Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

The largest of the entire collection. Forms a beautiful rosette, almost 4 inches in diameter when fully grown; of deep reddish purple leaves. Should be given more room. 6 inches.

**Braunii**

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

A very attractive rosette-like plant. Color of leaves is bronze, almost a dull red at tip of leaves. At the base a dull green. 6 inches.

**Doellianum**

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Small, hairy rosettes of pale green leaves, tinted red at the tips. The panicles of bright red flowers are 4 to 6 inches high. Effective when grown in large masses.

**Faucenette**

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Very similar to Braunii. The general makeup of the plant, however, is a little finer and more delicate. 6 inches.

**Tunici**

Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00

Green tipped brownish rosettes produced rapidly in great numbers. A very fine sort to use where a brownish color is desired. 6 inches.
SEMPERVIVUM - House Leek

Gloebiferum Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Flattened rosettes, 2 to 3 inches in diameter, of grey-green leaves. In height. Pale yellow flowers, three-fourths to one inch in diameter, in densely hairy panicles 1 foot high.

Tectorum Three $0.50, Doz. $1.00, 100 $6.00
Broad rosettes, the leaves having reddish brown tips; flowers pale red. 1 foot. This is the common House Leek of our grandmother's garden. All Semprevivums are quoted in good clumps.

SENECIO - Ragwort; Groundsel

Shortia

SHASTA DAISY. (See Chrysanthemum Maximum, page 41).

SIDALCEA - Greek-Mallow

SILENE - Catchfly or Campion

SILPHIUM - Compass Plant or Cup Plant

SPIRAEA - Astilbe Hybrids

SPIRAEA - Astilbe

FOR GREENHOUSE AND GARDEN USE

Denland Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
A lovely pure white variety and a great improvement over Gladstone, of strong growth and very free flowering.

Gloria Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
Conspicuously beautiful with dense, feathery plumes of bright dark pink, shaded lilac.

STACHYS - Woundwort

STOKESIA - Cornflower Aster; Stokes' Aster

TEUCRIUM - Germander

SWEET William. (See Dianthus Barbatus).

TEUCRIUM - Germander

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

VARIETIES FOR GARDEN USE ONLY

Betsy Cuperns Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The fine drooping flower spikes, 2 feet long, show in summer during the weeks a great number of white flowers with pink center.

Margarette Van Bechtersen Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The flower stems itself has a length of over 2 feet. The very fine fringed flowers are bright red tinged with dark blue.

Vesta Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
Tall, lilac rose spikes, beautiful garden variety.

STACIES - Great Sea-Lavender

STOKESIA - Cornflower Aster; Stokes' Aster

TEUCRIUM - Germander

SWEET William. (See Dianthus Barbatus).

TEUCRIUM - Germander

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

VARIETIES FOR GARDEN USE ONLY

Betsy Cuperns Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The fine drooping flower spikes, 2 feet long, show in summer during the weeks a great number of white flowers with pink center.

Margarette Van Bechtersen Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The flower stems itself has a length of over 2 feet. The very fine fringed flowers are bright red tinged with dark blue.

Vesta Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
Tall, lilac rose spikes, beautiful garden variety.

FOR GREENHOUSE AND GARDEN USE

Denland Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
A lovely pure white variety and a great improvement over Gladstone, of strong growth and very free flowering.

Gloria Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
Conspicuously beautiful with dense, feathery plumes of bright dark pink, shaded lilac.

STACHYS - Woundwort

STOKESIA - Cornflower Aster; Stokes' Aster

TEUCRIUM - Germander

SWEET William. (See Dianthus Barbatus).

TEUCRIUM - Germander

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

THALICTRUM - Meadow-Rue

VARIETIES FOR GARDEN USE ONLY

Betsy Cuperns Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The fine drooping flower spikes, 2 feet long, show in summer during the weeks a great number of white flowers with pink center.

Margarette Van Bechtersen Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
The flower stems itself has a length of over 2 feet. The very fine fringed flowers are bright red tinged with dark blue.

Vesta Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
Tall, lilac rose spikes, beautiful garden variety.
THYMYUS - Thyme

• *Cistodoreus* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  The well known "Lemon Thyme".

• *Lanuginosus* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  (Wild-Leaved Thyme). Woolly foliage with bright pink flowers.

• *Serpulum* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  Grows about 10 inches high and is spreading rapidly in one of the good varieties for naturalizing. When established it may be used with lawn-mower. Foliage is very fragrant when walked upon.

• *Serpulum album* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  A dwarf, dwarf-growing variety; very hardy and excellent to cover bare spots, also good for the edge of walks or in the rock garden.

TIARELLA - Foam-flower or False Mitrewort

• *Coridolia* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  An attractive little plant with fine foliage and small, creamy white, star-shaped flowers. Prefers partial shade; not over 12 inches in height; flowering in May.

TRADESCANTIA - Spiderwort

• *Virginica* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  Produces a succession of blue flowers all summer, on fleshy, green-blue stems about 18 to 24 inches high. A very free-flowering plant for places where it is difficult to grow more delicate subjects; does well in an average or rich soil of good humus, where nothing else will grow. Good for the city garden.

• *Virginica alba* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  A white-flowered form.

TRILLIUM - American Wood-lily or Wake Robin

• *Grandiflorum* Doz. $1.00, 100 $7.00, 1000 $55.00
  Excellent plants for shady position in the hardy border, or in a sub-aquatic position. Large, pure white flowers in early spring, 12 to 18 inches high.

TRITOMA - Torch Lily; Flame Flower; Red Hot Poker

• *Pfitzeri* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  Hardy if given protection. In bloom from August to October, with spikes 3 to 4 feet high, and heads of bloom of rich orange-scarlet.

• *Ferry's Hardy Hybrids* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  These are seedlings of various colors, ranging from pale yellow to deep orange and are very showy; perfectly hardy.

• *Quaritiana* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00
  A strong growing variety, blooming late in May. Orange-red at first, but yellow on bottom half as bloom matures. Perfectly hardy here; does not need protection.

• *Rufa* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  A graceful species, airy foliage and small, loose flower spikes of yellow. Blooms all summer and autumn. Valuable for the border, may be forced in the conservatory and is not difficult as a winter house plant.

• *Varia grandiflora* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  3 to 4 feet high. The old-fashioned, late flowering sort, with flowers rich red changing to salmon-pink. Needs slight protection.

TROLLIUS - Globeflower

• *Asiaticus, Salamander* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  A splendid new variety of excellent habit producing a wealth of rich yellow blooms. Does very well near a pond or stream.

• *Europaicus, Gold Quelle* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  A deep yellow flower with tall, rich golden stamens. A fine late flowering sort.

• *Europaicus, Lemon Queen* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  Free flowering strong growing plant. Flowers pale yellow, produced in abundance on stems about 2 feet high.

• *Caucasicus, Orange Globe* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  Desirable free-flowering plants, producing their orange-yellow globes of bloom 3 to 4 feet high from May until August; succeeds admirably in the border in a half-shady position.

• *Europaicus superbus* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  Same habit as Orange Globe with pale yellow blossoms.

• *Idembourii* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  A mid-Season variety of very deep orange color. Its great merit lies in its late flowering properties. In gardens of other varieties have failed it is at its best.

• *Red Globe Varieties* Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00
  Colors range from pale yellow to deep orange; on strong stems 2 feet high. Wonderful as cut flowers, and good in most locations.

TUNICA - Coatflower

• *Sanfrancisca* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  A pretty tufted plant with light pink flowers, produced all summer, about 6 inches high; for the rockery or border.

• *Sanfrancisca rosse fleur piano* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  A lovely double pink variety. The rose-pink flowers are produced all spring and summer in great quantities which makes it a most valuable plant for the rock garden.

VALERIANA - Centranthus; Garden Heliotrope

• *Coccinea* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  Showy heads of old rose flowers in umbels on 12-inch stems just above the rich green foliage, are produced from June until October. A splendid plant for bold effects in the wall or rock garden; plants, if too vigorous, severely cut back without damage. Total height about 2 feet.

• *Coccinea alba* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
  White form of the above.

VERNACCUS - Mullein

• *Olympicum* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  (Green Mullein). The showiest of the entire family of more than thirty varieties. The foliage is silvery white, with leaves often 3 feet long. Flowers yellow, produced in quantity about three weeks in midsummer. Succeeds best in a dry situation. 3 to 5 feet.

• *Phoeniceum, WAYSIDE Gardens Hybrids* Three $0.85, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  An excellent strain produced from a very superior grade of English Hybrids. Colors are most interesting, ranging from white, pink, rose, purple and bronze to brown; they grow about 18 inches high.

VERBENA

• *Canadensis* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  A creeping plant in bloom all summer. The flowers are purplish blue and always plentiful. Good for rock garden in warm, sunny place.

VERONICA - Speedwell

• *Amethystina "Royal Blue"* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
  Beautiful spikes of rich gentian blue flowers, 10 to 15 inches. June and July flowering.

• *Amethystina, June Blue* Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00

• *Briza* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  An airy, feather-like Speedwell with delicate pink flowers. June-July 8 to 12 inches.

• *Hana* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  A heather-like Speedwell with delicate pink flowers. June-July 8 to 12 inches.

• *Saxifruga rosea flore pleno* Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
  A creeping plant in bloom all summer. The flowers are purplish blue and always plentiful. Good for rock garden in warm, sunny place.
VINCA - Periwinkle or Trailing Myrtle

*Minor
Field grown plants, 1 year old, 100 $5.50, 1000 $46.00
Field grown plants, 2 years old, 100 $6.50, 1000 $55.00
Heavy plants from 3-inch pots, 100 $7.00, 1000 $66.00

A trailing evergreen plant, used extensively for carpeting the ground under shrubs or trees or on gravel, where it is too shady for grass or other plants. Strong nursery grown clumps.

*Minor alba
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
The rare white-flowered form of the variety listed above.

MINOR AUREA VARIEGATA
The hardy golden variegated Vinca is a very attractive plant for the rockery or any shady place where a touch of color for the winter is required.

VIOLA CORNUTA - Tufted Pansies

*Admiration
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Deep violet flowers in great profusion all season.

*Floretiae
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
A gem, producing profusely all summer through, small blossoms of pale blue. Famous in and around Geneva, Switzerland; a product of Monsieur Correvon. Fine for rockery.

G. Wermic
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
A variety of Tufted Pansy, forming clumps which are covered with rich violet-blue flowers the entire season; fine for rock garden.

*Golden Yellow
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
A very free-flowering sort producing its golden flowers all summer.

*Gracilis
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
A tufted species producing a mass of rich purple, small, starry flowers in bloom all summer. An ideal variety for the rock garden.

*Jersey Gem
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Possesses the dwarf habit and continuity of blooming of the true hardy Viola (V. cornuta), and the vigorous, bushy growth and roundish foliage of the finest English bedding varieties. Pure, rich violet, slightly perfumed.

*Perfection
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Light blue flowers in abundance all summer; a very lovely variety planted with the yellow sort.

Purple Glory
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.75, 100 $12.00
A well-formed plant, neat habit and a prolific bloomer. Hundreds of rich purple flowers of excellent form are produced throughout the entire season.

*Sutton's Apricot
Three $0.65, Doz. $1.70, 100 $12.00
Beautiful rich apricot shade, tinged orange toward the center.

*Sutton's Gem
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
A very pretty mixture of tufted Violas, mostly of rose shades but also showing some clear pinkish mauves.

White Perfection
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Pure white blooms in greatest profusion all summer.

Mix
Three $0.50, Doz. $1.25, 100 $8.00
Many shades and markings.

VIOLA ODO RATA - Sweet Violet

*Prince of Wales
Three $0.55, Doz. $1.50, 100 $10.00
Rich, deep purple.

Regina
Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $15.00
Producing not only in spring but also in late summer, quantities of dainty flowers, deliciously fragrant and of a charming combination of pink and old rose shades. The fragrance probably is the most outstanding feature of this new Viola. It is also quite resistant to either sun or dry weather conditions.

*Double Russian
Perfectly hardy anywhere, producing double, sweet-scented flowers in abundance. A splendid variety for that troublesome shady place.

WALLFLOWER
(See Chelranthus).

WAHLENBERGIA
(See Edraianthus).

YUCCA - Adam's Needle

Filamentos.
3-year-old plants. Three $0.50, Doz. $1.55, 100 $8.00

There is nothing more effective and striking for isolated positions on the lawn. It is indispensable for the large rockery. Its beautiful, swordlike, evergreen foliage and immense branching spikes of drooping, creamy white flowers, rising to a height of 6 feet, render it a bold and handsome subject wherever placed.

Climbing Plants and Vines

AMPELOPSIS - Boston Ivy

Vetchi (Boston Ivy or Japan Ivy)
Three $0.65, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

The most popular climbing plant for covering brick walls, stone or wooden walls, trees, etc. When it becomes established it is of very rapid growth, and clings to the smoothest surface with the tenacity of Ivy.

Lowi
Three $1.00, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

A splendid variation from the popular Boston or Japan Ivy, possessing all the merits of the parent, being perfectly hardy, clinging to the smoothest surface without support, and with much smaller foliage, which is deeply cut, giving it an elegance entirely distinct from the old type.

Quinquifolia (Virginia Creeper or American Ivy)
Three $0.65, Doz. $2.50, 100 $18.00

This well known climber is one of the best and quickest growing varieties for covering trees, trellises, old stumps, etc. Its large, deep green foliage assumes brilliant shades of yellow, crimson and scarlet in the fall.

ARISTOLOCHIA - Dutchman's Pipe

Sibip
Three $1.00, Doz. $2.00, 100 $20.00

A vigorous and rapid growing climber. Its flowers are of no value compared to its light leaves, which are of very large size, and retain their color from early spring to late fall.

BIGNONIA - Trumpet Vine

Radicans
Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Attractive light green foliage and yellow flowers in June, followed in autumn with bright orange fruits, which usually remain on the plant all winter.

CELASTRUS - Bittersweet or Wax Work

Scandens
Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A very lovely vine not used nearly enough.

CLEMATIS - Virgin's Bower

Coerulea
Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Grows 10 to 12 feet. A very handsome, hardy climber, bearing small, thick, bell-shaped flowers of bright coral-red, in wonderful profusion, from June till frost.

Montana perfecta (Anemone Clematis)
Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A strong, vigorous, extremely hardy variety, thriving under most adverse conditions. Its large, white flowers expand in April and May; the best of our spring climbers.

Montana rubens
Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Beautifully variegated foliage of rich green and pure white, delicately fragrant flowers, in greatest profusion in August and September. 2-year plants.

CLEMATIS - Large Flowering

Henryi
Three $1.50, Doz. $5.50

Lovely, large creamy white flowers in great quantities all summer.

Jackmani
Three $1.50, Doz. $5.50

The popular purple variety with large, purple-blue flowers; one of the loveliest vines we have.

Miss Villard
Three $1.50, Doz. $5.50

Bright carmine blossoms in great quantities; looks very well on a white background.

Korina
Three $1.50, Doz. $5.50

Single, pale blue flowers completely cover this plant; it is a very lovely vine not used nearly enough.
ENGLISH IVY - Hedera

Kolix (English Ivy) ... Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Helix gracilis ... Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $20.00

A variety with very small, dark green foliage. Everyone who has seen this appreciates its value as a rock plant. It grows close to the ground, and is a most useful plant for a place in the rock garden where a delicate evergreen is needed.

EUONYMUS - Evergreen Bittersweet

Kewensis ... Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $10.00

A variety with very small, dark green foliage. Everyone who has seen this appreciates its value as a rock plant. It grows close to the ground, and is a most useful plant for a place in the rock garden where a delicate evergreen is needed.

HYDRANGEA PETIOLARIS - Hydrangea-Vine

Pot plants, 8c each

LONICERA - Honeysuckle

Himaliana ... Three $0.75, Doz. $2.00, 100 $10.00

Color an intermingling of white and yellow. Fragrant; most satisfactory.

Sempervirens magnifica ... Each $0.65

A magnificent new Honeysuckle with coral colored blooms of large size and beautiful blue-gray-green foliage. The brilliant and cheerful flowers freely produced; a worth while novelty.

NEW HONEYSUCKLE - Golden Giant

Lonicera Tellmanniana ... Strong plants 75c each, $7.50 per doz.

A strong growing, new, hardy climber with large pale green leaves and long, pinnate flowers. The large, yellow blooming flower is very showy and fragrant.

POLYGONUM - Silver Lace Vine

Auberti ... Three $1.40, Doz. $4.00, 100 $20.00

A splendid hardy climber of strong, vigorous growth, attaining a height of 25 or more feet, producing in summer and fall great sprays of white flowers, and a well balanced plant during its long period of flowering is a mass of bloom.

PUERARIA - Kudzu Vine

Thunbergiana (Jace-and-the-Bean-Stalk) ... Three $0.85, Doz. $1.75, 100 $12.00

Small, pea-shaped, rosy purple flowers, heart-shaped leaves. Will grow anywhere.

STANDARD WISTERIA SINENSIS - Tree Form

Blue ... Each $3.50

Unequaled in formal gardens or as specimens along garden paths. These have a grafted number of fine plants of the following size: 26- to 34-inch heads on stems 4 feet high. Stems straight and % inch caliper. Will be supplied with ball of earth.

WISTERIA

Sinensis (Chinese Wisteria) ... Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Bunches of pale or light-colored scented blossoms in great profusion all over the vine. Strong, grafted plants.

Sinensis alba ... Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

A white-flowered form of the type. Strong, grafted plants.

Sinavis multiflora ... Each $3.00

With deep lavender blossoms often 18 to 24 inches long. Old specimen plants.

Unusual Shrubs

AZALEA - Hardy Varieties

*Amoena (Japanese Evergreen Azalea).

10-12 in. Each $0.80, Doz. $8.00

A dwarf shrub with double purplish red flowers in May; is especially adapted for borders and rock gardens; needs some protection in northern latitudes. Should be planted in sheltered positions and will abundantly repay any care given.

Calendulae (Flame Azaleas).

Each $5.00, Doz. $50.00

Probably the most gorgeous of the native Azaleas. From early May until well into the month of June, the plants are literally covered with orange-yellow or flame-red blooms which in size are often 2 inches across. The well known Ghent Azalea, Azalea mollis, is this native species. Foliage remains good until late fall and breaks in the spring. Before the blooms appear, 10-12 inch selected clumps, balled and burlapped, nursery grown.

*Kaeppferi (Torch Azalea).

15-18 inch. Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00

One of the most popular, hardest, and most satisfactory of all the shrubs; in innumerable shades of orange-flame, and yellow; bushy plants offered in mixed colors only.

Mollis Louisa Hunnewell

12 to 15 in. Each $1.50, Doz. $15.00

Derived from a cross between Azalea mollis and Azalea japonica; this new variety is hardier than either parent and is more beautiful and floriferous. The huge clusters of brilliant, salmon-red flowers completely cover the plants while they are in bloom. One of the showiest.

Mollis (Chinese Azalea).

12-15 inches. Each $0.70, Doz. $7.00

Without exception the most colorful of all low-growing hardy shrubs; in innumerable shades of orange-flame, and yellow; bushy plants offered in mixed colors only.

Mollis, Louisa Hunnewell

12 to 15 in. Each $1.30, Doz. $13.00

Derived from a cross between Azalea mollis and Azalea japonica; this new variety is hardier than either parent and is more beautiful and floriferous. The huge clusters of brilliant, salmon-red flowers completely cover the plants while they are in bloom. One of the showiest.

Mollis, Louisa Hunnewell

12 to 15 in. Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00

Without exception the most colorful of all low-growing hardy shrubs; in innumerable shades of orange-flame, and yellow; bushy plants offered in mixed colors only.

Schlippenbachii (Royal Azalea).

Each $6.00, Doz. $60.00

An extremely beautiful Azalea. Rosy pink or whistal blooms, after or before the foliage develops, of strong, sweet fragrant and borne in great profusion at about the same time as Azalea canescens. Fall foliage assumes attractive shades of orange and brown. Fine for dry, open places. 10-12 inch selected clumps, balled and burlapped, nursery grown.

Fontica (Hardy Ghent Azalea).

Each $5.00, Doz. $50.00

These are also called the Hardy Ghent Azaleas; they have always been popular. The orange, pink, copper, salmon and yellow shades of their blooms, you must see to appreciate their wonderful beauty. The lustrous leaves when young are covered with silky hair, and in autumn turn to dull red and brown. We have a unique and rare mixture of specimen plants in many colors.

Schiippenbachii (Royal Azalea).

Each $6.00, Doz. $60.00

A vigorous plant 5 to 6 feet high, with very large, showy flowers, with pink, the under petals lightly spotted with brown. 10-12 in. selected clumps, balled and burlapped, nursery grown.

Vaseyi (Southern Azalea).

Each $6.00, Doz. $60.00

A tall, slim grower, bearing rosy white flowers in April before the foliage appears. Very long, slender, white flowers, and producing bright orange-red berries, which remain on the plant the greater part of the winter. As an evergreen, absolutely hardy wall cover, this plant is unequalled. Bushy plants.

*Yodogawa (18-24 inches. Each $2.00, Doz. $20.00

Large, semi-double salmon-pink flowers; the earliest to bloom. Bushy specimen plants.

BERBERIS - Barberry

Thunbergi (Japan Barberry).

Buffy plants, 24 to 30 in. Doz. $5.20, 100 $18.00, 1000 $125.00

With a dwarf deciduous is wanted, nothing equals this beautiful Barberry. Requires but little pruning to keep its shape. The leaves are small, heart-shaped, and towards fall assume rich, brilliant colors, the fruit or berries become scarlet. Absolutely hardy. Plant 12 to 15 inches apart.
**FRUITBAR**

**BUDDLEIA**

**BUXUS - Boxwood**

**COTONEASTER - Rock Spray**

**CISTUS**

**DAPHNE - Garland Flower**

**ERICA**

A charming hardy plant, companion to the Heathers. The Heath's flower in early spring.

**ERICA carens**

(Spring Heath). Early bright rose.

**ERICA darleyensis**

(Darley Heath). Early deep rose.

**ERICA vagans**

(Cornish Heath). Pale Lilac.

**DESMODIUM**

**GENISTA - Dyers Greenweed; Broom**

**HYPERICUM**

**VITEX - Chaste Tree**

**WAYSIDE GARDENS PLANT FOOD**

**SACCO**

500 lbs. and up, $2.96 per 100.

**WEDO**

500 lbs. and up, $3.56 per 100.
the finest quality Roses produced in America. All roses offered are 2-year-old selected No. 1.

The finest quality Roses produced in America. All roses offered are 2-year-old selected No. 1.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Elizabethan

Elongated, pointed buds; semi-double flowers of bright scarlet; a strong, free grower and floriferous. The flowers are beautiful when half open.

Three $1.60, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Crimson Heart

A double, free-flowering variety producing blooms throughout the season. Flowers large and of a delicate soft rose color, shading to yellow at base.

Three $1.60, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Lady Atwood

A rose of outstanding merit, vigorous in growth and free flowering. Beautiful long, pointed buds; flowers bright red, size, large, erect, glossy green foliage. A very free and fragrant grower.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Josephina

This is a Rose for everybody, succeeding under the most ordinary conditions. In color it is of the richest scarlet, shading to a velvety crimson; very fragrant; a free, strong grower and in bloom all the time.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Lady Wellington

A fine, strong grower. Developed from the floriferous and high-centered flower of dazzling scarlet, shading to a deeper red as it develops. Strong, vigorous, free-flowering.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Camellia

A most vigorous grower of erect branching habit, beautiful bright green foliage. Long pointed buds of exquisitely formed, long, stiff stems, are of large size and of perfect form, of a deep imperial pink, the outside of the petals silvery rose-pink; fragrant; a free grower.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Climax

A Rose of outstanding merit, vigorous in growth and free flowering. Beautiful large pointed buds; flowers bright red, size, large, erect, glossy green foliage. A very free and fragrant grower.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Columbia

This beautiful Rose is of strong, vigorous habit and exceptionally free blooming. Color a most pleasing shade of rose-pink and delightfully fragrant.

Three $1.50, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Lady Alice Stanley

A new, free-flowering variety producing blooms throughout the season. Flowers large and of a delicate soft rose color, shading to yellow at base.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Tapestry

A Rose of outstanding merit, vigorous in growth and free flowering. Beautiful long, pointed buds; flowers bright red, size, large, erect, glossy green foliage. A very free and fragrant grower.

Three $1.50, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Beuatifull

A Rose of outstanding merit, vigorous in growth and free flowering. Beautiful pointed buds; flowers bright red, size, large, erect, glossy green foliage. A very free and fragrant grower.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Dainty Bess

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Lady Ashtown

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Lady of York

Pointed buds and medium size, semi-double flowers of bright carse-pink, borne singly on long stems. A profuse, continuous bloomer. The flower is very beautiful when half open.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Etoile de Hollande

Brilliant red blooms of magnificent perfection; perfect half-open state, showing clean, attractive centers when fully open; petals enormous; very fragrant; free flowering.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Feu Josephine Lavergne

Long, pointed buds of brilliant orange-red, and large, fairly full flowers of vivid yellow and bright apricot; fragrant and freely produced.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Golden Dawn

The ideal yellow garden Rose. The ovoid, lemon-yellow bud, heavily splashed with crimson, develops into a well formed, sweetly scented, large, double flower that reminds one of the old favorite Marechal Niel. Vigorous, free flowering.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Gruss an Teplitz

This is a Rose for everybody, succeeding under the most ordinary conditions. In color it is of the richest scarlet, shading to a velvety crimson; very fragrant; a free, strong grower and in bloom all the time.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Hilda

Oval buds, opening to large, double flowers with overlapping petals, salmon-pink on the inner surface and deep orange-orange on the outside.

Six petals.

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Imperial Potentate

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Independence Day

A beautiful coppery shade of apricot-yellow, beautiful in the center, very fragrant; a free grower.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Joan D. McK.

Tapering buds, opening to enormous pure white blooms with a center of wine-red stamens tipped with golden anthers. 12 petals.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Kaiserin Augusta Victoria

Soft pearly white, tinted with just enough lemon in the center to relieve the white; remarkably fragrant, beautifully formed flowers on long, graceful stems; a strong, free, healthy grower.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Killarney Queen

Another Killarney, closer to the original in color but fuller, and stronger in growth. It is practically immune to mildew, with large flowers and thick petals.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Killarney White

A duplicate of the charming pink Killarney; flowers white as snow.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Lady of York

Brilliant red blooms of magnificent perfection; perfect half-open state, showing clean, attractive centers when fully open; petals enormous; very fragrant; free flowering.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Lady Ursula

With pointed buds and bloomed-off red substance in varying shades of light pink, merging to a yellow base; slightly fragrant. Plant of tremendous growth.

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00

Los Angeles

Very vigorous, and produces a continuous succession of long-stemmed flowers of a luminous flaming scarlet with coral and shaded with translucent gold at the base of the petals.
HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued.

Lucie Marie

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

Very long, pointed buds, deep yellow splashed rosy red. As the outer petals unfurl the buds they are covered by yellow with dark, velvety foliage. A most distinct and interesting bedding variety.

Madame Butterfly

A symphony of white, bright yellow, apricot and rose with Ophelia, this evolution is fuller-petaled, more prolific, and of greater color appeal. The buds are a rich Indian red, yellow and orange.

Margaret McGredy

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Large, oval buds and double, cupped flowers of soft orange-vermilion. Very prolific. This extraordinary Rose has been widely discussed and tested in this country and found good.

Mevrouw G. A. Van Rossem

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

A marvelously beautiful Rose with a unique color combination not found in any other variety, a most striking blending of dark vivid orange and apricot on a golden yellow ground, frequently with touches of bronze. The sweet-scented flowers are very large, of perfect form, both in bud as well as in the fully developed flower, and are produced in large, very vigorous, upright growth.

Mlle. Lelia Armour

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

The flowers are of great substance and delightfully fragrant. As the flowers expand they develop in a deep coral-red, with a golden coppery red suffused in the bases of the petals a rich golden yellow with coppery red sheen. A strong, vigorous grower.

Miss Roanna Thom

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Large buds and blooms of fiery rose and mauve, shaded with old gold at the center, borne on long, strong stems.

Mme. Edouard Hirtott

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

The Daily Mail Rose. In color its buds are coral-red, shaded with yellow and coppery red suffused in the bases of the petals a rich golden yellow with coppery red sheen. A strong, vigorous grower.

Mrs. León Pain

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Splendid salmon buds and pink blooms of great size, tinted with richly sifly silver and orange. The plant is vigorous, free flowering and almost immemorial in disease.

Mme. Nicolas Ausser

Three $1.75, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

An outstanding introduction of Mrs. J. A. Mr. Poel-Ducher. A bright coppery red in the very long, shapely, tapering bud that develops into a large, fragrant, fully double and splendidly beautiful flower of an exquisite salmon-pink. Vigorous and healthy, free and floriferous.

McGregory's Scarlet

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

A new hybrid Rose of marked superiority of a large, very vigorous, free and continuous habit of flowering, and its brilliant color. The fragrance is strongly double flowered. A beauty of good size, the fragrant scarlet-orange-yellow at base of the petals, the upper portions being lightly touched or enhanced with a color under changing weather conditions but always beautiful.

Mrs. Arthur Robert Waddell

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Beautiful, tapering buds of yellowish copper, opening to nearly single, semi-double, of great size, free and continuous bloomer, with a delicate, delicious perfume.

Mrs. Charles Bell

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Lovely shell-pink buds and blooms of the globular form, with shadings of soft salmon; sweetly perfumed.

Mrs. Eliza Pembroke Thom

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Slender yellow buds and large, well-shaped blooms of bright canary-yellow. Rather dwarf, but finest in color. Blooms very freely.

Mrs. Henry Bowles

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Ovoid buds and globular flowers of clear, pleasing pink, lightly shaded. Armpit center, well held, and fragrant. Vigorous and free flowering.

Mrs. Henry Morse

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

A bright flower of two contrasting colors, the outer petals a deep rich yellow gold; double, well centered, large, moderately fragrant.

Mrs. J. D. Eisele

Each $1.50, Doz. $11.00

A perfect Rose in form, delightfully perfumed, exceptional keeping qualities, good grower and free bloomer. The color is a rich cherry-rose overaid with scarlet glow, faint silver edging on petals.

Mrs. Lovell Swisher

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Large, beautifully pointed buds and gorgeous flowers of salmon-pink and gold, passing to flesh-pink at the edges. Very impressive.

HYBRID TEA ROSES—Continued.

Mrs. Pierre S. Du Pont

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

A semi-double long-pointed bud of a reddish gold opening to a semi-double, cupped, very lasting fragrant flower of a deep golden yellow with red. A vigorous, compact, free flowering shrub. A profuse and continuous bloomer.

Mrs. Sam McGredy

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

The color is a beautiful soft salmon orange, heavily flushed with Lincoln-red on the outside of the petals, and these colors together give a rich and almost dazzling effect. The flowers are of large size and beautifully thick petals; possess the proper fullness to make them useful for all purposes. They are very freely produced and delicately tinted with salmon-pink and a vigorous and exceptionally free habit and is one of the best all-purpose varieties.

Mrs. Wakefield Christie-Miller

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

This new hybrid Rose first sent out spring of 1932, is now available at popular prices. Its color is a unique, a lustrous, dark oriental scarlet, its depth of color accentuated by the golden base and intensified by a rich velvety sheen. The bud is long and pointed and the flower magnificent in every stage of development.

Ophelia

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

A Rose that is admired by everyone. Its buds are of perfect form, good size, and of most pleasing, delicate tint of salmon-flush, shaded with rose, very floriferous.

Pres. Roosevelt

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Large flowers of a very charming combination of cerise-pink, apricot, and yellow with salmon-pink and yellow shadings at base of petals.

President Herbert Hoover

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

A counterpart of Radiance from which it is a "sister," possessing all the good traits of that valuable variety but differing in color, which is a bright cerise-red.

Rev. F. Page-Roberts

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Brick-red buds of great length, opening to golden yellow blooms stained outside with red, fully double and very fragrant.

Schickelgarden

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

The moderately fragrant flowers are large, over 5 inches in diameter, with high spiral center, the colors a luminous rich rose-pink, retaining its brightness until the petals drop. The flowers are carried singly on long, strong stems. A strong, healthy, free flowering shrub.

Sensation

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

An enormous scarlet-crimson bloom of fine deep form; double, 3-5 petals of great size and substance; very sweetly scented. Plant is strong and active in sending up new blooming shoots. However, Louise de Hollandie is a superior and an improvement on this fine Rose.

Souvenir de Claudius Pernet (See Claudius Pernet, page 62.)

Souvenir de Georges Pernet

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Rich brick-red buds, opening to orange-pink blooms of immense size, very double, and deliciously fragrant. An unusually beautiful Rose.

Syracuse

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

Flower large, full, scarlet-crimson, borne singly on long stem. Grow vigorous, upright. 106 petals.

Tallmadge

Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, $10.00

Bright red and gold buds, opening to well shaped blooms of scarlet-orange and rich yellow. Constantly in bloom; the flowers remain bright and color yet produced in Russia.

Ville de Paris

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

Round buds of clear yellow and big, globular flowers of the same hue, untouched by any other color. This is one of the really distinct breaks in the new yellow Roses.

Vaterland

Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, $10.00

The most distinct dark colored variety yet introduced. A rich deep velvety scarlet-maroon and a splendidly formed high edged, very fragrant, very floriferous. The plant is centered flower of remarkable keeping qualities. The plant is vigorous and with healthy foliage and fragrant and perpetual flowering; unquenchably the best of this type that has yet come to have in America.
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Wilhelm Kordes
Three $1.50, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Long, pointed buds opening to full double flowers, a rich cupped crimson, veining a golden ground; wonderfully prolific.

Willomore
Superb buds and blooms of richest pink, shining with a yellow glow which seems to come from the heart of the flower.

Crimson Glory Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
This is a pink form of the popular white Frau Karl Druschki, possessing not only the exquisite form, large size, and remarkable free-flowering habits of its parent, but in addition to this, it is also highly perfumed.

Mme. Albert Barbier
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Brilliant scarlet-crimson; an old favorite and one of the best known Roses in cultivation; does well everywhere.

Paul Neyron
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Dark pink of enormous size; perhaps the largest of all.

Ulrich Brunner
Three $1.50, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
A perfect Rose in form, delightfully perfumed, exceptional free-flowering habits of its parent, but in addition to this, it is also highly perfumed.

PATENTED HYBRID TEA ROSES

COUNTESS VANDAL
Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
Long pointed, orange-copper buds, then opening to large, double, high centered, and have a rich fragrance. Their color is rich pink blended with salmon. The blooms are borne singly on long stems.

CRIMSON GLORY
Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
U. S. Plant Patent No. 105. The plants branch freely, producing a large number of flowers; the color is brilliant scarlet-crimson; an old favorite and one of the best known Roses in cultivation; does well everywhere.

PLUFFY RAFFLES
Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
The flowers are produced on long, strong stems arranged in clusters composed of from 4 to 10 dainty blooms each. It is a charming Rose of a fascinating soft alivery pink color, enhanced by the deep rose reverse of the petals. It is exceptionally fine for cutting in the expanding bud.

GLOWING SUNSET
Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
U. S. Plant Patent No. 104. The long, pointed buds open to full double flowers of most artistic form with the large size of its parent. The color is a rose-crimson shaded ox-blood red and mellowed by a soft velvety nap.

PATENTED CLIMBING ROSES

Blaze
Each $1.50, Doz. $15.00
Hardy everblooming Climbing Rose which inherits the blaz¬

PATENTED ROSES

The Roses offered under this heading have been patented by

Blaz0
Each $2.00, Doz. $20.00
A departure in Yellow Climbing Roses. Flowers always come singly in stiff, strong stems, often 18 inches or longer, and are 4 to 5 inches in diameter, making a Rose which has no equal. Handsome “vine” to cover a fence, trellis, porch, pergola, or garage wall.

New Dawn
Each $1.00, Doz. $10.00
(Everblooming Dr. W. Van Fleet). Identical in every way with its parent in size and formation of its flowers, color, etc., but blooms continuously throughout the summer and fall.

ROSA ROULETTE - Miniature Rose

Own root plants, 3-in. pots. Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00
Probably one of the old Lawrenceana Roses popular a century or more ago. After the plant was found growing in an Alpine window-garden by M. Correvon, the Swiss rock garden authority, just a few years ago. It is rapidly attaining popularity as a rock garden “gem” and as an edging plant in front of Rose beds. The plant grows abundantly and flowers profusely in early summer until frost. The tiny, rose-pink, quite double flowers are less than an inch in diameter.

POLYANTHA ROSES

Cecile Brunner
Three $1.70, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00
Small, exquisitely formed flowers and flowers of light pink with yellow base in diffuse, graceful clusters. Perfectly formed miniature Roses of utmost grace and delicacy. Also called “Polyantha” Rose and “Rambler Rose.”

Chattillon Rose
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Bright pink semi-double blooms with an illuminating touch of orange. The color lasts well. The trusses are of gigantic size, and the plant is both healthy and hardy.

Blouwiaet
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Glowing, dark red flowers of medium size, shaded heavily with very clear crimson. Large, compact trusses, borne on dwarf but robust plants, which bloom constantly.

Gloria Munld
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Bright salmon flowers in huge clusters. Growth is vigorous and bushy. Splendid when used as a color and form.

Lafayette
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
Large, semi-double flowers of striking light crimson; open, frilled form. Blooms very early.

Princess Juliana
Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00
A dainty, sweet combination of maiden-blush and peach and ivory. The florets are pretty wavy, and strung along the branched sprays.

Hardy Climbing and Rambler Roses

American Pillar
Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
A single-flowering variety of great beauty. The flowers are of large size, 3 to 4 inches across, of a lovely shade of pink, with very clear and china white stamens, and are borne in immense bunches, and a large plant in full bloom is a sight not easily forgotten.

Bella Lovette
Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00
Large, fairly full flowers of light crimson-red, cup-shaped, and borne in long-stemmed clusters suitable for cutting; awash-yellow fragrant. Heavy very true, exceedingly free flowering, with fine, glossy foliage almost immune to disease. Better habits than Climbing American Beauty but totally unlike the color and form.

Chaplin’s Pink Climber
Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00
Unquestionably the most important acquisition in climbing Roses since the introduction of the everblooming Dr. W. Van Fleet. It is a cross between Paul’s Scarlet and American Pillar, like its parents is of vigorous growth, perfectly hardy, producing large flowers, similar in size and form to Paul’s Scarlet, profusely in strong trusses, of from 8 to 12 flowers each, but in color a rich livel y pink.
Climbing American Beauty

Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Its name is somewhat misleading, but it is one of the best climbing roses. A strong, healthy, vigorous grower, frequently making shoots 12 feet or more long. Very fragrant and laughing. A grand rose in every way.

Dr. W. Van Fleet

Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A rose, which on account of its dainty color and exquisitely shaped buds and flowers, appeals to everyone. The long pointed buds are of a rose pink on stems 12 to 18 inches long. Splendid for cutting.

Flower of Fairfield

Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

Also called the "Everblooming Crimson Rambler." Combines the beauty of the well known Crimson Rambler with the continuous-blooming habit, the new growth bearing large clusters of crimson blooms through the summer continuously.

Mary Wallace

Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A Pillar Rose, making a fine strong, self-supporting plant 6 to 8 feet high, with large, glossy foliage, blooming with great freedom in spring and bearing a large number of fine buds in the summer and fall. Flowers very large, generally exceeding 4 inches across, well formed, semi-double, of a bright clear rose-pink with salmon base.

Mme. Gregoire Staechelin

Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

The plant is of strong climbing habit growing 12 feet or more high and has large glossy foliage. At the tips, the long pointed buds are crimson at first as the sepals divide, then the firm outer petals show splashes of carmine as the flower opens with a rosy carnation inside. Very fragrant.

Paul's Scarlet Climber

Doz. $4.00, 100 $30.00

No other rose, in any class, can compare with it for its brilliance of color, which is a vivid scarlet. Flowers are semi-double, very freely produced in clusters of from 3 to 10 flowers each on much branched canes. It is of strong climbing habit and perfectly hardy. One of the most popular climbing roses.

Silver Moon

Doz. $2.50, 100 $25.00

Different from all other roses, with beautiful semi-double flowers, 4½ inches and over in diameter; pure white in color, petals of great substance, beautifully cupped, forming a Clematis-like flower. The large bunch of yellow stamens in the center adds to its attractiveness.

Star of Persia

Doz. $7.00, 100 $60.00

A brilliant new rose with flowers on the outside of old Harrison’s Yellow, semi-double, bright yellow, and about 3 inches across. It makes a striking low climber or pillar Rose from 8 to 10 feet high, bursting into showers of sparkling bloom in June. It does not fade and the flowers last several weeks.

White Dorothy Perkins

Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00

A pure white flower, identical with Dorothy Perkins except the color without doubt the best white climber.

Wichurana

Each 60c, Doz. $5.00, 100 $40.00

Pretty, fragrant single pure white flowers with yellow stamens following in full bloom. It is a Pillar Rose, making a fine strong, self-supporting plant 6 to 8 feet high, with large, glossy foliage, 8 to 10 feet long. Splendid for cutting.

The Perfect Garden Label

Marked with ordinary lead pencils these labels are permanent in all garden conditions, above or under the soil. This feature has been thoroughly tested. The material is indestructible. The beautiful gray-green color blends perfectly with the garden pictures. They should be set deep in the soil with only the marking space showing. Thus they are inconspicuous and do not interfere with weeding and cultivating. Their erasable with a pencil eraser. Tie-on labels are supplied with wires in convenient bundles ready bent for attaching.

PERFECT BORDER LABELS—5-INCH

12 labels $0.85

PERFECT ROCK GARDEN LABEL—4-INCH

12 labels $1.50

PERFECT SHOW GARDEN LABEL—7-INCH

12 labels $2.25

PERFECT TIE-ON LABEL

¾ x 3½ in., with wire $0.25 per 100 labels

PERFECT POT LABEL

¾ x 4 in., tapered $0.25 per 100 labels

BAMBOO STAKES

STAKES, BAMBOO, Dyed green. Very fine for staking Delphiniums, Hardy Chrysanthemums, Gladioli, etc.

Length

18 in. $2.25

24 in. $3.00

30 in. $3.75

48 in. $6.00

60 in. $9.00

NEW GARDEN TROWEL

Wayside Gardens Model

This garden trowel was designed by us. In the nursery where each year more than ½ million plants must be set out, it is of great importance to have a perfect tool. This great yearly task of planting must be done without getting a tired wrist, blisters or cramped fingers, and above all it must be done with a good-sized hole that will hold all the roots without cramping. The result is a new trowel. Smooth, solid women handle (painted red so you won’t lose it), short handles to prevent tired wrist. Short, sharp, wide blade for easy digging of wide hole. Each, 55c; $6.00 per doz.

EEZY-WEAR GARDEN GLOVES

For Men and Women

Here’s a new and increasingly popular type of garden glove—specially designed to give finger freedom and complete protection. All leather—dirt-proof—soft as kid—extra-unsalable—washable! Made from select imported leather specially processed to render it amazingly soft and pliable— as well as durable. Permit almost bare hand freedom with perfect comfort yet insure complete protection from thorns, thistles, cacti, scratches, etc. Keeps the hands in perfect condition.

Economical household, six pairs of ordinary fabric gloves and ten useful for other home duties the year around—housework, painting, yard, furnace, garage, etc. Sizes: “Men’s,” “Medium,” and “Large.” For men: “Medium” and “Large.” Price, 65c per pair; 2 pairs for $1.20, postpaid.

GARDEN LABELS

The Perfect Garden Label

Marked with ordinary lead pencils these labels are permanent in all garden conditions, above or under the soil. This feature has been thoroughly tested. The material is indestructible. The beautiful gray-green color blends perfectly with the garden picture. They should be set deep in the soil with only the marking space showing, Thus they are inconspicuous and do not interfere with weeding and cultivating. Their erasable with a pencil eraser. Tie-on labels are supplied with wires in convenient bundles ready bent for attaching.

PERFECT BORDER LABELS—5-INCH

12 labels $0.85

PERFECT ROCK GARDEN LABEL—4-INCH

12 labels $1.50

PERFECT SHOW GARDEN LABEL—7-INCH

12 labels $2.25

PERFECT TIE-ON LABEL

¾ x 3½ in., with wire $0.25 per 100 labels

PERFECT POT LABEL

¾ x 4 in., tapered $0.25 per 100 labels

Special Wayside Gardens Plant Food

How to Use It

Wayside Gardens Special Food is easy to use. The directions are simple. The same as we follow when using our ordinary fertilizers. We use 10 to 20 pounds of special plant food we use, and where they could get it, that finally we had to do something about it. We did, and the results were amazing. It costs more than regular fertilizers. But you are perfectly willing it should, provided you can get the fine results with your plants, like we do with ours. It contains more than 10 pounds of 8-10-8, 50 lbs., $3.00; 100 lbs., $5.00; 500 lbs., $17.00; 2000 lbs., $65.00.

Full directions in every bag.

Can only be obtained direct from Wayside Gardens.

Wayside Gardens Plant Food is sold only in the following states: Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, Indiana, and Rhode Island.
Berberis Mentorensis

Stays Green Practically the Entire Year

U. S. PLANT PATENT No. 99

Remarkable is just the word for it. Every once in a while a new plant is created of such outstanding merit that it takes the country by storm.

Today we have in our nurseries several thousands of just such a wonder, called Berberis Mentorensis. So distinctly different and so superior to other hardy Barberries, that the U. S. Government granted us a patent on it.

There are five outstanding points of superiority about this Barberry:

First—it is evergreen practically the year around. Think what that means.

Second—its sturdy, erect growth carries a thick dark green foliage right down to the ground. Is never bare-legged.

Third—when used for a hedge, its thorny, strong growth forms a formidable barrier to man or beast.

Fourth—needs practically no pruning. Observe its erect growth which becomes dense when the plant is three or four years old.

Fifth—combined in a foundation planting with evergreens, it provides a beautiful and artistic contrast at very small expense and without elaborate preparation of soil.

A very important trait of this Barberry is that it is not "choosey" about where it grows. No matter if you can't make other broad-leaf evergreens, such as Azaleas and Rhododendrons, thrive in your soil, this new Barberry will. It is equally at home whether it is acid or alkaline soil.

Realizing the merit of this Barberry, we have first grown a liberal quantity of plants before offering it, so that we would be able to sell this handsome new plant of unquestionable merit at moderate prices.

Bushy, young stock, 15 to 18 inches tall: Three $1.00, Doz. $3.00, 100 $20.00.

A-No. 1 plants, 18 to 24 inches tall, with abundant roots: Three $1.20, Doz. $3.50, 100 $25.00.

Bushy plants, 24 to 30 inches tall: Three $1.60, Doz. $4.50, 100 $35.00.

It is requested that the following retail prices be maintained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 3</th>
<th>Per 12</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15-18''</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24''</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-30''</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>55.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P. S.—Allow us to again say, it is the nearest reasonable cost perfect shrub for foundation planting and hedges that we know about.
Phlox Columbia

The Loveliest Pink Phlox in Existence

A WAYSIDE GARDENS PRODUCTION

U. S. PLANT PATENT No. 118

AFTER growing this variety you will agree with every person that has seen it, that it is the greatest Phlox ever introduced. Its strength and vigor is something rarely seen in plants. A well grown, two-year-old plant will produce from six to fifteen flower spikes. The foliage is rich dark green, leaves covering the stems down to the ground. Mildew is unknown to this variety. The flower stalks are about 2½ feet high, stiff and erect. The flowers, when cut, last over a week in water.

MRS. FRANCIS KING, America’s great garden authority, writes of this Phlox as follows:

"Columbia, the new cameo-pink Phlox which has just risen on the garden horizon is of most exquisite beauty. A soft pink recalling that of Elizabeth Campbell but lighter, more delicate, and with an eye of light blue which has a charming effect upon the general color of the flower, this Phlox grows to 2 or 2½ feet, very bushy, and, a fact most marvelous, it has practically no enemies. It flourishes after the coldest winter and in the hottest, driest summer. Altogether, an amazingly good addition to the list of plants which give color and richness to the midsummer border."

PHLOX COLUMBIA

Place your order now for the greatest Phlox you ever saw.

We refer you to our seed catalog, recently mailed, in which Phlox Columbia is illustrated in color in full size.

Note the moderate prices!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three for</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dozen for</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 for</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is requested that the following retail prices be maintained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Each 50c</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three for</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dozen for</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>